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When I want a Cl/AI turn to
, . TERRY'S

(the *ding peopa
I go to TERRY'S for all kinds of CLIPS-steel,
bronze, stainless, etc. When I want a clip made to
specification, Terry's Research Department is a big
help in the matter of design (Terry's with 96 years'
experience should know a thing or two !)

an,d 3 Special a s
Nos. 8o and 8i come
from to 2" from stock.
No. 300, an excep-
tionally good drawing
board clip, costs 5/- a
doz. (inc. p.t.) from
stock.

Want to know all about springs?

Here is the most comprehensive
text - book on springs in existence.

Post free ro/6

No. 80

Sole Makers : ,HERBERT TERRY & SONS, LTD., REDDITCH London Birmingham Manchester

H141,
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See the latest talrances in

MODEL ENGINEERING

(

* FINE COMPETITION MODELS
* LATEST TOOLS AND WORK-

*
THE SINKING OF THE

GRAPHIC WORKING
MODEL OF

 EGYPT'

* EXPERT
DEMONSTRATIONS of Brazing, Soldering, Woodwork.

Don't miss this.finest opportunity of meeting fellow

enthusiasts arid discussing problems and techniques.

SHOP EQUIPMENT.
OF ALL TYPES.

-a triumph of the Model -makers' craft.

MODEL ENGINEER
EXHIBITION

HORTECULTURAL
HALL, WESTMINSTER, LONDON

August 22nd to September 1st.

Admission, 2/9 ; under 14, 116

THE "ZYTO" V" LATHEa
BRITAIN'S FINEST LATHE VALUE

121,' BETWEEN CENTRES

Back Geared, Gap Bed, Tumbler Reverse, Screwcutting, Surfacing,
Sliding, Full Compound Slide Rest with Rack Feed, Hollow
Mandrel, Hollow Tailstock No. 2 M.T.. Set over Tailstock. Supplied
complete as shown with full set Changewheels, Backplate, etc.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Height of Centres. 31in.
Distance between Centres. 1211n.
Height from Gap. 4110.
Height from Saddle. tin.
Guide Screw, B T.P.I.
Headstock Mandrel. admits fin.
Tailstock Barrel, admits 4in.
Headstock Pulley, 3 Speeds, fin. Flat Belt.
Faceplate Diameter, 6in.
Overall Length of Lathe. 30111.

PRICE

1E25/10/0
Please ask for Easy

Payment Terms

BOOK YOUR LATHE NOW
Fully illustrated leaflet of the " ZYTO " Bench and
Motorised Lathe free and post free on request.

S. TYZACK & SON L
341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I
TELEPHONE: CLERKENWELL 8301 (TEN LINES)

USE THIS DEVELOPER FOR
YOUR HOLIDAY SNAPSHOTS

A CONCENTRATED LIQUID
GRAIN DEVELOPER

A one - solution, fine grain
developer with excellent keeping
qualities and always instantly
ready for use. Dilute one ounce
with just the right amount of
water to fill YOUR tank, develop
the film and pour the solution
away. No trouble, no waste.
Gives maximum speed consistent
with fine grain and yields negatives
of superlative enlarging quality.
No filtering or dissolving
necessary. A standardized tech-
nique gets you the same superb

results every time.
JOHNSON
J-20 TANK

For developing size -20
roll films in daylight.
Takes 10loz. of solution.
Easy -to -load. sturdy one-
piece spiral. Pouring lip
for splash-free emptying.
Triple light -trapped lid.
Complete with new Two-
way Agitation move-
ment and a Calculator

Disc.

PRICE 251-

225 c.c. (8oz.) size
570 c.c. (20oz.) size

316

616

Get the UNITOL CALCULATOR with your first bottle
of Unitol. It gives the right developing time for any
film in any tank at all dilutions. It only costs 4d.

and your dealer will be able to supply.

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD.
LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1743
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For MO Fidelity of Reprodaiction
with naugninin of wear on Ave record

FIVE. TYPES TO CHOOSE FROM
The above are designed and manufactured to suit all

types of pick-ups.
No. 1. " Miniature " jewel tipped needle for light -weight pick-up.
No. 2. " Straight " jewel tipped needle for crystal pick-up.
No. 3. " Trailer " jewel tipped needle for medium -weight pick-up.
No. 4. " Knee Bend Trailer " jewel tipped needle for the older

heavy -weight pick-up.
No. 5. " Miniature Solid Sapphire " needle for light -weight pick-up.
PRICES :- Nos. 1-4, 7/- plus Purchase Tax 3/1. Postage 6d.

No. 5, 9/3 4/I ,, 6d.
Your local dealer can supply.

In cases of diffirulty, apply direct.
A " TIP" WORTH TAKING

An interesting and instructive Brochure giving advice on the
choice of a S. G. Brown precision Sapphire Needle to suit your
pick-up will be sent on request. Write Department " P.M."

Te'ephone

Watford

7241. ('LnvA,W14.
SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

(6)

00 " GAUGE
" LINESIDE" KITS

for Railway Modellers
These kits are ideal for the man who
would like to find out just where the
fascination lies in scenic railway modelling
for :hey enable him to make a start on a
simple but satisfying job at small expense.
They contain printed card and wood
parts, printed celluloid windows, de-
tailed authentic plans, larck and ti le
building papers. The first off are

LARGE SIGNAL CABIN 3'8
WATER TOWERS (2 types in t kit) 2'9
COUNTRY STATION 5/6
PLATFORMS 318
FOOTBRIDGE

Postage: Single kit 6d., two or more led

*The full MODELCRAFT
LIST for 1951 gives details of mare
than 600 plans, planbooks, kits and acces-
sories covering every aspect of th: model -
maker's art, ships, aircraft, road veh7c1e3,
hotises, etc. It costs post free and
includes a II. refund voucher for use in
buying Modelcraft goods.

Modeleraft Ltd
77(L), Grosvenor Rd., London S.W.I

SELECTED MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
PRISMATIC BINOCULARS

Best British makes, including Kershaw, Ross, etc.
6 x 30. Eye -piece focusing. Complete with Web
Case. Guaranteed condition.

Post 21- extra. 17-5-0

U.S. Govt.
STAR IDENTIFIERS

Consists of Star Base and seven Templates. Can
be used to spot or identify stars. Complete with
instructions and leatherette
wallet. Postage 9d. extra. 4/6

PRISMATIC ELBOW
TELESCOPES

Power 7 x. Weight 6 lb. image erect. Definition
is crisp and free from distortion.

Post free. 27/6

HAND SIGNALLING LAMPS
Diameter of reflector Sin. Bulb pre -focus 12 volt, 36 watt. This lamp gives a brilliant
beam and is suitable for use as spotlight, inspection lamp, etc. Cover glass available
in green, amber or clear.

Post II- extra. 15/ -
POCKET FOCUSING MICROSCOPES

A precision instrument constructed in our own workshops. The optical system
consists of 8 lenses (4 achromatic doublets). Definition is crisp and free from colour
and distortion. Magnification 20 x.

ASSORTED LENSES and PRISMS
Parcel of 10 assorted lenses and prisms.

27/6

The lot. Post free 10/ -

Post free.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND.

CHARLES PRANK Phone :
BELL 2106

:nstrument Makers end Dealers since 1907.

67-73, SALTMARKET GLASGOW, C.I

DUKE & CO.
RIDE -COVERED SEATS, 34in. x 161n.
x 4in., also a few moquette covered.
22:6. Seats complete with backs 451.
Ideal for cars, caravans and Utilities.
Carr. extra.
PANNIER RAGS, 7/6, Rubberised
canvas, 14in. x 101in. x 51in. Require
only fixing clips. Post 116.
METAL RECTIFIERS, 360v. 150 Ma.,
half wave, 71in. x llin. dia., 7/6 each.
FUSE CARRIERS. 15 amp. complete
MEM, Kantark minors, 1/6 each.
BEDSIDE RADIO KIT. In bakelite
cabinet, 4 -valve T.R.F. Universal or
A'C for only 26,12/6 or ivory cabinet
6/- extra. Assembled 351- extra. New
and improved circuits. The only set
available at this price. (Cabinet
approx. 12in. x bin. x 6in.) Post extra
2 6.
MICRO -SWITCH SP/ST, 3/6. Also
Mercury switches. 31.
BULG IN ROTARY SWITCHES.
Single type, LIS each.
EX -MILITARY BOAT. 13ft. NEW.
All accessories, inflatable, 6 gns.
SPEAKERS 3in., 13/8. With
trans. 1216, slightly damaged 12/6 with
T ans.
HEADLAMPS. Ex L.P.T.B. Std.
single bolt fitting. 7;6 plus 1/6 post.
MIDGET CHOKES. 10 henry, 50 mill.,
300 ohms, 1/5 each, or 4 for 5/-.
CONDENSERS, single tuning, first
quality, brand new, 216.
TYPE 25/1198 SUPERHET RE-
CEIVER. New purchase makes it
possible to again offer a limited number
of these bargains. NOTE PRICE, 12/6
only each. With free drawings. These
convert easily to A/C, Universal or
Battery All -wave receivers. 465 IF's, I
tuning cond., 32 resist., trans., switches
vicontrols, v/holders and all the usual
parts, less valves. Post 1/6.
Money back guarantee. Cash with
order, please, or C.O.D. Please allow
sufficient for post and packing. Stamps
only for lists.

DUKE & CO.,
219, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD.

ESSEX
ILFORD 0295 AND

62!, ROMFORD ROAD,
LONDON, E.I2.
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Press -button Soldering !

THE " BURGOYNE " 7 -SECOND SOLDER GUN

PRICE 79/6. A.C. only 200-250v.
Here's the tool every home handyman has always wanted. This
amazing new tool saves electricity bills. Makes soldering
child's play. No current used unless actually making a joint ;
cold when not in use ; no elements to burn out ; heats up in

7 seconds : no risk of touching the " wrong end.- No constant re -
ti no ng. Ideal for handyman or radio enthusiast.

TAPE & WIRE RECORDER MOTORS
MADE BY B.S.R.

This small induction motor is specially designed for
magnetic tape and wire recorders. Absolutely silent in
operation and virtually free from vibration. Minimum
stray magnetic field.

For A.C. Mains 100-250 volts 011) post
50 cycles. TYPE P. 10. Uut free.

BAFFLE SPEAKERS
Sin. P.M. Plessey. Speakers
in handsome Walnut Baffle.

Only 32/6
(Post & Packing 2 5.

SPECIAL!! THREE -SPEED MOTOR TURNTABLE UNITS
33,' 45 and 78 r.p.m.

Here is a motor turntable unit lbr playing 78, 45 and 33 1/3 r.p.m. records at only a little
above the cost of a good quality single -speed player !
This unit is the DECCA MU.I4 and designed to fit into existing cabinets, and for use
with existing pick-ups. Speed selection is by means of a rotated knob, the skirt or which
isclearly engraved with selected speed. The turntable, in addition to being well balanced,
issupplied with a special rubber mat to ensure good coupling between record and turntable.
Perfectly silent, and free from vibration in operation, this unit solves the problem or a
multi -speed turntable at reasonable cost, coupled with sound mechanical design.

M.U.14 £7/3/4 FOR A.C. MAINS

AC/DC AMPLIFIER Type A2
This amplifier is an AC DC version or the well-
known AC amplifier type Al. The A2 gives those
on DC the oppOrtunity to construct, at very
reasonable cost, an amplifier whose reproduction
can be classed as excellent. The amplifier has
an output of 2-3 watts, more than adequate for
normal rooms. -

Instruction elf_
Manual u

A2 Amplifier Kit 651
-with Manual

M.O.S
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY
THE RADIO CENTRE (DEPT. P.M. 8)

33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON. W.1

TRACK FOR

GARDEN
RAIL' AYS

71" to ioi" Gauge

Model railway
enthusiasts

will be glad to know that

Bassett-Lowke
can now supply a full range of track

materials for garden railways iii0. to 10 `sin gauge

available for immediate
delivery.

RAIL in 1411. lengths punched
FISHPLATES

for above, col

each end for fishplate
prising 2 mild steel plates

bolts --2A
lbs. per foot run. punched

with 4 holes with

;in. tread, 1 17132in.
high, 4 fishplate

bolts at 113

Hin, wide on foot. 22/6 complete.
P.T. 30.

per 14ft. length.
P.T.. 51-,

(Minimum
quantity 4 lengths.)

HOLDING
DOWN rail

DOG

SPIKES.
for fixing

to

wood sleepers
(as illustrated),

101- Per 100.

Enquiries for larger
quantities are welcome
and special quotations
will be given free.
Please quote ref. TM i12.
when writing.

BASSETT - LOWKE LTD
Head Office and Works :
NORTHAMPTON

L zn..on : 112, Hirt Holborn, W.C.1. Manchester : 28 e3rporation Street

FRENCH -SPANISH
GERMAN -ITALIAN
Learned :n Sic Months by Pe:man

Method
I have nothing but praise for your methods
of teaching languages. Everything seems to
fit like a jigsaw puzzle. You actually read,
write and speak French all the time, which
gives you confidence. You know that it
will only be a matter of time until you
master the language. (L.I226)

THIS
letter is typical 0! thousands

received from readers who are
learning languages by the Pelman method,
which is revolutionising language teaching.

This wonderful method, which has now
been used for over 25 years with such
success, enables you to learn French in
French. Spanish in Spanish German in
German, and Italian in Italian, without
using a word of English. The method is so
simple that even a child can understand it.
Grammatical complexities are eliminated,
and the whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Specially reduced fees for serving and ex -
Service members of His Majesty's Forces.

The Pelman method is explainel in four
little books, one for each language :
French, Spanish, German, Italian

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu) -
State which book you want and it will

be sent to you by return, together with a
specimen lesson, gratis and post free.

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY

To the Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, NVigmore St.,

London, W.I.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning :

French, German, Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Nam^

Address

Most sizes available from stock! //

ed MICRO -
DRILLS

STRAIGHT FLUTE DRILLS. A well -designed drill par-
ticularly recommended for drilling brass. Range
of sires: .35 mm. (.0138") to 3.0 mm. (.1181")

PIVOT DRILLS

Widely used by watch
and clock making
trades for drilling
very small holes.
Range of sizes :

.05 mm. (.002")
to .5 mm.
(.0197")

STANDARD SPIRAL

FLUTE DRILLS

A general purpose drill
of improved flute
design for easy ejec-
tion of swarf.
Range of sizes: .1
mm. (.0039") to
3.0 mm. (.1181")

FLAT DRILLS

Similar to pivot drills
but made in larger
sizes. Range of
sizes: .25 mm.
(.0098") to 3.0
min. (.1181")

SINGLE SPIRAL

FLUTE DRILLS

For drilling small
holes to extremely
fine limits. Range
of sizes: .1 mm.
(.0039") to 3.0

mm. (.1181")

WRITE FOR STOCK LIST
S. N. BRIDGES & CO. LTD.

Bridges Place, Parsons Green Lane, London, S.W.6.

'Plasticine'
REGD

makes ideal
' mock-ups'

' Plasticine ' is unique ; for

prototypes and " mock-ups "

there is no more practical

modelling material and none so

widely used. ' Plasticine ' is

long lasting, hygienic and avail-

able in 16 attractive colours.

HARRUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD
Batham)ton Bath Sow arse!
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-.Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.
The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.
Accountancy
Advertising
Air and Vacuum

Brakes
Air -Conditioning
Arable Farming
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Auditing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines

Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Free -Lance journalism
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Horticulture
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Lettering
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Eng.
Plastic
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for 1952 examinations in Architecture, Quantities, Civil
Eng., Mech. Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially -prepared Study Programme, the student will complete his
Course, with time for revision, before the examination date, when he will rit
with full confidence of success.
Courses are also available for most other Technical, l-rofessional, Commercial,
and Civil Service Exams.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until' successfut.)

CENEROUS DISCOUNT GRANTED TO ALL MEMBERS OF H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHDOLS LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Add,-

Addresses for Overseas Reader;
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Khalek Sarwat Pasha, Cairo.
Eire : 13, Anglesea Street, Dublin, C.4.
India : Lakshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha flehta Rd Fort,

Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefiel I Str_et, Wellington,
N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa : 45. Shnrtmarket Sti net, Cape Town.

ICS

GALILEAN
BINOCULARS

2d x50 with 10 deg. field. Brass body
black japanned. British made,
with leather case and sling. Ideal
for theatre, sport, ornithology,
etc. A fine general purpose instru-
ment with great light -gathering
Power. Usually sold by optical
dealers at £10-10-0. Our price

Post free-, £5-15-0

AIR BLOWERS

To work from 12-24v.
D.C. Ideal as venti-
lator or extractor, or
can be converted to
car -heater or film -
dryer. I h.p. By
British makers.

Post 30/-

SPIRIT LEVELS
Centre ring. gin. dia.
with flange 1-1,16in.
dia. Height En.
Three fixing boles.
Ex -Army. Brass.
Post free I8/-per doz.

MAGNETIC MARCHING!

COMPASS

CHARTBOARD

Parallel arms, rule
and protractor. 17in.
square. Makes a
handy small drawing
machine and is con-

structed to rigid A.M.
standards. A hinged pers-
pex cover for tracing, etc.,
is included.
Post free. 22/6

Ex-R.A.F. In moulded case approx. 2in.
sq. Large dial. Luminous. 0-360 deg. with
cardinal points. Jewelled bearing, lumin-
ous pointer, revolving grid -ring, and stop
lever. Split foresight. A precision com-
pass for Sportsmen, Hikers. Cyclists.

/Pr°eest, 22/6

SPEEDOMETER

Post 11-,

16/6

BROMIDE
PAPER

Slip. x 51in. normal
glossy. British made.
Fully guaranteed by
us. Per gross, 716

post free,  /

LARGE
EX-R.A.F.

BALLOONS
About 9ft. diam.
Supplied in
sealed metal
containers.

fP,°,,' 4/6

PULLIN
MOTOR

to run on 12-24 v,
D.C. or 213-30 v.
A.C. Approx.
1'16 h.p. Fullyguaranteed
brand new. Shaft
with brass gear
wheel, 2in. x 2in. x
3lin. Two speeds. Trw, 22/6

Unused, Heavy pattern, by Smith's.
Range 0-25 m.p.h. With two Veeder
Counters-one for trip mileage x 1-10ths,
and the other for total mileage to 99,999,
Flexible re -set shaft. /M. sq, driving shaft.
Dial diam., 4in.

AERO-SPARES CO
(Dept. II), 7071, H GH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I. Phone AMB 287112

TABLE FANS
Brand new, by G.E.C.
200-250 v. A.C., .125
amp.. 12in. blades,
19in. guard, 3 speed
control. Weight,
19 lbs. Worth j

r Zee:aid), 85 I rfe7----)

11 Whitworth Street, Manchester, 1.

LTD

Tel: Cen. 0272-1725.

BRITAIN'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF:
"PERSPEX " (Acrylic) sheet; rod and tube.
" CRINOTHENE."
B.X. ACRYLIC ROD.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Specification),
" CASEIN " Rod, Sheet and Tube.
CELLULOSE ACETATE Film and Sheet.
Official Stockists for :
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD., ERINOID LTD.,
B.X. PLASTICS LTD., UTILEX LTD.
Catering especially for Industry, The Hobbyist and the Model Maker.
Contractors to the Admiralty, most Government Departments, Schools,

Institutions, etc.
Trade and Technical enquiries solicited.

Fabrication, Engraving, Moulding, Cutting to Size, Shape, Contour a speciality,

Experimenters ! Build the

MATCHBOX RADIO SET
With the aid of cur full instructions you can build a complete

radio set in a matchbox, using parts purchased from your
radio dealer.

Tuning arrangements include a medium wave inductor with
station selector switch, and a long -wave coil for the B.B.C.
Light Programme on 1,500 metres.

Demodulation is achieved by the use of a non-linear impedance
unit of a new type, giving loud, clear reception.

This receiver works off a short indoor aerial in many districts,
and being powered entirely by the incoming signal, requires no
batteries.

Full step-by-step instructions, working drawings and theoretical
wiring diagram.

Price 31- Post Free.
JOHN O'BEIRNE (P), 137, Cotham Brow, Bristol, 6.

MAIL ORDER ONLY.



"KINWES
DRAW!
MATERIA

We are the largest manufacturers of high-grade Drawing Instruments
and Slide Rules in the British Empire, and our Kinwest Drawing
Materials have gained a reputation throughout the world for superb
quality and accuracy. Insist on using only Thornton's for complete
satisfaction.

Our illustrated Catalogue, which includes particulars of Drawing
Boards, Tee and Set Squares, Scales, Drawing instruments, Curves,
Protractors, etc., is sent Post Free on request.

A. G T -1-+ R.14 To N, LTD
WY T N ff A WE, N1,4NCtif/TER

Tel: WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)

A COUPLE
F GOOD

MASON MASTER
' S' DRILL

GLAZEMASTER
GLASS DRILL

Slip a "MASON
MASTER " into a wheel -
brace and turn. No matter
if it is brick, tile, concrete
or marble the carbide tip
penetrates easily a n d
quickly and gives a clean
tound hole.
Sires from 532in. to sin.
The" GLAZEMASTER "
bores holes in glass of any
thickness without fear of
splintering or breakage:
You just let the drill do
the work. Type B as
illustrated for craftsmen.
Type A for the handyman.
Send for illustrated Book-

let ' L.'
JOHN M. PERKINS

& SMITH LTD.
Bratat,tort. Near It maw.

Phone: Bratinsion 233.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL GOOD TOOL STOCKISTS

CHEMICAL
APPARATUS
AND CHEMICALS

CATALOGUES
Send 'PA. Post Free

VICSONS LTD.
Contractors to Education
Authorities and many of the
large industrial laboratories

148, PINNER ROAD, HARROW, MIDDLESEX
FOR ALL LABORATORY APPAllATUS

Book : " Magnetic Recording " 25/-, post 9d.

NL
HAW "A

IATRI frt /2'8.0"
I intend to add a few more parts to give me a power-

ful Lathe kit. Then with
the Drilling, Grinding
and Polishing Set I shall

own a complete Wolf
Cub Home Constructor
Outfit. Just what I've
wanted for years -and
at such low cost as I

never dreamed possible.

I bought this wonderful
Wolf Cub electric drill for only £5.10.0

-the sturdiest, most powerful and compact machine
I have ever used. Even more astounding was my discovery
that by adding a few parts which cost me £4.0.9, I became
the proud possessor of a complete saw kit as well,

- and thatS not all the
Wonderful Wolf Cub story./

Write today for new fully descriptive illustrated (older.
Read all about the greatest value for money ever
offered in Home Workshop and Handyman tools. Copy
free on request.

glit RADIO INTERFERENCE
TIT A

SURATEL.-1111MINDIP.O.

Specially designed for use wit:) Wolf
Cub Drills. Supplied ready to attach
to "Cub" lead. Conforms fully with
official regulations. Only 23,6.

SUPPRESSOR
Television Suppressors also available
for fitting by Wolf Service Engineers.
8:6 inclusive.

* Prices and descriptions subject to alteration without notice.

WOLF. 'ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.
PIONEER WORKS, HANGER LANE, LONDON, W.S
Telephone . PERniate 5631-4. 8RA cHES: BIRMINGHAM  MANCHESTER LEEDS  BRISTOL  GLASGOW
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MORE skill at
your fingertips!

No. 82

TOOL CHEST
Contains the three knives with a
selection of X-acto blades in a

polished wood cabinet. An
asset to any workbench.

V,

30/-

No. 5 KNIFE No. 2 KNIFE No. I KNIFE
for heavy duty. With for normal cutting. With for delicate work. With,
one No. 19 blade one No. 22 blade 4/0 one No. 11 blade

Try the perfect balance of X-acto knives, test the scalpel -keen
sharpness of X-acto interchangeable blades and you'll soon be
convinced that X-acto makes creative hands even more skilful.
Call at your dealers and see the complete range of knives,
blades, tools and attractive kits or write for illustrated folder.

* X-acto blades are available separately in packets. 5 short blades,
straight 2,6, 5 short blades, curved 3/9 and 2 long blades 2/-

TRIX LTD., Dept. A, II, OLD BURLINGTON STREET, LONDON, W.I.

Largest stocks, CLYDESDALEbest selections
and Bargains in Ex -Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

PROJECTOR
Ex-W.D. 16 m.m. still projector which could be modified for movie operation. This unit
is at present hand operated and employs a standard 250 -volt projector lamp. Capable of
handling a 400ft. 16 m.m.
The sprockets and drives are excellently machine finished. Dim. : I6in. x I2in. x I lin.,
finished in grey.

CLYDESDALE'
PRICE ONLY ,S iI2.10.0

HAND COMPASS
Hand Compass Type 06-A, Ex-R.A.F., fitted with a sighting prism enabling viewed object
to be sighted and the bearing read simultaneously.
The cardinal disc, marked in degrees 0-360, can be illuminated for use at night, the handle
of the compass being vertically a 2 -cell flash light, the illumination penetrating the base
of the compass proper.
Compass dimensions 41in. x length 9in., complete in transit case 101,in. x 51in. x 51in.

CLYDESDALE'S CARRIAGE
PRICE ONLY 13.15.0. PAID

SPERRY COMPUTER, TYPE BB, REF. 10992 " M "
The Sperry Computer employs over 100 various precision gear wheels, helicals, rollers,
spirals, levels, ratchets, worm drives, skew gears and variable pitch worm gears. Precision
pitch stabilising gyro unit.
Servo system unit with four concertina -type reservoirs, small -bore servo and servo switch.
Two 24 -volt D.C. 1.5 A. motors with pulley shaft each end and reversing clutch mechanism.
Selsyn 24 -volt repeater motor (912292). Slow motion dials, counters, aneroids, capsules,
shafts, springs, metal and flexible tubing, plus over 800 springs, washers, nuts and bolts, etc.
The complete unit is enclosed in a metal box with removable side covers : 9in. x x
3lin. finished in black crackle and suspended in a tubular metal cradle frame by four heavy
duty anti -vibration mountings. Weight 96 lbs.

PRICE
CLYDE fthe

ONLY ialrf 9111
SDALE'

W
S A CARRIAGE

Each PAID

MISCELLANEOUS
Desacator Pumps (in original transit case)... ...
Packard Coolant Pumps
24 -volt Motor Driven Prop. Feathering Pump ...

... ES 10 0
E2 9 6... a 0 0

CLYDESDALE
Send now 'or new illustrated lists.

SUPPLY 2 BRIDGE STREET
CO. LTD.  GLASGOW - C.5

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9.
Please Print Name and Address.

" KARLENITE "
PLASTIC MARBLE

The entirely new Artificial Stone for casting Bookends ; Ashtrays ; Wall -vases ;
Statuettes, etc. " Karlenite " sets granite -hard with a scintillating crystalline
structure which very closely resembles marble or alabaster. It is enormously
strong ; highly resistant to heat and impervious to water. Literally any type of
natural " veining " can be simulated in any colour and a range of pigments is
available for this purpose.

MAKE YOUR OWN
FLEXIBLE MOULDS

in " PLASTIMOULD " SYNTHETIC RUBBER
Prepared in liquid form for making permanent elastic moulds. Ideal for repetition -
casting Plaques, Bookends, etc., in plaster, cement or " Karlenite." It wi II faithfully
reproduce even the most minute details of ornamentation and surface texture.
" Plastimould " is incredibly simple to use and moulds can be taken from any
type of pattern, including wood, metal, plaster, stone, glass, ivory, etc.

Send Is. for full details of this easy, fascinating and profitable hobby. Money
refunded to bona fide enquirers.

KARLENA ART STONE CO. LTD.
(Dept. PM6), SS, Deansgate Arcade, Deansgate, MANCHESTER, 3

FOBCO " STAR"
in. CAPACITY PRECISION DRILLING MACHINE
Fully tilting table can be located at 90 deg. each way.

DETAILS AND DIMENSIONS
Distance centre of chuck Base ... 151n. x 9in.

to column ... tin. Column ... 55 mm. dia.
Spindle travel .. 3Iin. Speed rangeMaximum distance 4,260/1,99011.020/475chuck to base . 15in. Motor 113 h.p.. 1,425 r.p.m.
Table ... ... 8l in. sq. Nett weight ... ...1401b.

SINGLE PHASE OUT OF INCOME TERMS

131 15 0 19s. 04deposit and 12
monthly payments of 94/8.

Three phase £29 184. Od. CARRIAGE PAID MAINLAND
Send 6d. for our new 1951 comprehensive illustrated catalogue
which gives full details of blueprints. castings and materials fur

L.B.S.C. locomotives and workshop equipment.

A. J. REEVES & CO.
416. MOSELEY RD., BIRMINGHAM, 12.

Grams: "Reevesco Birmingham"
Phone: CALthorpe 2554

G&G "THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE"



wave -bands, 59; tto ut me urn
wave only, 49'6. Add 2'6 to cover
postage and insurance.

'6. Di b di

Cabinets for Above
Here is an illustration of the type'
of cabinet you could make for this
set. We have none to supply at
the moment, but expect some and

will give pur-
chasers of the
chassis first
refusal of them

if and
when they
arrive.

Closed Wed, aft. ; open all day Sat.

E. P. E. LTD.
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READY TO WORK RADIOS
Battery Personnel Chassis

This 4 -valve all -dry battery -operated
receiver is of such small dimensions
that it will fit into a cabinet only about
6in. x 4in. x 3M. and still leave ample
room for batteries. The chassis is all
wired and complete with speaker, volume
control, wave -change switch, etc., etc.,
and only first grade components have
been used. Prices are : Chassis com-
plete with valves (three type iT4 and
one type 3V4)-ready to operate on
long and  medium wave -bands, 99/6.
Ditto but medium wave only, 89 6.
Chassis without valves, long and medium

All Mains Chassis
This is the equivalent of a 4 -valve
receiver for it uses three valves and a
metal rectifier. It is all wired up
ready to work off A.C. mains,
complete with modern valves, ganged
tuning, high precision dust cored -coil,
first grade condensers and resistors,
all on metal chassis. Tunes long and
medium wave -bands. Large clear dial.
Receives
Home ser-
vices : Light
programme ;
Luxembourg,
etc. Chassissize
approx.
9in. x 4in.
x Sin.
Completewith
valves,
but less
speaker, 59'6. Suitable speaker with
matching transformer, t6,!6-nothing
else needed. Plus z'6 postage and
Insurance.

(I) Electron House, Windmill Hill,
Ruislip Manor, Middlesex

11 0 31 IE 11 0 1111 :11: S
Motor a, (list to Sidecar Passenger, 2 -way communicating telephones, very
loud ; no batteries, no complications, 17.6 per set. inc. post.
For Summer Painting buy a Goblin spray -gun ; wilt fit to almost any make
of cylinder vacuum cleaner and can be used for distempering walls, painting and
varnishing doorS and skirtings, cellulosing furniture, or with soapy water for
shampooing carpets, washing down walls, etc. Also good for spraying the car or
bike. 13.9. phis 9d. postage.
Still in Stork-the 'popular small motors suitable for sewing machines ; supplied
complete with on'off switch and fitted belt, 216 inc. post.
Treat Yourself to an electric blanket to warm the bed on chilly nights : price
£16, complete, or we can supply the infra -red warming unit for attaching to your
.own blanket at only 22-6. Plus 9d. post. Unit is 6 yds. long by I in. in diameter,
and comes complete with on off switch and 2:pin mains plug ; during the summer
when the Ideal boiler isn't working the unit can be used to warm the airing cupboard.
For 220-250 v. mains, A.C. D.C.
Convert. Tour Radiogram into a magnetic recorder ; easily done, with no per-
manent parts or screw -holes to disfigure grain. Complete kit including spool or
tape. £5.19.8t1. Details and circuits, Is. Parts in stock for the simple recorder shown
in June issue. Other recording accessories, EMI -tape 25,-, etc. G.E.C.tape, 30 -
Per half-hour spool, spare spools 4'6. 45Ke. Bias oscillator coils. 516. Record
playback and erase head kits. with instructions, 7 8 the two. Constructional
data on Magnetic Recording, 5 -.
***,^ TAPE RECORDER DECKS with fast forward and reverse speeds, sup-
plied complete with spool of tape and spare spool, very nicely finished article.
£14.10s. Demonstrations at our workshops.**".
PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK.
6T6/S. 111ORDOI1O ROAD, LONDON. E.112

AEROPLANE PROPELLERS, in 2 halves, 201- for the two.
PLASTIC ASBESTOS COMPOUND, Shell make, suitable for glazing, roof

leaks. hundreds of other uses, 14 lb. drum, 616 : cwt.. 421,
FILING CABINETS, polished wood, 2 drawers, drawers are Bin, wide,

deep, I9in. long, 40!- each.
STAINLESS NETTING, I8in. wide, in. square mesh, 30 yard rolls, 601..
AIRFIELD LANDING LAMPS, unused, swivelled, full book of instructions

with these, marvellous internal apparatus, price f8 : a fraction of original cost.
COLLAPSIBLE BOATS, I 1 ft. x 4ft., these are bargains at f1211010.
STONE CELLULOSE PAINT, also PREVENTATIVE EXTERIOR

COMPOUND, 5 gallon drums, 251,
CELLULOSE ENAMEL PAINT, gallon drums, various colours, cost originally

45/-, our price 1716 gallon.
LINEN BACKED PARCHMENT, slightly soiled, 18in. and 20in. wide, rolls

2 to 3 lbs. weight, 51- lb.
RE X I NE, 50in. wide, 1216 yard, tax paid, any length cut.
AIR TUBING, fabric covered, IID lin. bore, II- yard, 12 yards 101-.
ELECTRIC BELLS, A.G. made to rigorous Govt. specification, 516.
RUBBER DINGHIES, 8ft. diem., cost £84 each originally, our price 651, Boat

shape. 9ft. x 5ft., £5 each.
Orders of £20 upwards carriage paid, Scottish or Irish orders add 5 per cent. extra.

BATLEY & Co Gorsey Works,
 Stockport. Phone : STO 38E0

MAKES MANY

PERMANENT

MODELS
and utility objects*
from simple instruc-
tions in illustrated
Booklet-please
read below.

ONLY 4D
IN STAMPS
BRINGS BOOK

. . . showing how such models as those above, and many others,
can be made, without skill or special tools, from Sankey's PYRUMA
Plastic Cement. Ready for immediate use in its plastic state,
Pyruma sets or bakes to stone -hardness, and can be painted or
enamelled in all colours according to instructions. Therefore
realistic natural -colour models can be made from Pyruma, including

HOUSES, BUILDINGS FOR MODEL RAILWAYS, DOCKS AND
AIRPORTS, SHIPS, MODEL FURNITURE, ANIMALS, FIGURES,
RELIEF MAPS, Etc. as well as utility objects such as ASH TRAYS,
BOOKENDS, MENU HOLDERS, PAPER WEIGHTS, ORNAMENTS
and DECORATIVE OBJECTS.

Pyruma is inexpensive, and easily obtainable in tins from Iron-
morigers, Art Material Dealers and Hobbies Shops. Send 4d. in
stamps to the address below for illustrated Instruction Book.

SANKEY'S

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Dept. 4

I -4.H. SANKEY& SON,LT:
ESSEXILFORD EsT. 1857
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ERT ADVICE ON YOUR CAREER
176 -PAGE BOOK -Free!
An unusual opportunity you cannot afford to miss

Are you looked upon as an up-and-coming man in your job ? Have
you already been noticed by the right people-or are you just one of the
crowd, plodding along in a rut that leads nowhere ? YOU have it in
you to succeed-to be somebody, but only experts can help you find
out where YOUR opportunity lies. Fill in this Confidential Advice
Form and our Careers Experts-they have helped thousands of men
just like you-will send you a frank, personal letter of advice on your
best method of achieving success in Engineering. Whether you act on
our suggestions will be for you to decide. But you owe it to yourself
to find out what you COULD achieve. . . .

CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE FORM.....,
Please send me a copy of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " and your expert advice

I on how I can best advance my career and make the most of to -day's opportunities. I under-
stand that the details given on this form will be treated in strict confidence and assume
no obligations whatsoever.

NAME AGE DATE
(PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS)

ADDRESS

What type of position appeals to you most ?

Have you a particular hobby or recreation,

Where were you educated 7

At what age did you leave school 7

What were your strongest subjects at school 7

Have you attended classes since leaving school 7

Have you any knowledge of technical subjects ? (If so. give details \

What is your present occupation 7

What positions have you previously held 7

Have you served an Apprenticeship ? (If so, give details)

Would you like to secure promotion in your present work or prefer to enter a different branch of the Engineering industry

What salary would you be prepared to accept for the time being 7

If you would like to put some letters after your name, please state what examination or qualification interests you

If, after considering the foregoing information, our Advisory Expert believes that you would benefit from a special course of
instruction, how many hours a week could you devote to it
On taking the course would you need the immediate assistance of our Employment Dept. (licensed annually by London County
Council) ?

Any other information about yourself which you think will assist us to weigh up your case before we send you a letter of personal

advice.

i.

THE HANDBOOK AND PERSONAL ADVICE ARE FREE & WITHOUT OBLIGATION
1

IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUTComplete and post this Advice Form today ! THIS PAGE, COPY THE FORM
OR WRITE A LETTERTHE ADVISORY MANAGER

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17/19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON W.I.

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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AUGUST, 1 9 51
VOL. XVIII. No, 212 MTDG

EDITOR
F. J. CAMM

EC
Owing to the paper shortage " The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and " Horne Movies " are temporarily incorporated.

FAIR COMMENT By The Editor

A Ministry of Inventions ?
IN the course of a lecture which I

recently gave to technicians at
Southend, and which afforded me

the pleasure of meeting some of my
readers, I made a suggestion that in
these days of material shortages what
is most needed is a Ministry of Inventions,
and that the Government should by
means of announcements in the Press,
and by radio announcements, invite
the public to submit solutions to technical
problems of national interest. It did
this once before, when it was a matter
of importance to improve our methods
of navigation. In 1713 the Government
appointed a committee to consider the
question of finding longitude at sea.
They consulted Sir Isaac Newton, who
told them that " One method is by a
watch to keep time exactly, but by reason
of the motion of a ship, the variation of
heat and cold, wet and dry, and the
difference in gravity at various latitudes,
such a watch hath not yet been made."

Navigation at that time was crude,
and it was only on very rare occasions
that the navigator was closer than a
few miles in his calculations. There
were no time signals in those days, and
no method of checking the accuracy
of the crude timepieces of the period.
The committee therefore persuaded the
Government to offer a prize for an
accurate ship's chronometer, the prize
to be graduated from Lio,000 to £20,000
according to the accuracy of the watch.
Another condition was that it should
be possible by means of the watch for
the navigator to be accurate within 3o
miles at the end of a six weeks' voyage.

Now, although all of the skilled
horologists of the time endeavoured to
produce such a timepiece, they failed.
The prize was eventually won by John
Harrison, who had never been trained
in watch -making, and was the son of a
carpenter. Thus he laid the foundation
of accurate timepieces.

There is plenty of inventive ability
in this country, but it is disorganised and
uncoordinated. It should be the prime
concern of the Government, through
the Ministry I suggest, to set the
brains of the British at work on the
problems with which we are beset to -day.
Necessity is the mother of invention,

and I am certain that if such a Ministry
were brought into being, new methods,
new materials, new machine tools would
be produced and help to make us once
again the commercial centre of the world.
What John Harrison did over 25o years
ago can be done to -day, the more so
since technical education has so much
advanced by comparison with those years
when few people could read or write.

We have a Ministry of Supply, a
Ministry of Health, a Ministry of
Education, a Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries, an Air Ministry and
many others. The Ministry which
would be the most important of all,
and to which others could submit
problems for national solution, is non-
existent. There is no department, Govern-
mental or otherwise, in this country
which sets out to help the inventor as
does the Mellon Institute. In other
continental countries inventors are re-
garded as a state asset, and aided -in
their experimental work.

It is unfortunately true that we only
wrestle with problems when we are at
war. We solve problems then quickly
enough, why not solve them now ?
If by rearmament we believe that future
wars are possible they could be con-
siderably shortened by having the devices
which will bring them to a speedier
conclusion.

A NEW BICYCLE FRAME
Alt Y old friend Sir Alliott Verdon Roe

has produced a new design of
bicycle frame, making use of only two
tubes, one extending from the head to

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - I4s. per annum.
Canada - - - - I3s. pet- annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics " is

specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the

U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of
these are therefore expressly forbidden.

the rear wheel spindle and the other
extending from the saddle to the crank
centre. He has built an experimental
machine which has satisfactorily under-
gone its test. The idea of the crossed
frame is by no means new. Indeed,
it was patented by Paul Renouf in the
latter part of the last century, but Sir
Alliott's method of carrying it out differs
in important particulars. He maintains
that in the ordinary diamond bicycle
frame there is a heavily stressed part
where the top tube enters the steering
head lug, and this is not offset by using
large diameter top tubes and down tubes.
The top tube has to withstand both
compression load and bending stress
because the ordinary frame is not
perfectly triangulated.

Next month a description accompanied
by drawings and photographs will be
given explaining the design in great
detail. The article will be written by
Sir Alliott Verdon Roe, the pioneer
airman and the famous aircraft manu-
facturer. I should have preferred shaft
drive to be incorporated, because I
believe that with modern steels and
modern methods of gear cutting such a
drive could he produced quite cheaply
to -day. The old F.N. bicycle which
employed shaft drive was ahead of its
time, and no doubt it suffered from one
or two weaknesses of design as well as
wrong choice of materials. The fact that
chains give such trouble -free service
over a long period is a tribute to British
workmanship, for an exposed bicycle
chain is not working under the ideal
conditions which modern engineering
demands. No provision is made for
lubricating it or protecting it from the
lapping action of mud and dust, except
when an enclosed gear case is fitted.
This, however, introduces other compli-
cations, such as excessive side area, which
can be troublesome with a side wind on a
greasy road, increased weight and
increased cost. The shaft drive has a
minimum number of moving parts,
can be made lighter than existing crank
wheel, sprocket and chain with its
multiplicity of moving parts, and it
reduces side area. As it is totally enclosed
adequate lubrication can be provided
for. --F. J. C.
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The Various Types of Pumps Available, and Their Operation
THOSE of us who are fortunate enough

to have an ample supply of pure water
take this for granted, but there are

many places in remote districts where water
supply is sadly lacking. Here ingenuity,
combined with reasonable expenditure, can
supply the want. There is a wide variety of
pumping equipment available, and the making
of such pumping apparatus is not by any
means a difficult task, but one to which a

Fig. i.-Section
through a hy-

draulic ram.

Delivery
Pipe

Drive
Pipe

knowledge of
be applied.
The Hydraulic Ram

One of the simplest and most reliable
pumping units is the hydraulic ram, the
sketch (Fig. r) showing a section through
this equipment. The hydraulic ram makes
use of the water -hammer effect of a long
column of moving water in a pipe ; the ram
was invented by Montgolfier, and it makes
use of the momentum of a large flow of
water operating under a relatively small
head, raising a much smaller quantity of
water against a very much greater head. This
device can reasonably be classed as a pump,
because the moving column of water in the
drive pipe is the plunger which forces the
water in the chest up the delivery pipe.

Water for driving a ram is generally derived
from a small stream, and is led into the ram
through the drive pipe. Water flow must
have enough velocity to lift the outer mush-
room valve sharply against its seating, which
results in the momentum of the moving water
column being suddenly arrested, whereby
an immediate pressure rise is caused in the
chest. The inner valve is then opened, when
water will be driven up the delivery pipe
until equilibrium of the hydraulic system is
restored. This is followed by closure of the
delivery valve, the outer mushroom valve

fundamental principles must

By ROLT HAMMOND, A M.I.C.E.

then opens of its own accord, and the cycle
of operations is repeated.

The air vessel fitted to the ram acts as a
kind of hydraulic accumulator, and effectively
prevents damage by shock ; lift of both
valves can be easily adjusted and flow to the
drive pipe is regulated by a sluice valve. The
ram is stopped by raising the outer mushroom
valve by means of its projecting spindle, and
then the head of water in the drive pipe and
chest will hold it in that position ; it is re-
started with equal ease, by pressing down the
spindle to force the valve off its seat and thus
allow flow to continue. The snifting valve
is an important component, the purpose of
which is to admit cushioning air to replace
that absorbed by the water.

Modification for Using Polluted Water
One of the outstanding advantages of a

ram is that a polluted supply of water can
be used for the raising of
clean water from another
source, by introducing a
suitable modification into
the design of the ram.
The dirty water actuates
a plunger in a cylinder,
the other side of the

Valve Spindle plunger being in direct
contact with the clean
water to be pumped. If
the water used for the
driving of the ram contains
much suspended matter,
such as leaves and twigs,
then suitable screening

71/2- and similar arrangements
must be made to prevent

clogging of the equipment.
Although a ram can operate under a head

of only r8in., the practicable minimum is
considered to be about 5ft. ; a standard type
of ram will readily pump water to a height of
zooft., but for any greater head than this a
specially strengthened design will be necessary.
If W denotes the available quantity of water
for driving the ram in gallons per minute, H
is the vertical fall operating the ram, and h is
the height through which the water is raised
by the ram, in feet, then the quantity Q of
gallons raised per minute is :

Q=W x Hjh, multiplied by the efficiency
of the ram. Typical efficiences for various
ratios of Hilt are :
H/h 2 3 4 5 6 7
Effy. .85 .85 .8o .75 .75 .70
Hih 8 9 JO 12 15 25
Effy. .65 .65 .6o .6o .55 .4o

The efficiency will be less than that shown
in the above table if the drive pipe is very
long ; internal losses of a modified ram for
dealing with dirty water are very much
greater than for the standard ram, and, there-
fore, the efficiency will be very much less,
ranging from 35 to 56 per cent. Where
maximum delivery is required with only
a limited supply of water, a large ram with a
short stroke of valve should be employed ;
where water is abundant it will be better to

Adjusting Screw

Inner Valve

Snifting Valve

Outer
Mushroom Valve

,zon

use a small ram with a long valve stroke. It is
not considered good practice to use ball
valves, and the design of the delivery valve
is based on an empirical figure of one square
inch of area for every gallon delivered per
minute by the ram. Another important detail
is the area of the annulus between the edge
of the outer mushroom valve and the wall of
the chest, which should be slightly less than
the area of passage through the valve, so that
the velocity of flow may be high.

Length of drive pipe is another empirical
figure, and can be from gin. to rzin. for every
foot of head against which the water is to be
raised ; obviously, where the fall is very
low then a longer pipe should be used, and
vice versa when the fall is high. Experience
has proved that it is preferable to have a short
pipe in order to reduce friction losses to the
lowest possible minimum. The usual rate
of pulsation is from 4o to 6o beats per minute,
but this may be as high as zoo beats per
minute. In any case, before selecting the
size and output capacity of the ram, a careful
measurement of the stream flow which will
operate the ram should be taken, and this
matter has already been covered by the
author in a previous article.

Care should be devoted to siting of the
ram, which may be arranged above ground if
sufficient fall is obtainable, but this will be
risking trouble if the district is liable to heavy
frost. It is, therefore, far better practice
to install the ram in a brick -lined pit built
in the bank of the stream ; the position of
the chamber can be determined from the
main requirement that the waste water
drain from the ram should have a fall of
about i in too. It is important to pay some
attention to maintenance ; periodically the
drive pipe should be cleaned out, leaky
joints in the drive pipe should be mended,
and care should be taken to see that there is

De ivery Point Rising Main

Air Compressor

Fig. 2.-Diagram of an air lift in operation.
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always sufficient air in the air -vessel. A
choked snifting valve can also lead to faulty
operation, and if air enters the drive pipe
because of a fall in the operating head, the
ram may cease to work properly.

The following table of operating results
of hydraulic rams is taken from a paper
presented to the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers in 1922 by E. W. Anderson :

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Yet this system of pumping has a very low
overall efficiency, and 33 per cent. is looked
upon as quite a good result. With a small
pumping plant, this is probably not of very
great importance, because the amount of
energy being used is relatively small, but
for large installations efficiency would be a
much more important factor. Much study
has been devoted to evolving a suitable

Number of
strokes per

minute

Height of
fall
ft.

Height of
elevation

ft.

Water
used

cu. ft.

Water
raised
cu. ft.

Useful
effect

efficiency

66 x o . 06 26.3 1.71 .543 .9
50 9-93 38.6 1.93 .421 .85
36 6.05 38.6 1.43 .169 .75
31 5.06 38.6 1.29 .113 .67

15 3.22 38.6 1.98 .o58 .35
/0 1.97 38.6 1.58 .014 .18- 22.8 196.8 .38 .029 .67

Table showing operating

The author would recommend that a
hydraulic ram should always be bought from
a specialised maker, because, although there
may appear to be no difficulty about making
one, all kinds of snags are likely to arise when
it comes to proportioning the valves and
erecting the installation. If all this is done
by experts, a ram should work for many
years without giving trouble, care being taken
to see that the valves are kept in first-class
condition and renewed from time to time.
Many country houses depend for their water
supply on a ram, and they are seldom let
down, as this is a very reliable piece of equip-
ment.

The Air Lift Method
Those who have a small air compressor,

or who have a works where compressed air
is being constantly used, may care to consider
the air lift method of raising water. This has
two outstanding advantages, namely : there
are no moving parts within the borehole or
well, and a larger volume of water can be
pumped from a smaller bore than would be
possible with any other equipment for deep -
well pumping. Other advantages are that
the borehole does not have to be absolutely
vertical or straight; the presence of sand or
silt in the water has no effect ; many boreholes
can be pumped from one compressing plant,
and water may be pumped at varying rates
without much loss of efficiency.

ral:ccentric to
Drive

Cup
Leather

Piston

Air
Vessel

rff

Valve Chest

Suction Valve

Suction

Delivery
pipe

Delivery
Valve

Fig. 3. -Sketch design for a simple reciprocating
pump : dimensions will depend upon the duty

required.

result of hydraulic rams.

formula, giving the volume of air required
to raise a given quantity of water, and this
depends mainly upon the height to which the
water is to be raised.
In practice, a formula
by Rix and Abrams
has been found to give
good results, and is as
follows :

V.,=11,C. log
H-; 34

34
where V is cubic feet

of free air per
gallon of
water.

h is the total lift
in feet.

H is the sub-
mergence in
feet when
working. (See
Fig. E.)

C is a constant.
The values of C for

various lifts are as
follows :

From Soft. to 6oft.
C=204.

From 6oft to 2ooft.
C = 194.

From 2ooft. to 5ooft. C =180.
From 5ooft. to 65oft. C = 153.
From 65oft. to 75oft. C=13o.
In Fig. 2 we have a diagram showing the

air lift in operation, from which its essential
simplicity can be appreciated. The sub-
mergence is an important factor, depending
mainly upon the total lift and the following
proportions are found to provide a good
efficiency of operation :
Lift in ft. 50 75 too 150 200 250 300
Ratio sub-

2.53 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.2 r.o
mergence/ --
lift 11'1111

In designing an air lift, the two main
points to be considered are the volume of
water and the height to which it has to be
raised, these two quantities determining the
diameter of the rising main. If the diameter
is too great, the combined velocity of air and
water will be inadequate and slippage will
take place, air rising through the water and
causing loss of efficiency. The tendency
in a small installation would probably be to
have a rising main of small diameter, but if
it is too small then the velocity of flow is
high, and friction loss is considerable.

For all practical purposes, velocity of flow
at the ejector should be between 5 and I2ft.
per second, and at the point of discharge
it will vary from I2ft. to 45ft. per second ;
the nearest standard size of pipe should be
chosen to give velocity of flow lying between
the above limits. The following empirical
formula is generally employed :

Sluice Valve

Non -Return
Valve

Foot Valve

Strainer
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Velocity in ft. per second - QA, where Q
is the combined volume of air and water at
any point in cubic ft. per second, and A is
the cross-sectional area of the pipe in square
ft. It is also necessary to take into account
the volume of compressed air at the ejector,
and the air pressure, which depends upon
the depth of the ejector below the pumping
level.

A number of formulae have been evolved
for giving the most suitable size of air tubing,
and the most reliable is found to be Johnson's
formula, which is :

where L is the length of the air pipe in ft.
d is the bore of the air pipe in inches.
P, is the initial air pressure in lb. per

sq. in. (abs).
P1 is the final air pressure in lb. per

sq. in. (abs).
q is the volume of free air per minute

in cubic ft.
from this we obtain the expression

0

O.

O

c.%

,/o.0006q21..
d= P2,- I':

4. -Diagram indicating work
which has to be done by a pump,
and a section through the volute

casing.

One of the most important points to be
borne in mind is that the air main should
be large enough in diameter to avoid undue
friction, and it is recommended that a pro-
portion oft to 6.24 between the cross-sectional
areas of the air main and rising main is
reasonable. A single -stage air compressor is
found to meet air lift requirements for
a total lift of 25oft., and this depth will
probably not be exceeded in a small
plant.

Another important point about the installa-
tion is that the air receiver should be of
ample size, and provided with a safety valve,
pressure gauge and blow -off cock ; a stop
valve should never be fitted in the air line
between the compressor and the air receiver.
The purpose of a receiver is the damping
out of pulsations, but it also performs the
very important function of acting as a trap
for oil and moisture carried over from the
compressor. Trapped oil should be fre-
quently drained from the receiver. It is not
unknown for a receiver to catch fire through
this being neglected, and such a fire may be
quite dangerous if it gets a hold, even with a
small installation.

In operating an air lift, it will be found
that a greater pressure is required at starting
than for maintaining constant flow. At first
there is a solid column of water, but this will
soon be broken up into a kind of cloudy
emulsion, which immediately clears when the
water is drawn off. It would appear that a
small air lift presents no difficulties in con")
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struction and should give reliable service
over a long period of time.

Mechanical Pumps
Mechanical pumps may be broadly classi-

fied into reciprocating, centrifugal and rotary
types. In addition, there is the chain pump,
in which a number of discs on an endless
chain lifts water up a pipe, and the Archi-
medean screw, which is a very ancient form
of pump, but is more nearly a water conveyor.

The height to which water may be forced
by a pump is determined solely by the design
of the pump and the power provided to drive
it, but the suction lift which can be exerted
by a pump is a function of atmospheric
pressure, and therefore the height to which
a pump can suck will depend upon its ability
to produce a vacuum in the suction pipe.
Theoretical maximum lift is 34ft., which is
the height of a water column corresponding
to normal atmospheric pressure of 14.7 lb.
per sq. in. at sea level. In practice, air leaks,
pipe friction and other losses combine to
reduce this maximum lift to a practicable
one of about 25ft., although it has been

'known for some reciprocating pumps to
draw from a depth of as much as Soft. It
would probably be wise, therefore, to assume
a maximum practicable suction lift for a
reciprocating pump of loft. and a suction
lift of about 15ft. for a centrifugal pump.

Simple Reciprocating Pump
The author has worked out a sketch

design for a simple type of reciprocating
pump, as shown in Fig. 3, which he thinks

should be suitable for house or estate water
supply ; if a large delivery is required, then
three of these units can be coupled on a single
shaft and together make a three -throw pump,
with the eccentrics set at 12o deg. to one
another. This design is intended to be carried
out by welding, where available, and employ-
ing standard pipe fittings. . The plunger,
pump cylinder, pump chamber and valves
could all be sprayed with bronze to resist
corrosion and the piping could be heavily
galvanised with the same object. It is
thought that a pump of this simple design
would present no difficulties of manufac-
ture, its size depending upon the delivery
required and the horse -power of the driving
motor.

If a large electric motor, say 2 to 3 horse-
power, happens to be available, or an oil
engine of similar power, then this high-speed
prime mover can be geared down to the
pump through a worm and wormwheel gear
of the type made by David Brown and Sons,
Ltd., Huddersfield. A very satisfactory
alternative drive is either a vee-belt pulley
or Renold chain. The pump could be con-
trolled from a No Flote or similar device
in the water -tank, which would thus be kept
at a constant level at all times. If the pumping
set could be lowered down the well, this
would be helpful in reducing the suction head,
but it would be a disadvantage from the
maintenance point of view. A foot valve
should always be fitted at the bottom of the
suction pipe to which a strainer of copper
gauze should also be fitted.

The purpose of the air chamber on the
pump is to provide a constant flow of water

and to act as a cushion against pulsations,
in the same way as is provided for in the
case of the hydraulic ram. The complete
set is mounted on a substantial welded
baseplate, which is both strong and light.
Such a pumping set has the further advantage
that it can be uncoupled and mounted on a
trailer for use on other duties. This may be
a great advantage in the case of a farm.

The capacity of a reciprocating pump is
given by the formula G -D2 x'

6
S x N where G

is the pump output in gallons per hour,
N the number of working strokes per minute
of the plunger, S the stroke of the plunger in
inches, and D the diameter of the plunger in
inches. This formula is only approximate
and gives the output at a volumetric efficiency
of 98 per cent. ; although it is by no means
impossible to attain this efficiency, it would be
more reasonable to assume an efficiency of
say 95 per cent., 5 per cent. representing
leakage. The latter is necessary, because it
provides a seal against ingress of air.

Centrifugal Pump
In Fig. 4 we have a section through a

centrifugal pump showing the main parts, the
purpose of the volute casing being to maintain
uniform flow around the impeller. The casing
shown is of single -suction type, but it can
equally well be made with a double suction
or with open or shrouded impellers. This
casing in the sketch is both simple and cheap
to make, and the diagram shows the work
which has to be done by a pump in overcoming
the various heads.

(To be continued)

A Handy Blow -torch
A Simple Appliance Using Methylated Spirit By R. G. ILSTON

ON many electrical and gas -fitting joints
which need to be soldered, it is often
awkward to use an ordinary blowlamp

which is cumbersome.
The accompanying sketch gives details of a

very successful blow -torch which I have used
for a number of years. It delivers sufficient
flame and pressure for the job, and its design
makes it easy to manipulate.

Cap
(Push tit)

Air pipe

Cop op Torch top
Wick tube

V4:
Top pieta Jthio,fr

Air control screw

Control block

Cotton
woo/

Case

Tapped )36 '8.S.B
trip

Base plate lethick

;1101111
Cose showing position of

2- 78`dia holes

Constructional Details
The case is a 5in. length of 16G copper

tube, riin. bore, with top plate and baseplate
of in. thick copper brazed in. The air pipe is
a Tin. length of 3116in. 0/D copper pipe, the
wick tube being a piece of gin. O/D copper
pipe x lin. long, both bent and cut as shown
in Fig. 1.

Having made the above items, the air pipe
is brazed to the in-
side of the -case at
XX (Fig. z), the top
plate is fitted, and
the wick tube and air

Air control block
Top holes drilled a
tapped 2.8.A.
Bottom holes drilled Ildw
Centre hole drilled 446 die.

. NMI

`11..

k-34

Eectional view of the blow -torch, and details
end plates.

Air supply

Rubber
tube

pipe are brazed in
position, the base -
plate being fitted last.

Air -control Block
Next, the air -

control block is made
from a r gin. length
of in. sq. brass, and
the air connection
from a sin. length of
5/16in. O/D copper
pipe brazed into
the end of the block.

The block is
radiused along the
bottom to fit the
case, to which it
is brazed so that
the fin. holes in
the case and block
are in alignment.

Two 2 BA knurled
screws are machined
from brass and

of air -control block and their ends pointed
as indicated in Fig. 1.

x31.6 DiaBSF
fuel plug and
washer

_

A hand -grip is formed of din. 0,1D copper
pipe and brazed to the case opposite the
control block ; then a cap to protect the
nozzles when the torch is not in use is made
from a 31in. length of r in. bore copper tube
with an endplate of 1M. thick copper.

A 2ft. length of iin. I, D soft rubber tubing
is procured, one end of which is forced on to
the air connection, and in the other end a
mouthpiece made from the stem of an old
pipe or a piece of plastic is fitted.

The wick is made by unravelling a short
piece of fin. diameter soft cotton rope, and
after it is put in the rest of the torch case is
tightly packed with cotton -wool through the
bottom by removing the fuel plug, which is a
7/16in. dia. x fin. long B.S.F. brass set -screw
fitted with a fibre washer.

Operation
After the torch has been filled with methy-

lated spirit and the end of the wick lighted, the
mouthpiece is used to create constant or
intermittent pressure, and by turning the
control screws up or down as required a wide
variety of flames can be obtained which, due
to the light construction of the torch, can be
directed with an accuracy unobtainable with a
standard type of paraffin blowlamp.
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MATHEMATICS
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8/6, by post 9/-
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Mains Operation
of Small Motors
The Use of Transformers and Rectifiers Explained

By F. G. RAYER

THE small motors used in electric trains
and models of all kinds are frequently
driven by current from an accumu-

lator or dry batteries, but this is not very
economical, and where mains are available it
is a great advantage to use them. Some care
is necessary. however, if the installation is
to be safe, and if proper running is to be

Transformer

Mains

Motor

Auto -
Transformer

Switch To
Motor

T

1C

Mains

Fig. I.-Using a transformer with A.C. mains.

obtained. Small ex -Service motors, usually
for 12 to 24v. operation, are also obtainable
very cheaply, and these have a wide field
of usefulness. With all such low -voltage
motors, including those in trains and other
models, various circuits may be employed,
according to circumstances, and those fol-
lowing can be used with confidence. In
most cases transformers and other parts
necessary can be obtained from ex -Service
equipment electrical stores at low price,

Transformer Operation
The mains supply of 200-25ov. may be re-

duced to a figure suitable for the motor by
using a transformer, and this is a safe, effi-
cient and economical system, and can be used
with any A.C. mains. (A transformer will not
function on direct current mains.) The
transformer primary, indicated by " P " in
Fig. t, has a voltage rating suitable for the
mains supply ; the secondary " S " is rated
at the voltage required by the motor-this
may be from 4 to 6v. for small model motors
and up to 24v. or so for the larger ex -Service
motors. The primary connections should be
of stout flex, terminating in a proper mains -
plug, as the full mains supply voltage will
be present here.

If the transformer has separate primary
and secondary, no danger of shocks exists
at the secondary tags, leads, or motor ter-
minals unless a breakdown arises in the
transformer, which is very unlikely in a good
quality component. Accordingly, this circuit
is quite safe.

In the type of transformer known as an
auto -transformer, primary and secondary are
continuous, the latter being a small section
of the larger primary. Here, a direct con-
nection exists between the motor and mains,
and this type is not recommended for rail-
ways or other models where metal parts may
be touched.

Series Resistance Operation
A transformer can only be used on A.C.

a series resistor may be used on either A.C.
or D.C. mains, as shown in Fig. 2. The
resistor dissipates the unrequired voltage,
e.g.. if a 24v. motor is driven from 220V.

mains, 196v. will be dropped by the resistor.
With very small motors it is possible to use
an ordinary household -type bulb for the re-
sistor. If the motor runs too slowly, the
bulb should be removed and one of larger
wattage substituted. A too -watt bulb would
allow approximately A amp. to pass.

If the motor uses much more than amp.
a bulb is scarcely practicable, and a small
fire -bar element may be used in a suitable
mounting. If necessary, the amount of
element in circuit can be reduced by cutting
a clip from brass or other metal and securing
this round the bar by a bolt. When the
motor runs normally, the resistance value is
correct.

With this type of circuit the resistance
and motor terminals are in direct connection
with the mains, so proper care is necessary as
regards insulation of leads, etc. Fig. 2 shows
the best way of connecting the standard
three -pin mains plug, so that resistor and
motor are at the low -potential side of the
circuit. The switch is included in the high -
potential lead, and an earth -return is added

Resistance Motor

Earth
(Large Pin)

Line

Neutral

Frame
Connection

.Switch

Rear View of Mains Plug
(Cover Removed)

Fig. z.-Series resistance for A.C. and D.C.

from motor frame to earthing pin as an addi-
tional safeguard ; this can also be done with
the circuits in Fig. 1.

A voltage exists, relative to earth, in most
neutral. or low -potential mains supply leads,
so this does not mean -no shocks can arise
from handling the resistor and motor ter-
minals when the switch is off. It does, how-
ever, reduce the risk. Before adjusting the
resistor, or touching bare leads, the supply
plug should be withdrawn from the mains
socket.

A Safe D.C. Circuit
In many models there is no need to touch

leads, etc., but with some models, specially
trains, absolute safety may be desired, par-
ticularly where a child's toys are concerned.
If a transformer cannot be used, the circuit
in Fig. 3 may be adopted. This retains an
accumulator for driving the model, and a
double -pole double -throw switch is arranged
so that when the accumulator is being used
with the motor, it is entirely disconnected
from the mains. In many cases an accumu-
lator may already be in use, so the
additional expense involved is very small
indeed.

Transformer

Pr,.

To
Mains

Fig. 4.-An

Switch

AC Meter.

AC

Rectifier Btilb
or

Resistance

Accumulator

A.C. circuit for use with an
accumulator.

With the switch in the second position the
accumulator is trickle -charged from the
mains, the lamp limiting the current. With
zoo to 25ov. mains a 50 -watt lamp would
pass about amp., and a too -watt lamp
about amp. The wattage is not critical ;
with a small lamp it will merely be necessary
to allow charging to continue for a longer
period, to keep the accumulator in proper
condition. It is usually possible to arrange
matters so that the lamp fills a useful purpose
-for example, as a reading light.

Accumulator and A.G. Mains
If it is desired to charge an accumulator

from A.C. mains, the circuit in Fig. 4 can
he used. A small transformer, rectifier and
meter would cost about Li. The charging
rate can be adjusted by the resistance, thus
permitting various accumulators to be dealt
with. Ready-made variable resistors of about
5 ohms may be purchased, or one made from
thin iron wire such as is used for binding
flowers. The more resistance brought into
circuit, the lower will the charging rate be.
The voltage and current rating of the rectifier
should not be exceeded ; operating at lower
voltages and currents than that at which it
is rated is quite in order. Positive and
negative are frequently indicated by red and
black markings respectively, with a sign
similar to " S " for the A.G. (alternating cur-
rent) tags.

As with Fig. 3, such an arrangement is
actually one intended to keep an existing
accumulator in hilly -charged condition, and
is, therefore, absolutely safe.

A.C. and D.C. Motors
Many model motors have wound arma-

tures and field magnets, and these can be
operated from either A.G. or D.C. Some
small motors, however, have permanent field
magnets, and these will not run from A.C.
A circuit with a rectifier (such as that already
given in Fig. 4) is therefore necessary, if the
motor is a D.C. type, yet the house mains
supply A.C. current.

If it is desired to operate a D.C. motor
directly from A.C. mains, the circuit in Fig. 5
can be used. The transformer secondary
delivers A.C. at a low voltage, and this is
rectified (changed to D.C.) by the rectifier.

Lamp

1\

lb
Mains

ft, Model

Switch
(Enlarged
to show

connections)

Accumulator

Fig. 3.-A safe D.0 mains circuit for models.
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It will be seen that this is the same as Fig 4,
with meter, resistor and accumulator removed.

--'"Reverse and Speed Control
Motors with permanent field magnets are

favoured in model railways because the train
can be reversed by changing the polarity
of the supply, and a switch wired as shown
in Fig. 6 will accomplish this. If a small
variable resistor is also added the speed of
the model can be controlled and this, with the
reversing switch shown, is a popular arrange-
ment..

Such a circuit may be used with any
source of D.C.-dry batteries, accumulator,
or transformer with rectifier. Motors driven
from A.C. cannot be reversed in this way,
though their speed can be controlled by a
suitable resistor.
Fusing

To avoid damage due to short-circuits

Transformer

To
Mains

(Switch

5.-Circuit for operation of D.C. motor
from A.C. mains.
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caused by trains coming off the rails, or other
eventualities, a fuse or circuit -breaker can be
used. This can be included in one lead
to the motor, or, with model trains, in one
of the connections taking current to ie rails.
It can be employed with all the circuits
shown, and cards of fuse -wire rated at various
currents can be obtained for a few pence.

Loading
Whatever circuit is used, it should be cap-

able of delivering the current required by the
motor. In Fig. r, the size of the trans-
former will depend upon the current taken by
the motor. Small model motors consume
about r amp., at 4 to 6 volts, rising to 2 to
3 amps. for the larger motors designed fix use
with an accumulator. Ex -Service motors
vary, but the consumption is often about

amp. for the 24v. type, and 2 amps. for
the 12v. type. Frequently the consumption
is indicated on the motor, or it may
be measured with a meter. If any doubt
exists, .use a fairly large transformer. If
the latter becomes hot after a period of use,
this shows that the motor is taking more
current -than the- transformer can properly
supply. However, the current taken by most
model motors is: qiiite low, especially when
they are intended for operation from dry cells:

The circuit in Figs 2 can be adjusted to
supply current over a wide range, according
to the type of resistor, as explained. Where
an accumulator is used, as in Figs. 3 and 4;
no " special difficulty arises. The accumu-
lator can be ch,arged at any rate desired, pro -
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vided the rate does not exceed that marked on
it as maximum.

With the circuit in Fig. 5, both trans-
former and rectifier must be able to handle
the current required, and this particular
arrangement is the most critical of those
described. If the transformer becomes hot,
it is being over -run, as explained. This may
also apply to the rectifier if this becomes
unusually hot. After a period of use this
will become noticeably warm, if full cur-
rent is taken, and free circulation of air
between the plates should be possible. With
this type of circuit, it is wise to use a series
resistor, and adjust this for exact operation,
if the full characteristics, of the motor are
not known. Some voltage drop will arise in
the rectifier, according to its type and the
current taken.

Variable Res stance

On -Off
Switch

To Motor

Reve(Enlarrsing Switch
To

Battery

Fig. 6.-Reverse and speed control.

Automatic Turning Lathes
With Notes on Their Operation By R. JOHNSTON

THE subject of automatic lathes is one
which is far removed from the realms
of model engineering. Indeed, one

might even say that it is " divorced " from
it entirely. Nevertheless, it is a fact that
when visitors are being taken on a tour of
inspection round a factory where these
machines are in use, they find them a great
source of interest and many tarry behind the
main party, so engrossed are they in watch-
ing these remarkable machines perform their
functions, quite unattended.

Bar Auto -lathes
In these lathes the cycle of operation is

continuous, the bar stock being fed through
the hollow spindle, the projection of the
stock from the collets being accomplished by
the motion of a cam, and an automatic
locking ,device operating immediately the
stock is protruding the correct distance.
Generally speaking, bar autos are run at a
fairly high peripheral speed, owing to the
fact that diameter of bar stock is small,
relatively speaking, being anything from
skin. to tin. in diameter.

There are several makes of bar auto -
lathes, Butterworth, Brown and Sharpe,
Churchill, and Fay, to mention a few ; the
chucking lathe shown at Fig. r was made
by Messrs. Alfred Herbert, of Coventry, and
this auto -lathe is designated the No. 4. A
chucking lathe, as the reader will probably
have grasped, completes only one cycle, after
which the job in the chuck is removed,
another piece of a similar nature loaded and
the lathe started up again.

The underlying principles of all automatic
lathes are the same, and the lathe in question
is no different from others in this respect.

It carries several features, however, which
render it at once as one of the most useful,
and certainly one of the most fascinating,
automatic turning lathes in use to -day.

The Headstock
There are 28 spindle speeds available in

seven ranges of four speeds each. Five sets
of pick -off gears housed in a covered recess
in the rear of the driving box give the seven
ranges, the four speeds in each range being
obtained automatically and, if desired, the
change can be made while the tools are cut-
ting. The spindle can be stopped automatic-
ally, either for withdrawing the tool without
marking the work, or at the end of the cycle.
The spindle restarts automatically in time

for the next tool. By an ingenious system
of trigger levers situated under the head-
stock, and just in front of the speed drum,
a range of four different speeds can be
brought into use during the cycle. These
levers are fitted with detents which enable
the plungers, to which they are attached, to
remain out of action until the lathe dogs,
So disposed on the speed drum, operate them.
Five levers are in use, four for speed
changing and one for stopping the lathe.
The headstock is adjustable along the bed,
a very useful feature in order to accommo-
date work of varying lengths, movement
being obtained by means of a screw, 'after
the clamp bolts have been released. The
chuck iS air operated, which makes for
speedy loading, a regulator, and diaphragm
for reducing or increasing the grip of the
jaws, being adjacent to the operating lever.

Fig. 1.-The No. 4 Herbert automatic turning lathe. The turret is shown without the brackets
and facings referred to in the article.
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Feed Motion
Feed motion control is operated solely from

the rear drum at the end of the main spindle
(Fig. 2). Twenty-four feeds are available
in fine, coarse and medium ranges of eight
feeds each, and, during the cycle, three of
these feeds are available if required. They
can be effected during cutting, dogs on the
drum operating the levers in the same
manner as the speed changes are obtained.

Quick -return Motion
By pushing forward the trip lever just

above the rear drum, the idle motion of the
turret and cross -slides is taken up when
starting the lathe, dogs on the drum being
set to stop the movement just short of the
tools touching the work, then the feeding -in
commences at once. When each turret face
or cross -slide has completed its cut, idle or
quick -return motion occurs automatically, the
turret withdrawing and revolving into the
next position, drawing up to the work,
feeding -in and so on, till the end of the
cycle.

The Cross -slides
The cross -slides, back and front, are inde-

pendent of each other, independently

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Fig. 2.-End view of the lathe, showing the self-selecting feed motion.

Fig. 3.-1'iew of the feed gear -box, with cover removed. This unit is a marvel of engineering
skill, and in operation has a very beautiful movement.

adjustable along the beds, arid can be locked
in any position. Unlike many other autos,
the length of stroke of the cross -slides is
adjustable, and can be regulated from a
fraction of an inch to full capacity.

The Turret
The length of travel of the turret is con-

stant, a Geneva movement operating the
turret into the next indexing position. The
turret is four -stationed, and on three of the
facings turning bars are provided which are
equipped with overhead turning tools.

The remaining turret station is provided
with an attachment which, perhaps for want
of a better name, we called the " spring
slide." As the name implies, it is spring
loaded, enabling a steady cut to be main-
tained, besides being able to fall back upon
itself after the cut.

Triple Tool Posts
Briefly this is an ingenious device which

can be fitted with no less than three tool-
poSts, should the work require it. As each

tool -post can accommodate two tools the
potentialities of such an attachment can be
well imagined. It is used mainly for facing
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the work, although it can be used for turning
and facing an inside diameter.

It is operated by the front or back cross -
slide, the tool -post of which is securely bolted
down, and bereft of tools, pushing it across
the work. The cam operating the slide is
set to push the " spring slide " across the
face of the work only after the turret has
reached the end of its stroke, the " kick-off "
dogs (as we called them) being retarded to
enable the spring slide to accomplish the
turning required. With its capacity for deal-
ing with all types of metals and its ability
to employ a multiplicity of tools (it is quite
usual for four, five, and even six tools to
cut at one and the same time), this lathe has
played a big part in post-war work, for home
and export.

Pump for Coolant
When the lathe is started, a cam on the

rear drum brings into operation the pump
for coolant, and at the same time a projec-
tion on this same cam cuts the power circuit
for a red signal light situated above the head-
stock, a similar cam reversing the process at
the end of the cycle.

There must be many readers of this
journal who have seen these machines work-
ing at some time or other, and so, perhaps,
the foregoing brief account of their operation
will prove of interest.

-----......BOOKS FOR ENGINEERS-.......-------
By F. J. CAM M
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by post 9/-.

Gears and Gear Cutting, 61-, by post 616.
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Dictionary of Metals and Alloys, 1016,
by post, I I /-.

Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket
Book), 316, by post 319.

Newnes Metric and Decimal Tables, 316,
by post 319.

Screw Thread Manual, 61-, by post 616.
Newnes Electrical Tables and Data, 1016,
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Slide -rule Manual, 51-, by post 513.
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Re -painting and Re-cellulosing a Car
How a First-class Job Can be Produced with Little Skill

ITH the new synthetic enamels now
available skill is no longer necessary
in order to make a good job of

painting a car. With a little ordinary care
anyone can make a first-class job of a car
body, be it steel or fabric. The finish pro-
duced by these new enamels is like glass,
and the brush marks melt away as you paint.
As the film of enamel is flexible it will not
chip off, and so makes a very permanent job.

The first thing to do is to select the colour.
For mudguards, valances, lamps and the
like, plain black is entirely suitable. For

A convenient type of " gun " for spraying the
car with enamel or cellulose. It must be used
in conjunction with a small air container and a

foot -pump.

the body tastes differ, but in general it may
be ruled that a small car is better painted
a light and rather bright colour, whereas a
large body looks better finished in a dark
shade. For instance, olive green looks really
well on an M.G. Midget, but would be com-
pletely out of place on a large Armstrong-
Siddeley. There is one exception to this
rule, and that is with a brown or rich stone
colour. These look well on all cars, and, in
addition, do not show the dirt.

In the first place the main thing to
remember is that the essence of success is
scrupulous cleanliness. It is only with this
very necessary precaution that a good
surface can be guaranteed, as any small par-
ticles of dust or grit will ruin an otherwise
perfect finish. The place where the car is
painted should be as free from dust as possi-
ble. A good plan is to swill the floor with.
water some short time before starting the
job. This keeps down the dust.

Good Brushes
In addition to the enamel, all you require

is two good brushes and a few sheets of
No. o sandpaper. One tin. and one zlin.
brush of good quality are the easiest to work

with. They should be of the flat varnish -
brush type, and it is a good plan to soak
them well in water, thoroughly drying them
before use.

First, wash down the car thoroughly and
make certain that all oil is carefully removed
with petrol. Now sandpaper the body all
over until it is quite smooth. If there are
parts where the old paint has been chipped
off apply a good coat of enamel and let it
dry. Then sandpaper down this patch and,
if necessary, paint it again, and repeat the
process until the part is smooth and level
with the rest. Care in this operation makes
all the difference to the finished job. Apply-
ing the enamel is only a small part of the
battle. Efficient preparation is the very soul
of success.

With a fabric body it is only necessary
to see that the surface is free from oil and
all traces of any polish which may have
been used. Washing with clean petrol and
clean rags is the best method, and the fabric
should be rubbed hard where any oil is
suspected. A light rub with sandpaper will
then be all that is required.

After the sandpapering process is com-
pleted wash the car well, using plenty of
water, and then allow it to dry out. Be very
careful that all the water is removed from
inaccessible places, as a wet surface is fatal.
Parts like the radiator can be covered with
paper to prevent the enamel getting on to
them, and to obviate the necessity of having
to remove splashes of colour afterwards. Such
parts as door handles, mirrors, lamps and
bonnet fasteners can be taken off. This is
much better than painting round them as it
gives a clear surface, and also the parts can
be well cleaned before refitting. Any fitting
that is rusty can be sent away for chromium
plating.

The final stage in the preparation of the
body is to make sure all dust is removed. A
vacuum -cleaner is a very suitable machine
for this, using the dusting attachment to deal
with the corners. Lastly, give the body a
light rub over with a cloth damped with
turpentine. Be very careful not to touch the
surface with the hand. The skin is always
slightly greasy, and grease is easily trans-
ferred to the parts to be sprayed if care is
not taken.

Applying the Enamel
Painting is a job to be done slowly. Make

sure the light is good and also that you
have time to finish off at one sitting. Paint
the body first and then the mudguards and
other parts.

Soak the end of the brush to be used in
the enamel for a short time and then wipe
off the surplus on the edge of the tin. Do
not keep the stock of enamel open, but pour
a little into a clean, wide -mouthed container
and fill the brush from that. Synthetic
enamel should be allowed to flow on to the
surface in fairly generous doses. Don't
apply too much so that runs develop, but
just enough to cover evenly. A good indica-
tion is the fact that when sufficient has been
applied the brush should " drag" when
pulled over the surface at an acute angle.
If too much enamel is present it will " skate "
with no resistance at all. If this happens
the surplus should be worked over a larger
surface. Do not " work " the enamel too
much, and after you have applied it, it
should be " laid off." This is the process
of very lightly brushing the wet enamel with

the brush held at an angle of about 45 degrees
to the surface.

Cellulose Finish
There can be no doubt that a cellulose

finish is superior to paints and enamels, and
that spraying is better than brushing because
the cellulose can be evenly deposited with-
out leaving brush marks, and it is certainly
more economical and the work can be done
more speedily.

Spraying cellulose should be used ; this is
thinner than brushing cellulose. A small
hand -spray can be used, but this is normally
suitable only for touching up rather than
for doing the whole body. Various spray
guns are available for working from a
vacuum cleaner of the type that can be used
for " blowing" as well as for " sucking,"
and these are ideal. Another method is to
use a small gun in conjunction with a foot
or hand -operated tyre pump and a pressure
tank, as shown in the illustration. The tank
can be made from a petrol can by fitting two
ordinary Schrader tyre valves. The inside is
removed from one of the valves and both
are securely soldered in position after
swilling out the can with warm water and
allowing it to dry with the cap removed.

The spraying " gun " must be supplied with air
from a small reservoir. Many guns " now

available can be operated from a tyre pump.

The air reservoir is necessary to obtain a
steady pressure on the nozzle of the spray
gun. It is of interest that certain suppliers
of cellulose finishes will supply a complete
spray outfit on loan for a few shillings a
week.

When spraying, the jet should be held
about 4in. from the work and moved across
the surface in straight lines. As with
brushing, do not go over the same place
twice, since that might cause " running " due
to the application of too much cellulose in
one place. If this does occur the surface
can later be smoothed down with The rubbing
paper.

Cellulose of either the brushing or spray-
ing kind can be applied to metal or fabric
bodies, but with fabric rubbing down is not
required. It is not always successful on a
painted finish, so before treating the whole
car it should be tried on an inconspicuous
part. If it causes the paint to blister it will
be necessary to remove the old paint before
re-cellulosing. That can be done fairly
easily with one of the many " strippers " or
paint removers that are now available. After
stripping, the surface must be rubbed down
and given an undercoating.
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A Camera Curiosity
WHEN Herr Oskar Barnack invented

the Leica camera and first marketed
it in 1925 through the German firm

of Leitz, of Wetzlar, the photographic world
in general hailed a new era in camera con-
struction.

True it was that a precision -built minia-
ture camera of extremely novel and accurate
design had been marketed for the first time in
photographic history, for here was a camera
which utilised ordinary standard cinemato-
graph film and which in virtue of a specially -
designed lens of entirely new construction,
an accurately -operating focal -plane shutter,
and an ingenious built-in automatic range-
finder, was able to produce miniature pictures
of pin -point clarity, which were capable of
almost any reasonable amount of enlarge-
ment.

Following the " Leica," which name
quickly resounded throughout photodom in
much the same manner as the " Kodak " had

The brothers William and

A Prototype of Miniature Cameras

By J. F. STIRLING

The First Miniature
Presumably that now forgotten photo-

graphic fraternity did at times aspire to
something smaller in the camera line, for
occasionally some inventive genius among
them would, now and again, make efforts to
construct a dwarf camera which might take
photographs the size of a postage stamp. The
fact that such inventors never really succeeded
with their diminutive cameras is not at all
surprising, for they had everything against
them. There were no films. Plates with
insensitive emulsions had to be prepared on
the spot and, moreover, which had to be
exposed whilst the emulsion was still wet,
and then developed immediately afterwards.
Lenses which gave poor definition, and
cumbrous and slow -working shutters. These

Alfred Billchff

done years previously, came the Contax, made
by the Zeiss -Ikon organisation, and with
these two instruments modern miniature
camera work may be said to have been
thoroughly established, not only as a fashion
but more especially as a new means of
taking photographs which formerly would
have been impossible of achievement.

Nevertheless, these two German -made
instruments were by no means the first
miniature cameras invented. There were
others before them in our present century,
but, lacking the precision construction of
the German cameras, they failed in their
functions and quickly found their way into
that strange graveyard of camera inventions
within whose historical confines many weird
examples of misplaced practical ingenuity
are to be found.

One wonders whether those stalwart
pioneers of photography who clambered over
hill and dale equipped with out -size cameras
and equipment weighing half a hundred-
weight or more ever sighed amid their
enthusiasm for a more diminutive instru-
ment, for a camera, in fact, which would be
really Lilliputian in dimensions and which
could be carried about from place to place
with as much ease as a box of matches or
a tobacco pouch.

who made the camera.

and many other factors all contributed to
making the often much desired miniature
camera a practical impossibility in the mid-
Victorian era.

Yet, in spite of these difficulties there
were one or two enthusiasts who really did

A rear view of the miniature camera prototype, showing the
back focusing screen and plate magazine which has been

removed from the base of the camera.
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The Brookes-Billchff miniature camera which
accommodates 52 glass plates, each I lin. square.
Its shutter was worked by an elastic band. It

was made about 1873.

make miniature cameras of some degree of
efficiency. The first of these was Professor
C. Piazzi Smyth (1819-1900), who was at
one time Royal Astronomer of Scotland and
Dire6tor of the Edinburgh Observatory.
Piazzi Smyth was a keen photographic
enthusiast. In the summer of 1856 he went
out to Teneriffe, one of the Canary Islands,
which is really a mountain top, its highest
point, known as the Peak, reaching nearly

t,000 feet out of the ocean. It was to this
lonely spot that Smyth repaired, taking with
him heavy photographic and astronomical
instruments.

The eventual result of the expedition was
a volume entitled "Teneriffe ; An Astrono-
mer's Experiment." It is a book which is
much sought after nowadays, since Smyth
illustrated it with actual stereoscopic silver
prints of photographs which he had taken.

It was ten years after the Teneriffe voyage
that Piazzi Smyth designed and constructed
that which was probably the world's first
practical miniature camera. Those interested
will find the camera minutely described in
the British journal of Photography for 8th
June, 1866. The camera accommodated sin.
x tin, wet plates. Each miniature plate was
exposed in the moist condition behind a

window of optically -worked
glass, being fixed rigidly in
position by means of stops.

With this camera (which
was fitted with a lens of zin.
focus) Piazzi Smyth managed
to take photographs of the
exteriors and interiors of the
Egyptian pyramids, and the
photographs permitted of con-
siderable enlargement.

As a miniature - camera
enthusiast, Professor Smyth
subsequently wrote that he
looked forward to "instantan-
eous photography on flat plates
with definition, detail and
development so good over their
whole surfaces as to allow either
the entire picture or any special
part of the same to be magni-
fied in the copying camera to
ten or twenty times the size of
the original negative, either for
lantern exhibition or paper
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publication.". A true prognostication of the
modem miniature camera, indee4!

But while C. Piazzi Smyth3 of Edinburgh,
was causing a minor sensation with his
Teneriffe stereo views and his Egyptian
miniature photographs, two Tiling brothels
Were being apprenticed to the photographic
trade by their father, Joshua Billcliff, of
Manchester, who was one of the world's first
camera makers. The brothers, William and
Alfred Billcliff, under the supervision of their
pioneering father soon began to make a name
for themselves as instrument makers to the
photographic trade.
A Manchester Minimpre

There was, also, in Manchester at that
time a professional photographer, by naive
Warwick Brookes. Being of energetic per-
sonality, enterprising and venturesome, War-
wick Brookes eventually made his studio in
Manchester one of the most renowned of these
Victorian establishments.

Warwick Brookes, too, like others of his
class, was of an inventive turn of mind.
No doubt, he had heard of Piazzi Smyth's
trial photographs with a miniature camera
some eight years previously, and because dry
plates had just at that time (1875) become
commercially available, he set himself to
bring out a dwarf camera which would be
a commercial proposition.

Amateur photography at that period was
on the increase, although it was still very
much an occupation which called for consid-
erable chemical and manipulative skill.
Apparently Brookes thought that if he could
enter the photographic market with a small
camera which would fit into one's pocket, he
might make money out of it. In a way,
Brookes was a George Eastman, the Kodak
creator, before his time.

But although Warwick Brookes could in-
vent and design and take some of the best
studio portraits in the country, he could not
construct with his own hands. So off he
went with his drawings and plans to the two
Billcliff brothers who worked nearby. William,
and Alfred Billcliff made the camera for him
exactly to his specification and in the choicest
of well -seasoned mahogany.

The Brookes-Billcliff miniature camera had
a brief popularity, after which it went the
way of Piazzi Smyth's earlier sin. x tin.
plate camera. Existing records fail to reveal
exactly how many of these cameras were
made and sold, but apparently the curious
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instrument illustrated in this article is the
only one which has survived the nearly eighty
years since its original production.

And what a quaint contraption this early
attempt at a miniature camera now appears
in modern eyes! An alf-mahogany produc-
tion, some sin. high and lain. in thickness,
the camera is equipped with a short -focus
single " landscape " lens and a shutter which

A portable photographic dark -room of the 1870's. On this
tripod -supported wooden tray, covered with a dark cloth, the
photographic. enthusiast coated and developed his plates as

and when they were exposed in the camera.

apparently was originally intended to be oper-
ated by an elastic band ! It has an extra
lens above its shutter, this lens projecting an
image on to a rear screen and so acting as
a direct view -finder.

Plate Magazine
Piazzi Smyth's camera only took a singe

plate at a time, but Warwick Brookes made
provision for a magazine holding a dozen
plates, each sun. square, so that, in this
particular, the Warwick Brookes camera was
just a little less miniature than the Smyth
instrument.

A Technical Book
Occasion

MR. F. J. CAMM, Editor of " Practical
Engineering," PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

" Practical Wireless," " Practical Television "
and author of over 4o best-selling technical
books at present in print, visited Southend-
on-Sea on Monday, June 25th. Mr. Camm
entertained a keen audience of over too
technicians with an informal survey of tech-
nical progress and opportunity in many
fields. He afterwards spent nearly an hour
answering a quickfire barrage of questions on
many topics. He neatly completed the meet-
ing by turning the tables on the audience and
asking them a few technical questions and
offering cigarette lighters (designed by him-
self) as prizes. The event was sponsored, by
Donald Bobin, local bookseller and book
trade journalist. Mr. Clark Ramsay, Newnes'
Book Publicity Manager, was in the chair.

Our illustration shows Mr. F. 1. Carom
addressing his audience at Southend-on-Sea.
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Two knobs extended at the rear of the
camera.  The one brought the unexposed
plate into position, and the other gently
dropped 'it, after exposure, into its magazine
which was secured by a sliding fit underneath
the camera.

Fundamentally, the Brookes-Billcliff mini-
ature camera is - as sound to -day as it was
on the day of its creation.

The camera, of course, was
much before its time. That was
one of the reasons why it was
not a commercial succesf.
Another reason was the great
difficulty of obtaining suppliis
of glass plates of the exact sap
and thickness required. Appar-
ently, in those early days of
dry -plate photography, the glass
on which the emulsion was
coated varied considerably in
thickness, so that although one
batch of the requisite plates
might fit the magazine grooves
of the Brookes-Billcliff camera,
another batch would be too
thick to do so.

This sort of thing caused
endless annoyance. In- the end,
William Billcliff designed a
simple type .of gauge for cut-
ting down the larger sizes of
plates to fit the miniature of

pocket " camera.
But the remedy was of no

commercial avail. Photographers
still preferred to practise their
art with cameras the size of a
small table, and nearly thirty
years had to elapse before the
first of the " vest-pocket " film
cameras arrived in our photo-
graphic shop.

A Single Reminder
'Warwick Brookes and the two brothers

Billcliff lived on to see the birth of the Leica
and of the other modern precision -built
miniature cameras, the former dying in 1929,
and the two others followings him to the
shades about a decade later. Only one
single specimen of their 12 -plate miniature
camera remains to act as a reminder of those
long -departed Victorian days in which photo-
graphy was the pursuit of keen enthusiasts
only, and " D. and P." had not then been
dreamt of.

-".%K"
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Some Facts About Synthetics
Modern Science Can Make Almost Anything

YLONS " is to -day a magic word
with apparently the same fascination
for women as orchids had 5o

years ago. To :a woman of the first year
Of the Twentieth Century it would have
been meaningless, and the idea that any pro -
.duct of a chemical factory could almost com-
pare in beauty and texture with the " real "
thing would have been laughable.

When the Topham spinning box was
invented in 190o she did not even read
about it. Yet it was this invention that
made possible during the first half of the
century _the growth of a new large-scale
industry producing for the first time in
history textile from materials other than
animal and vegetable fibres.

The textiles were at first called " artificial
silk." To -day they have a score of names
and thousands of different synthetic threads
and textiles are taken for granted, although
their value is by no means confined to the
fact that they rival in beauty, utility and
price the textiles produced from natural
fibres.

It would have been impossible to breed
enough silk -worms to supply more than a
tiny fraction of the world's women with silk
stockings. There is no theoretical limit to
the production of synthetic threads, because
the raw materials are available in unlimited
quantities.

In the second year of the century world
production of artificial silks was a mere five
million pounds. By half -way through the
first 5o years British production alone was
five times as big and world production was
174 million pounds. In t946 production of
rayon, nylon, etc., in Britain alone was
higher than this world figure in 1925 and
still soaring.

In the past ages have been labelled accord-
ing to the materials they mastered and used
most extensively. We have had Stone and
Bronze Ages. The first half of the Nine-
teenth Century is sometimes labelled the
Second Iron Age and the second half, after
the great inventions of Bessemer and others,
the Age of Steel.

But any attempt to label the Twentieth
Century in this way breaks down because
not one but hundreds of new materials have
been invented and produced on a great scale.

It might, perhaps, be labelled " The Age
of Synthesis " because a great number of
these materials has been produced by build-
ing up new combinations of stuffs which
already existed.

Plastics
Synthetic textiles are only one branch of

the still rapidly growing industry we call
" plastics," in which atoms of very common
elements are forced into immensely compli-
cated new combinations to provide us with
a thousand different materials, each with its
own special qualities.

When the century dawned, the word
" plastics " had quite a different mean-
ing, and there were no " plastics "
as we know them to -day. The first
was really made by L. H. Baekeland in
1908.

To the Nineteenth Century the word
" synthesis " meant virtually the production
artificially of some substance that occurred
in Nature.

To -day " synthesis " means not so much
producing some substitute for a natural
material, as a completely new material that
has never existed before.

Synthetic rubber, for instance, is not the

By 'Professor A. M. LOW

same material as natural rubber and is made
by chemists instead of by a plant. The
synthetic rubbers are completely new sub-
stances, taking their name merely because
they have certain qualities in common with
natural rubber.

But they also have other qualities which
natural rubber does not possess.

A mere catalogue of the new materials
produced in the last so years would require
a large volume. A Rip Van Winkle who
had slept through the first half of the century
walking into a store or factory to -day would
not be able to name half the materials he
saw. They would be as strange to him as
were the steel, explosives and textiles of his
generation to savages.

Apart from the hundreds of plastics and

meant faster and cheaper and safer transport,
longer life for domestic utensils, greater
beauty.

Medicine and Drugs
The changes in the materials of medicine

have been equally great. Dr. Rip Van
Winkle awaking from a 5o years' sleep would
be lost with a modern pharmacopoeia. Roughly
speaking, until the Twentieth Century, it
was to the natural products, particularly
plants and minerals, of the world that doctors
looked for their drugs. Now it is to the
synthetic chemist they turn, not for some
substitute for a natural drug, but for new

_combinations of logical effects quite un-
obtainable with natural products.

The synthesis of the " sulpha " drugs
marked a new era in medicine which to -day
looks for progress not to the chance dis-
covery of some new natural product, but to

the deliberate construction
of new materials with cer-
tain properties.

Arsenal of Vaccines
Dr. Rip Van Winkle

would know nothing of
vitamins, of course, much
less of their synthesis in
factories on a scale it would
be impossible to contem-
plate using natural pro-
ducts. He would be lost

Examples of articles that can be made with the modern plastic known as Perspex. The table
lamp and box are built up from flat sheets. The dishes can be built up or moulded. The top of

the radio cabinet is cut from a part that was blown in a mould.

synthetic textiles indicated, he would not
know the margarine we use so extensively,
the innumerable synthetic soaps and
shampoos, the knives of stainless steel, and
the safety glass.

New Metals and Alloys
To -day we are commonly using a score

of metals that the beginning of the century
were virtually laboratory curiosities-bery-
llium, the metal that makes springs almost
everlasting ; tantalum, which combines great
strength with maleability ; molybdenum,
titanium, cadmium, and others. Aluminium
and magnesium were being used at the
beginning of the century, but they were com-
parative rarities, and the endless variety of
alloys of these metals which have been made
for lightweight construction are all products
of the last 5o years.

The production of the new alloys of great
strength at high temperatures which alone
makes possible the jet engine would have
been a ten years' wonder in the Nineteenth
Century.

There are to -day thousands of alloys, each
designed for its special purpose, that did not
exist in 1900-and each year sees its quota
of new alloys.

In terms of better living these alloys have

in the modern hospital's formidable arsenal
of vaccines, serums and drugs, designed to
attack a hundred different micro-organisms.

The public has reached the stage when it
believes the chemist, the metallurgist, and
the biologist can produce anything to order.
And the public is nearly right.

Synthesis, which was born in the Nine-
teenth Century, has come to full flower in
the first half of the Twentieth Century.

The important point to emphasise is that
never before in the history of any civilisation
has there been a period like the first half of
the Twentieth Century for introducing new
materials.

No Finality
Equally important, there has been no

finality about them. The technique having
been established, a prospect of endless, even
better and cheaper materials opens out for
the second half of the century.

The materials of 2000 A.D. will be in many
respects completely different from those of
1950. There will be metals, perhaps, with
combinations of lightness, hardness and
strength of which we can only dream to -day,
synthetic textiles of a beauty and cheapness
which we can only imagine, new foods, new
drugs, and new building materials,
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A Simple Resistance Meter
Constructional Details of an

MUCH of the electrical gear which comes
under the handyman's care can be
repaired and adjusted more efficiently

if a suitable meter is available. What the
handyman needs is a compact, robust instru-
ment of reasonable accuracy, capable of deal-
ing, in particular, with low values of voltage
and resistance. The meter described in this
article is an attempt to meet that demand at
moderate cost.

Ex-W.D. Components
The basis of the meter is the ex-W.D.

filter unit, sold at about los. 6d. It contains,
among other components,

metal chassis, 6in. x 6in.
5 mA. meter of internal resistance
to ohms.

I 2 -pole, 6 -way switch.
I 5,000 ohm variable resistor.

5 -point socket.
All of these components are used in the

proposed meter, while the remaining parts, a
20 -volt (or 40 -volt) meter, a 5 -point switched
shunt, two other variable resistors and two
sockets, can be laid aside for future use. The
milliammeter is used to measure three ranges
of direct -current voltage, and two ranges
of resistance. The switch selects these ranges
and has also a set zero position for use prior
to making resistance measurements. The
Variable resistor also is used in the setting
of zero, as will be explained later.

Other Components Required
Three accurate resistors must be obtained,

one for each voltage range. These ranges
should be chosen to suit the work to which
the meter is likely to be applied, and they,
in turn, determine the value of the resistors.
As a convenience, the ranges should also be
linked to the meter scale by simple factors
such as 5 or so.

For instance, o-6 volts, 0-30 volts and
o -15o volts, otherwise useful ranges, would
require the meter readings to be multiplied
by the odd -figure factors, 1.2, 6 and 3o
respectively. These would be confusing and
probably lead to costly errors. But the ranges
0-5 volts (torch batteries, accumulators and
clocks), o -5o volts (car batteries, model rail -

Fig. 2.-Wiring diagram.

By R. D. PATERSON

ways and other models) and 0-250 volts
(D.C. lighting plant and high-tension bat-
teries) involve only simple factors such as
s, so and 5o. The value of the series
resistor in each case must be such that the
maximum voltage in that particular range
produces a current of exactly 5 milliamperes,
i.e., full scale deflection. Thus, in the 5 -volt
range, by Ohm's Law, R=E/I,

= 5 volts /5 mA.= s,000 ohms.

M A

5V
0V 250V

111 Set zero

...CO -ohms

Ski/ -ohms

0
0 0

0 0
Set zero

Fig. .-T1 e panel of the meter, showing tl e
graph and key to socket in position.

So the total resistance of the circuit in the
5 -volt range should be 5,000 ohms, and for
the other ranges, by similar calculation,
io,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms respectively.
If the resistance of the meter movement it-
self were a substantial part of the total, say,
500 ohms, it would be necessary to obtain
serves resistors which were in each case 500
ohms less than the desired total resistance in
order to make the meter accurate ; but, as
the meter resistance is low, in this instance
so ohms, the error introduced by using series
resistors equal to the calculated total resist-
ances is less than the probable calibration
error of the meter movement itself, and they
are more easily obtained.

Ask your dealer to pick you out a set of
resistances not more than 2 per cent. above
or below their nominal values. Two flying
leads are also required, each equipped with
a banana plug at one end and a crocodile
clip at the other ; also a small dry battery,
such as half a No. 8, to supply energy for
the resistance ranges.

Resistance Measurements
The handyman generally has to deal with

electrical devices of low resistance compared
with the thousands of ohms and megohms
of the wireless enthusiast, to whose special
needs most resistance meters are adapted.
Study of the theoretical diagram will show
how the present meter contrives to provide
a range of o -too ohms in addition to the
orthodox range from too ohms up.

The resistance to be measured is con-
nected across the same two terminals as are
used for voltage measurements. The switch
is turned to set zero. This closes the cir-
cuit shown in heavy lines in Fig. 3.
The variable resistor is then adjusted until
the meter reads exactly 5 milliamperes. Next,
the switch is turned to lo -ohm. This
throws the unknown across the meter -move-
ment, and if resistance is less than solo ohms

Efficient Unit for the Handyman
the pointer will fall to some intermediate
position corresponding to the value of the
unknown. If the pointer remains within the
last degree of the scale the unknown is of
too high resistance to be measured accurately
on this range, and the switch must be
turned to hi -ohm. The unknown is now in
series with the meter, which will register
its value unless it is greater than so.000 ohms
or is open -circuited. The translation of meter
readings into resistance values will be de-
scribed later.

Setting the Meter
It may be found difficult to set the meter

accurately to 5 mA. by means of the 5,000 -
ohm variable resistor. This is because only
about 300 ohms of it are used. (The single
cell employed provides a voltage which never
exceeds I volts, hence R circuit-=E/I=1.5
x 1,000/5=300 ohms.) Three things can be
done about it.

1. A fixed resistor can be wired across the
variable resistor.

2. The 5,00o ohm variable can be replaced
by another of maximum value about 353
ohms.

3. Better still, it can be replaced by a fixed
resistor of 200 ohms in series with a variable
of 150 ohms. The presence of the fixed re-
sistor in the circuit ensures that the meter
will never be used with the battery so far
run down that its voltage cannot be de-
pended upon to remain stable between the
setting of zero and the subsequent reading
of a resistance value.

This method is recommended and is shown
in the wiring diagrams. The switch should
never be left at the position set zero or
lo -ohm as that would leave the battery con-
tinuously in circuit and thus shorten its
useful, life.

Construction
Remove all the components from the

chassis except the 5 -point socket. Drill fresh
holes for the switch and the variable resistor

I5 V

/son.

20011.

Theoretical
circuit

Top
wafer

Bottom
wafer,

Fig. 3.-Theoretical circuit diagram.
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in the positions indicated in Fig. t. These
positions are not critical. The idea is to
leave free as much as possible of the right-
hand side of the chassis to accommodate the
calibration chart. Make a panel of white
cardboard with appropriate openings in it for
the components which protrude and fix it to
the chassis. Fasten down the meter, the
switch and the variable resistor, also a clip
to hold the.battery. Wire up according to
the theoretical and wiring diagrams (Figs. 2
and 3), and avoid making the chassis part
of the circuit. It is better for it not to be
" live." The zinc case of the battery should
be insulated from the clip by a surround of
some non -conducting material, and the wires
which connect it and the carbon pole to the
meter, etc., soldered directly on. Note tha,t
two of the sockets are wired to the milliam-

meter itself so that it can still be used as
such, if desired. Inscribe the panel as shown
in Fig. t.
Calibration Chart

The voltage ranges need no calibration
chart. The appropriate factors are shown
by the switch. For the resistance ranges, fit
a piece of graph paper into the vacant space
on the right-hand side of the chassis. Let
its scale be such that there are 5o units along
the bottom, each unit representing o.t mA.,
and too units along each side, each unit
representing 1 ohm on the left-hand side and
too ohms on the right-hand side. The three
precision resistors can be borrowed from the
voltage ranges and used to fix three points in
the hi -ohms range. Using them as " un-
knowns," the meter readings are plotted
against the corresponding resistance values

and the curve drawn in by hand. For the
lower range a resistance accurately adjustable'
in steps oft ohm from zero to too ohms is.
necessary. Better still, if a good resistance
meter or bridge can be borrowed, only two
variable resistors are required. One should be.
capable of being set to any value between zero
and too ohms, the other between too ohms
and to,000 ohms. The bridge is used to set one
or other of the variables to as many suitable
values as desired. These are in turn applied
to the meter under calibration, and the meter
readings are plotted against the resistances
they represent. From the graph thus formed
intermediate values can be read back as
required. Space should also be found on
the graph paper for a sketch of the socket
panel, showing the purpose of the various
sockets.

Exhibition of Exhibitions
THE object of this unique exhibition,

which was opened on May 1st at the
Royal Society of Arts by H.R.H. The

Princess Elizabeth, is to illustrate the origin
and development of Exhibitions in Great
Britain, and to commemorate the centenary
of the Great Exhibition of 1851.

Five pioneer exhibitions altogether are
represented in the exhibition, and they are
commemorated by the display of models,
pictures and numerous original exhibits.
Among these latter are many which are of
great intrinsic interest. They include, for
example, one of the four paintings which,
by being exhibited at the Society of Arts
in 176o, first made Reynolds famous ; an
original photograph by Fox Talbot, the
inventor of photography ; a group of scale
models of early industrial and agricultural
machinery ; a statuette of Hiram Power's

Mr. Evers's windmill of 1761. A model made by W. E. Appleby
from the original engravings in Bailey's Machines.

A model of the Rev. Mr. Hewet's horse hoe and harrow of 1761.

Greek Slave," the
original of which caused
such a sensation at the
Great Exhibition ; and
one outstanding object
-a large gilt centre -piece
(lent to the present
exhibition by H.M, The
King), which was
designed by Prince Albert
and loaned to the society's
exhibition of design in
1849 by Queen Victoria.

The story of the
Exhibition of Exhibitions
is not confined to past
history. It is also con-
cerned with living tradi-
tions which are operative
to -day, and the display
also includes, therefore,
representations of recent
exhibitions such as the
Royal Society of Arts
Exhibition of British Art
in Industry (t935)-the
modern pioneer of design
exhibitions in this coun-
try-and " Britain Can
Make It " (t946), while
the final item in the
display is a fascinating

series of photographs showing the develop-
ment of international exhibitions in the century
between 1851 and the present day.

The exhibition, which is at the Royal
Society of Arts, 8, John Adam Street,
'Adelphi, London, W.C.2, is open daily until
September 29th (Sundays excepted).

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

HANDBOOK

By F. J. CAMM
12/6, or by post 13/-.

Obtainable from booksellers, or
by post from George Newnes,
Ltd., (Book Dept.), Tower
House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
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PROBLEM number three involves the
placing of the whole power -plant on,
or equally distributed around, the

centre of gravity. This centre is, of
course, on the vertical centre -line of? the
rotor shaft, provided there is only one
shaft. With more than one shhft and set
of rotors the case is different, and implies
another scheme which I shall refer to later.

With one shaft and one engine it is very
nearly impossible to get the centre of gravity
of the power plant on the centre of rotor lift.

In the case of many arrangements of engine
and gearing there is yet problem number four,
namely, that of making provision for starting
up the engine; but this I will deal with in
connection with each of the several schemes
which I shall illustrate. These schemes can
only be taken as tentative because the applica-
tion of them will depend almost wholly upon
the particular make, c.c. capacity and horse-
power of the engine which the experimenter
is going to adopt.

It is realised by the writer that, as there are
over a dozen reliable makes of engine on the
market, varying from t c.c. to 5 c.c., and
some experimenters may wish to try out
engines which they already possess, it is not
possible to give any definite dimensioned plans
for models, but merely the several lines on
which experiments can be made. I think it
may be firmly laid down that the diesel type
engine is the only one with which there is
any hope or certainty of success, because
with the ordinary petrol engine the ignition
system involves the carrying of too great a
weight. The diesel, by its high compression
ratio, carries its own spontaneous ignition
and its low gross weight is enormously in its
favour.

For the purpose of making calculations
and putting forward tentative arrangements, I
have been obliged to illustrate an engine
in my drawings and for convenience I have
shown the Wildcat, not because I hold any
brief for its makers, but because it is one of
the few whose cylinders have the capacity
which renders it most suitable for the purpose.
There are at least two others of the same
size : the Vulture and the Vulture Mk. III.
All are of 5 c.c.

In a general way it follows as a matter of
course that the larger the engine the better
is the horse -power to weight ratio, though
there are exceptions. The Wildcat develops
.34 h.p. at to,000 r.p.m., weight, with
tank, 9.2 ozs. and has a ratio of h.p./weight
of .70. The Weston, which is of 3.5 c.c.,
develops .204 h.p. and only 7,000 r.p.m.,

With Notes on the Various Motors for Supplying
the Power By E. W. TWINING

(Concluded from page 297, July issue.)

weight 4.25 ozs. without a tank and has a h.p./
w. ratio as high as .76. The ED Mark IV, by
Electronic Developments, Ltd., has a 3.46 c.c.
cylinder, weighs 5.75 ozs., develops .25 h.p.
at 1o,000 r.p.m., and has a power -weight
ratio the same as the Wildcat. From these
figures it will be seen that all of the engines
which I have named possess features which
render them suitable for experimental
work with helicopters.

Centre of Gravity
The first scheme which I put forward

for the application of an engine for driving
rotors is illustrated in Fig. 5. I have men -

TANGENT
WHEEL

Fig. 5.-A diesel engine drive and
detail showing the bevel gearing.

tioned the necessity for the centre of gravity
of the whole power unit to fall on the centre
of rotor lift ; now I have considered this
problem very thoroughly and I see no other
way of arranging a single engine than this. It
is perhaps not a very desirable attitude in
which to place an engine ; none of them is
designed for running in this position, but I
see no help for it, nor any definite objection to
it. If the crank shaft is placed horizontally
the cylinder and crankcase are bound to be
offset to one side and to place a counterpoise

,,'
,

,t1 IL

-

on the opposite side involves dead-weight
to be lifted. However, someone may see a
way out of the difficulty so I will leave it at
that.

The high revolution speed of the small
diesel engine involves either a long train of
spur gears or the use of a worm and tangent
gear ; of the two the latter yields a very
great saving in weight, both in the gear
itself and in the framing and bearings, so
it is the tangent gear which I have shown
here.

Weight, Areas and Speed Calculations
The analysis of the weight of the machine

shown in Fig. 5 should be
approximately as follows :

Engine and tank 9.2 ozs.

Gearing, etc. 3.2 ozs.

Gear frame 2.5 ozs.

Rotor shafts 2.4 ozs.

Steel wire shock
absorber 2.o ozs.

Rotors 4.4 ozs.

Rotor Hub gear .3 oz.

Total 24.o ozs.

FLY WHEE

WORM

I have made three sets
of calculations, each for a
different gear ratio and area
of rotors. In all cases the
worm has a pitch of one
sixteenth inch (16 threads

per inch) running at to,000 r.p.m.
and the effective diameter of the
rotors four feet, circumference,
12.56 ft.

(t) Tangent wheel 5o teeth-zoo
r.p.m., differential 2 to 1=Rotor
r.p.m. too.

12.56 x too r.p.m.
6o seconds

- say, 2I ft. per second,

212=441=V, therefore

A
1.5 lbs. (24 ozs.)
.300 .00238 441 - 4.76 sq. ft. or

686.16 sq. in.
686.16 =171.54 sq. in. per blade.

4
As the lift of an aerofoil increases as the

square of the velocity, and as the blades in

Fig. 6.-Engine-driven rotor blades and hubs.
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Pu

; 41 4, 7, 8. 9:

Fig. 7.-The power units and drive for a twin-engined machine.

the result given above would be inconveniently
large, it would be better to step up the gear,
so we will retain the same worm and tangent
gear and make the differential ratio 4 to 3
giving the rotors a revolution speed of 15o per
minute. The circumference will be the same,
so :

12.56 x 150
6o

-31.4 ft. per sec. V2=985.96.

(2) Then A= 1.5
985.56

=2.13 sq. ft. or
31 5.36

-716.64 sq. in.
4

In the third calculation the differential is
altered to 1 to r and the rotor r.p.m. becomes
zoo, still on the same circumference :

(3) Thus 12.56
6o

X 200 - 42 ft. per sec., this

squared= 1764.

and A= 1.5

.300 .00238 1764

=1.t9 sq. ft. - -171.36
4

=42.84 sq, in. per blade.

Now, which of these three resulting areas
had better be tried out ? If the last will
provide sufficient buoyancy in the descent,
then that one will be the best, although we
have to remember that the engine is running
all out at to,000 ; there is no reserve and the
aerodynamic drag of the rotating blades is
bound to put a retarding effect on the revolu-
tion speed of the engine, so reducing the
power developed, and the larger the blades
the lower the horse -power output.

In Fig. 5 I have shown on the engine
shaft two items which will not be supplied
by the engine makers ; one of these is a pulley
for use with a cord in starting up and the
other is a small flywheel.

In the usual purpose to which these engines
are put and for which they are made, at any
rate for model aeroplanes, there is the weight
and momentum of a propeller to carry the
crank pin and piston over the compression, and
the flywheel which I have shown, helped by
the weight of the pulley, is put on to serve
the same purpose. With worm and tangent
gearing no help can be obtained from the
rotors.

Free -wheeling the Rotors
Turning now to the design for the rotors,

a drawing for one of them and the hubs of
both are given in Fig. 6. It is the ratchet

arrangement on the hubs to which attention
should be called. Obviously the engine
must drive the rotors but, partly because
of the tangent gear and partly by reason of the
high compression, it will be impossible for
the rotors to revolve the engine when fuel
is exhausted. Therefore, the hubs are
arranged to have a running fit on the shafts-
the upper one on the inner shaft and the lower
on the larger, outer shaft. Each shaft has a
toothed ratchet wheel secured to it and, when
the shafts are being revolved by the engine,
two pawls on each hub engage with the
ratchet teeth, which are slightly undercut.
The pawls are not spring loaded and the
action is this : when the engine is about to
be started up, the pawls are engaged by hand
and, when running, the engine will retain the
pawls in the teeth because of the undercutting
of the latter. When the engine stops from
lack of fuel it will do so suddenly and the
rotors, by their momentum, will overrun the
stopped shafts by at least one -sixteenth of a
revolution of the rotors ; this will cause the
pawls to become disengaged from the teeth
and, as the machine begins to descend, the
rotors will be free to reverse their rotation.
They will run in reverse, free on the shafts,

and so provide the necessary autogyro effect,
and this drawing of the rotors and ratchets
is equally applicable to the remaining schemes
to be suggested.

Twin Engines
The next scheme is illustrated in Fig. 7 ;

here two engines are employed, coupled
together and driving the, rotors through mitre
gearing. In this arrangement the weight of
everything is perfectly balanced around the
centres of lift and gravity. I think this scheme,
as a whole, has much to commend it for
experimental purposes. The gear shown has
a ratio of only 2 to I so that the theoretical
revolutions of the rotors run to nearly five
thousand per minute, but they will have to
be large for parachuting and so the speed will
come down to, at the most, 4,000, when the
engines will be developing together about
.64 h.p.

Even if the revolutions come down to the
region of 4,000, the calculated blade areas will
be too small for support with stalled engines,
in fact it works out at only a fraction of 1 sq. ft.
for all the blades ; so the logical thing to do
will be to keep the engine revolutions up by
providing a bigger reduction in the gearing. If
the gear is stepped down by much more than
2 to t, it will not be possible to start the
engines by hand -turning the rotor hubs,
which was the intention with this scheme, and
the only thing to dd then is to put a cord
pulley on the engines. However, I think I have
said sufficient to give the reader a line on
which to think and devise.

The last scheme, shown in Fig. 8, though
practical, bristles with problems, not the least
of which is the starting up of the two engines,
which though coupled by a shaft between the
gears, drive their own respective pairs of
rotors. The aforesaid shaft is only required in
order to synchronise the revolutions of the
rotors and, though it may not be altogether
necessary to do so, to couple up the engine
speed and compel them to uniformity.

The easiest way would be to separate the
rotor discs so that they do not overlap and
so that blades could never touch ; then it
would not matter if they did not synchronise
as regards position in revolution so long as
they did so in speed ; the coupling shaft
ensures that the rotor revolutions are uniform.

With the certainty of no mechanical inter-
ference of one rotor with the other, it would
then be possible to interrupt the connecting
shaft and fit upon it a sliding, notched or
slotted tubular sleeve -coupling. By means of

(Continued on page 349)

Fig. 8.-A twin-engined four-rotored model.
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A Photo -electric Exposure Meter
Constructional Details of an Inexpensive Unit for the Amateur Photographer

THE components used in the construction
of this meter were an A.E. thermo-
electric ohm -meter 0-4 amps., avail-

able from any shop which deals in war
surplus equipment. The one used was made
by Sangamo Weston ; a selenium cell
4omm. by 22mm. (G.R. Products, 22,
Runnymead Avenue, Bristol, 4) ; a too -ohm
resistance and a few pieces of celluloid and
Perspex, brass and nuts and bolts.

As the case of the meter is of ample size
there is no necessity to make one, so elimin-
ating what may have proved to be the
most difficult part of the work.

The meter connections must first be un-
unsoldered and the movement and switch
taken from the case. The scale and meter
body are held by the same two bolts, and
after these have been removed the meter
may be eased out with a screwdriver by
prising up between the pillars and the metal
frame of the meter.

The projections on the upper surface of
the case may now be removed with a file
and the whole surface levelled up with fine
sandpaper. The dull surface so produced
can be restored to its original condition by
rubbing in cobbler's wax with a coarse cloth,
then polishing it off with a fine cloth.

Cutting the Aperture
An aperture must now be cut in the

bottom end of the case and the two large
holes for the original contacts form a suit-
able line to mark out from. A line was
scribed on the base and the horizontal line
perforated with a line of drill holes. The
vertical lines were cut with a small hack-
saw, and the piece of ebonite removed by
splitting it along the line of the drill holes.

Soldering tabs_

Photo-
cell

Brass

Perspex

(4) Cell Unit

ByW. L. PEACOCK

This aperture can now be filed smooth and
the corners squared up.

As the size of the cell employed is larger
than this aperture it is necessary to cut out
a small portion from the upper half of the

The completed exposure meter.

_/75'

(2)

(2a)

case to make it in all 22mm. high by about
48mm. long.

The Cell Unit
The cell unit (Fig. 4) is prepared by cut-

ting two pieces of Perspex to fit the inside
of the meter case, and two brass contacts
with lugs. as shown. The cell can then be
sandwiched between the contacts and the
Perspex and bolted together with two bolts.

The soldering lugs are now bent over so
that they do not interfere with the lid of
the meter case.

It is advisable at this stage to ensure that
no short circuit due to a fragment of the
metal used to obtain contact on the back
and front of the cell is present. As the re-
sistance of the cell is of the order of t,000
ohms a flashlight bulb and battery will be
sufficient to detect this when the bolts are
loosened and tightened again.

The cell unit may now be cemented into.
the meter case and the meter movement and
scale replaced. The cell, meter and the
too -ohm resistance can now be connected up
in series. Point the cell at a light source
and interchange the leads to the cell to ensure
that correct connection has been made.

The Calculator
The calculator is constructed from three

2in. squares of celluloid. To ensure correct
centring, it is advisable to clamp the pieces
together and drill a common centre before
cutting out the circles as indicated in the
diagrams, Figs. t to 3.

If a pair of engineer% dividers are
sharpened to a point of not too great a
thickness the circles may be cut out by scrib-

Calculator Scale

Cut along
these lines

(3a;

10

(6) Light Scale

2.....0--/'
t. 1-3°

10..../1-23'
25..23-45°
SO . 45-733
100...73-100°

IGO

Scale
sections

(in degrees)

(2b)
Figs. t to 6.-Details of the various parts for making the exposure meter.
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ing from both sides and afterwards cleaned
up with fine sandpaper. To ensure an easy
grip when using the calculator the ring
marked 2a should have a notched edge.

The scales can now be drawn and inked
in on a piece of cartridge or similar paper
and cut along the lines indicated in Fig. 5.
This will produce three parts, an inner disc
with the aperture on it, a ring with shutter
speeds, and an outer portion showing film
speeds.

Assembling the Parts
The parts are now assembled as follows : -

Part t is cemented to 2, and the outer section
of 5 is cemented to the back of 3.

The ring with the speeds on it is sand-
wiched between 2a and 3a, care being taken
to centre the rings properly.

The disc with the f numbers on it may
now be sandwiched between discs 2b and 3b.

When these parts are dry the ring with
the speeds may be placed in position on the
main body of the calculator and the upper
portion cemented in place. The central disc
is now cemented in, care being taken to en-
sure that the 16 on it is in incidence with
the 5o on the film speed scale.

The completed calculator may now be
cemented or bolted on to the upper surface
of the case, as shown in the illustration,
Fig. 7.

Calibrating the Meter
Calibration may now be carried out, using,

if possible, a meter such as Weston Master,
or, if this is not available, the scale (Fig. 6)
may be fixed and any errors due to the meter
movement differing from the original can be
adjusted by exposing a length of film under
varying conditions.

If a meter is available, either using an
evenly illuminated white card or suitable
outdoor conditions, a set of results relating

the deflection to the intensity of the light in
foot candles can be obtained.

A graph is then drawn and, calling the
4 -amp. point too, the appropriate axis is split
into too divisions.

The values now are read off along this
scale: for Soo, 25o, too, 5o, 25, 13, 6.5 and
3.2ft.-/cd. respectively, and, using each of
these points as the centre of the zone, a series
of zones can be constructed (e.g., 25oft.
candles extends from 350-175 ft. candles).
The latitude of the film will be sufficient to

View of the meter with dials removed, showing
- the cell unit.

give a well -exposed negative over this range
for a particular shutter and stop setting. 

Calling the too divisions degrees, a scale
can now be prepared and affixed to the
meter using the figures in Fig. 6 to mark
off each zone.

It is not essential to mark the film speeds
in ° Din. or B.S. index ; any suitable
system can be employed as each speed is
double that of the previous one, and half
that of the next one.

Operating the Instruments
When the correct reading has been taken,

the corresponding figure on the movable dial
is placed in incidence with the film speed
rating and any one of the " stop/time "
combinations will give a correctly -exposed
negative.

As black and white stock has a greater
latitude than colour stock, more care must
be exercised in calculating the exposure re-

 quired for the latter.
As an exposure meter records the total

reflected light from the subject, it will not
give the correct exposure required unless it
is used with care.

In general, it is advisable to expose for
the shadows and to allow the highlights to
look after themselves, and as the recordable
brightness range of a film is 120: I this rule
is quite admissible.

To determine the exposure required for an,
open scene, therefore, it is essential to exclude
as much of the sky as possible by pointing the
meter downwards. If it were pointed directly
towards the scene the overpowering bright-
ness of the sky would give a higher reading
and a correspondingly shorter exposure, so
causing the foreground to be only a silhouette
in the print.

If a subject contains much foreground
detail the exposure can be calculated on the
average of the shadow and highlight readings.

Hose Conduit Saddle
By M. LEROY

RECENTLY I had occasion to help an
electrician friend to wire up his garden

shed. We found difficulty in fixing the con-
duit by saddles to the overhead joists. To
overcome this awkward part of the work I
made a clamp out of a short section of
rubber hose, split endwise, and one end
trimmed to leave a projecting tongue, as
shown in the accompanying sketch. In use,
the clamp is slipped over the conduit, and the
tongue slides over the saddle, thus holding it
ready for fixing.

Hose holding
saddle in positiOn

Showing part
of the hose
cut away to
form a tongue.

MODELLING HELICOPTERS
(Continued from page 347)

this each engine can be started separately by
cords over the pulleys shown and, when both
engines are running, the sleeve coupling is
closed and the two parts of the connecting
shaft run as one.

Compression is overcome by fly -balls on a
shaft extension beyond the worm for each
engine.

Obviously, two power units, gears and rotor
shafts installed as I have shown would
necessitate some sort of frame to take all
attachments and bearings. Such a frame could
-though it is decidedly not recommended-
take the form of a fuselage. A simple, light,
wooden frame would be much better.

The calculations for this machine would be
the same as No. 2 or 3 in connection with the
subject of Fig. 5, but the area resulting would
be for one set of rotors only. By this I mean
that each end of this coupled -engine machine
will, separately, weigh about the same as
Fig. 5 and so can be separately calculated or,
alternatively, the total weights of everything,
including the wooden frame, can be added
together and the resulting calculated area
divided between four rotors instead of two.

I may well point out here that, unlike full-
size machines at present flying, it is necessary
on model helicopters to provide two contra -
rotative rotors. Were one rotor only fitted, the
whole power unit and gearing would revolve
in the opposite direction to that of the rotors
and, owing to the lessened air resistance,
would do so at a greater rate than that of the
rotors. I mention this just in case someone
has the idea that he would like to make a single -
rotor helicopter like a Bristol or a Sikorsky.
In models, jet propulsion alone will enable

one to do this, since there is then no torque on
the machine.

I wonder how many of my present readers
saw and perused the article, Jet Reaction
Power Models," by C. E. Bowden,
A.I.Mech.E., and published in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS issue of August, 1949 ? If it has
not been read, then I recommend a close study
of it, for I think that of all motors for driving
model helicopters the pulse jet is the most
suitable, the lightest, and the most powerful.
At the time the above article was written, the
smallest jet motor available had a length of
about 13in. and this would be much too
large and powerful for any rotor blade of
reasonable or convenient size. I have heard of
nothing smaller which has been produced
since, but what is required is a jet unit of
about one-half the diameter and length of,
say, the British Juggernaut, that is to say,
about Tin.
 Such a pair of jets would drive a rotor

having detachable blades, detachable for
convenience in transport, of about 4ft. or
4ft. 6in. in length. Obviously, such a heli-
copter would have to be released on a line,
and if properly designed would hover verti-
cally overhead. It should also be capable of
radio -control.

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS
ENCYCLOPEDIA

By F. J. CAMM
The Entirely New 12th Edition of the Famous

Standard Work

Price 21/- or 21/10 by post from :

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Studies in Electricity and Magnetism
Current Directions

WE do not talk of wires being cut by
electric fields, but as they are per-
pendicular to the earth's surface

(along the length of a vertical rod), we might
calculate the induced E.M.F. from electrostatic
considerations.

However, a moving electric field gives rise
to a magnetic field at right -angles to it, and
hence horizontal as in Fig. 6. This is only a
generalisation of the well-known fact that
" moving electric charges " (= moving elec-
trons =electric currents) create magnetic
fields at right -angles to their direction of
motion-the magnetic field around a current -
carrying conductor.

So, we may think of a vertical aerial as
being cut by magnetic lines-also moving at
the velocity of light.

If the magnetic field is exactly at right -
angles to the aerial, it is relatively a simple
case of applying the BLv. formula to estimate
the induced E.M.F. in volts-or, rather
micro -volts (oV), since the field strength is
minutely small.

E.M.F. Induced in an Aerial
As we are dealing with field intensities

" in air," the symbol " H " will be used
instead of " B," where H- the density in
lines per sq. cm. L is the length of the vertical
rod in cms. or metres, and v =the velocity of
light-the velocity of a magnetic field
travelling through space, relative to a
stationary conductor.

Radio field strengths (H) are often given
arc. R.M.S. Values, to enable us to calculate
the induced volts as registered by an A.G.
voltmeter-though such instruments are
seldom used at radio frequencies. Then :-

Induced E.M.F. (in volts) HLv x to -3,
where H and L must be expressed in the same
units as v, e.g., if v -metres per sec., we must
either express it in centimetres/sec., or convert
the other units.

Now, v=3 x to" cms./sec., and if, as is
usual, L is given in metres, we have :-

E (in volts) =H
X (L X IC*) X 3 X 102

to
= HL x 3 x

where H=R.M.S. magnetic field strength
in lines per sq. centimetre.

As the field is exceedingly weak, the answer
will be some small fraction of a volt-a few
millionths of a volt, or microvolts. To convert
to IN, we multiply the above expression by
to' (t million), giving us finally the interesting
result that :-

E (in 1.4\1)=HL x 3 x rat x to6
=HLx3xto10
=HL x Velocity of Light in ems./

sec.
As a numerical illustration : suppose the

length of our rod is 'oft. =3 metres approx.,
and the measured magnetic field strength in
a district is H=LII x to -9 (-- Lit /102).
Then, as long as we may suppose magnetic
lines cutting the rod at right -angles :-

E= Lit x3 x 3 x to
=1.11 x9 x 10=99.9 or say too r,V.

About " Positive Directions "
Magnetic concepts as a whole are difficult

to get hold of, and, indeed, we may doubt
whether the mathematical theories depict
" real " things. Many convenient theories
" work " in practice, after physicists have
discarded them.

In pure physics, the old conventional
idea of current flow from + to - has gone by
the board, while still retained in electrical
engineering. Such hypotheses, such as the
" ether," were found inadequate when it

Electric Distribution Mains : Electromagnetic Quantities

(Continued from page 308, July issue)

came to explaining certain baffling effects in
light.

Those are the deep waters of science on
which there is still much uncertainty. What
I wish to discuss briefly are a few more
magnetic concepts, for example, the " positive
direction " of a eld.

Arbitrary Conventions
All positive directions-electric and mag-

netic-are arbitrary conventions. There is
nothing " absolute " about calling one end of
a magnet a N. -pole, or imagining lines of force
emanating from that end and entering the
opposite S. -pole.

Our right- and left-hand rules, etc., are
built upon that convenient fiction. As long
as we have a " fiction " everybody agrees
upon, the rules may at least be consistently
applied to practical problems.

Fig. 7.-Electric and Magnetic " Circuits.'
The electric current has a " copper path" v:a
the coil ; the magnetic " " has an "iron
path" (or "circuit ") via the core. The coil
gives rise to an about If times the

ampere -turns.

It does not matter in the slightest whether
" lines of force " (if they have any more
than a mathematical reality ?) emanate from
N. or S.- poles, or whether the earth's mag-
netic poles in the geographical meridians
(or nearly so) are really " North " or "South."

But electrical engineering would be in a
sad state if right- and left-hand rules were
taught at one and the same time as applicable
to the same phenomena !

As seen from the BLv. equation, physicists
and electrical engineers have developed very

useful ideas which can give us tangible
answers in terms of other electromagnetic
quantities. And that is all that is required.
Magneto -motive Force (M.M.F.)

We will conclude by considering briefly
one or two more magnetic quantities.

Early electrical engineers-the founders of
modern electrical technology-followed Fara-
day's tradition of trying to conceive or form
clear mental pictures of physical phenomena ;
a method which still has much to recommend
it, where "pictures" are possible at all.

Efforts were made to develop a sort of
" Ohm's Law " for magnetic circuits. A
magnetic circuit was regarded as any closed
path, say a complete iron path, Fig. 7, in
which a " magnetic flux " was conceived to
" flow," like an electric current.

Current =Electromotive force Resistance,
so, to simplify calculations, Magnetic Flux
was thought of as something given by
Magneto -motive force=" Reluctance."

The M.M.F. was treated as analo-
gous to an E.M.F. ; not an electrical,
but a magnetic force generated by a current -
carrying coil, and expressed by :-

M.M.F. = 0.4:r. IT,
where I -current in amperes ; T = the turns;
or, I T =Ampere -turns.

As 0.471 = 5.25 approx., the M.M.F. set
up by a coil is about times the Ampere -
turns. Theoretical considerations show that
it represents a " fall of magnetic potential,"
proportional to the work done in ergs, in carry-
ing an isolated N. -pole (a " unit pole ") along
the coil axis against the attraction of the coil's
S.-pole-or repulsion of the coil's N. -pole.

Then the magnetic circuit was given a
" Reluctance " ; a quantity analogous to
electrical " Resistance," which may be
calculated from the dimensions of the core,
and its magnetic permeability. Dividing the
M.M.F. by this, gives the total flux N,
i.e., the total number of lines set up, as
distinct from the flux -density (B -lines per
sq. cm.).

The latter is simply, N/A, where A is the
area traversed by the flux. Dividing M.M.F.
by the axial length (L) of the coil, gives
another quantity, the Magnetising Force (H),
which we will only mention in conclusion.

A Radio -sonde
ONE of the many interesting exhibits shown

by the General Electric Company at
the Festival of Britain is the . Radio -sonde
Mark II. It is on view in the Dome of Dis-
covery, and was manufactured by Salford
Electrical Instruments, Ltd., a subsidiary
company of the G.E.C. The Radio -sonde
was developed in conjunction with the British
Meteorological office. Elevated by a hydro-
gen -filled balloon it measures pressure, tem-
perature and humidity up to a height of
about 65,000ft. The instrument comprises, in
the main, a radio transmitter, amplitude
modulated by three units which convert pres-
sure temperature and humidity into audio
frequency. Each meteorological unit is
successively switched in the modulation cir-
cuit of the Radio -sonde, and is picked up by
means of a radio receiver and the frequency
determined by an interpolation oscillator on
the ground.

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING
6d. Every Friday

The Radio -sonde, Mark H.
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Northern Models Exhibition : Model Railway Club Exhibition : I.A.C. Trophy
THE Third Northern Models Exhibition

held last March brought together an
amazing variety of models under the

domed glass roof of the Corn and Produce
Exchange at Hanging Ditch, Manchester.
Apart from the many competition entries,
which were judged by leading model celebri-
ties, there were a great many loan models to

By "MOTILUS"

ing number of entries in the competition
model aircraft classes. The large number
entered must surely indicate a high degree of
popularity for model aeroplanes of all types.
Many prizes were awarded and the Cham-

Fig. r.-This stand at the Northern Models Exhibition was devoted
to international models and craft work. One of the Swiss railway
models can be seen side view ; it represents one of the coaches running
on the mountain railway between Montreux, Caux and Rochers de Naye.

swell the throng of fascinating, sometimes
intricate and sometimes amusing exhibits.

An International Section was a praise-
worthy addition to the attractions of this
exhibition. This featured a selection of
work and models from overseas, loined
through the co-operation of local Consul-
ates (Fig: i). Two large Swiss models of
mountain railway coaches, perched at appro-
priate angles on 'their rocky bases, were out-
standing. One represented the driving coach
of the Montreux electric funicular rack rail-
way to Rochers de Naye the other was a
4in. gauge (1 ornm.).Bernese Oberland -coach
model. This international section also in-
cluded a selection of craft work by European
voluntary workers, now residing near Man-
chester.

Members of the Northern Association
staffed a model engineering workshop
throughout -the exhibition, where visitors
could watch them at' Work. The stand also
featured various- models _working on com-
pressed air, and an old favourite, the now
well-known steam roundabout of Mr. W.

.Stables, of: Ulverston, who was there to
operate his model for the entertainment of
young and old.

A working models arena .was once more
a central point of the well -filled hall, where

i demonstrations of working Model aircraft,
and of radio -controlled models, took. place.at
intervals.

It seemed to me that there were a surpris-
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entered an excellent model of a 4-6-2 Pacific
Hielan' Lassie (Fig. 2), which won him
a well -deserved first prize in the class for
steam locomotives over " o " gauge. Also
first prize winner was Mr. L. R. Raper, of
Horbury, for his incomplete o -6-o saddle
tank contractor's locomotive, for which out-
standing model he also won the Members'
Cup and the Evening Chronicle Trophy.

Fig. 2.-Northern Models Exhibition. A finished model 4-6-2
Pacific locomotive, " Hielan' Lassie," built by Mr. A. G. Bates,
of Coventry. This model won first prize for steam locomotives above

gauge o size.

pionship Trophy went to Mr. C. D. Fitz-
patrick, of Southport, for his lovely semi -
scale sailplane, which had a wing -span of
quite 9ft.

In the locomotive section, Mr. A. G. Bates

Model Ships and Power Boats
Marine models were of almost every kind

one can think of: from gaily "coloured
galleons to practical, buoyant hydroplanes.
A waterline model, of s.s; Beaconstreet, by

Mr. D. S. Anthes, of
Sheffield, was out-

Fig. 3.-A fine 4ft. cabin cruiser model, for which Dr. j. W. Greenhalgh
was awarded first prize in the class for working steam- and power boats

at the Northern Models Exhibition.

standing for its good
detail work and won
not only first prize in
its class (non -working
sailing ships), but also
the - Myford Trophy
and the championship
cup for marine
models. In the class
for working steam of
power boats, Dr. J. W.
Greenhalgh, of With-
ington, won first prize
for his lovely 4ft.
cabin cruiser model
(Fig: 3). As always,
Dr. Greenhalgh
.showed that a working
model can also . be
admirable for its fine
finish.

As previously men-
tioned, this exhibition
showed an ' amazing
variety of interest in
models, and there
were plenty of entries

-
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Fig. 4.-Same interesting models inthe architectural section of the
Northern Models Exhibition. In the foreground is Mr. T. W. White's
fitted doll's house, which included electric light and television. On
the left stands a model of St. Paul's Cathedral, made by Mr. E. Morris.

in the competition sections for general engin-
eering models, marine engines, internal com-
bustion engines, road vehicles, racing cars,
tools and workshop appliances, scenic and
architectural models (Fig. 4) and others in
varied miscellany. The junior sections, too,
were well supported.

One last attraction deserving mention was
the periodical showing of a selection of
16 mm. sound films on models and other
subjects, the series of shows being given by
Mr. R. 0. Harper, chairman of the Norfflern
Association of Model Engineers.
Model Railway Club Exhibition

Once again this year, Easter Tuesday saw
the Central Hall at Westminster opening its
doors on yet another Model Railway Club
Exhibition. And once again the hall thronged
with visitors from start to finish.

Rides on the passenger -carrying railway
were as much in demand as ever by the
younger folk. As for the rest of the show,
there was no age limit for those who peered
and pried with interested attention at models
on all the stands.

There were few changes in methods of
display. The usual trade stands appeared,
to tempt modellers with their wares. The
amateur railway models were largely grouped,
as is the custom at this exhibition, under
regional headings, or on stands devoted to
the work of certain model societies and clubs.
There still seems to be a wide interest in the
small-scale railways: oo gauge (4 mm. to
ift. scale) and even smaller gauges. One
showcase was devoted to a display of 2 mm.
scale models-those miniatures which are so
intriguing by the very reason of their tiny
size.

Several complete model railway layouts
were shown and operated in the Lower Hall
during the exhibition (that is, if a layout
can ever be said to be " complete," as the
owner is always adding to it). These
included a simple gauge o railway, Mr.
P. B. Denny's oo gauge railway and a still
smaller railway to the scale of 2 mm. to 'ft.
(9.5 mm. gauge).

Regular visitors would have been dis-
appointed not to see some exhibits from the
" K " Lines, Pantry Dockyard Railway of
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Keen. These models
always give much pleasure to those who
admire accurate, precise detail. There were
not many of them on show this year, but
they included some excellent steel wagons and
a goods brake.
Gauge a Models

The Gauge t Model Railway Association
had a wealth of material for display on their

stand. Many of the
models were of special
interest, being of
various periods in the
history of the steam
locomotive and other
railway stock.

In the London Mid-
land Regional Section
there was an interest-
ing historical model
of a L.N.W.R. goods
train. This model
was over thirty years
old and was made for
the 2in. gauge (7/16in.
scale), which was very
popular at one time.

Some neat, accur-
ate, working signals
tor 4 mm. scale
appeared on the
London North East-
ern Regional stand.
These had been made
by Mr. F. Reynolds
and included a bracket

signal with electric lighting.
The Medway Model and

Experimental Engineering
Society displayed an interesting
collection of 4 mm. scale rail-
way models, all made by their
hon. secretary, Mr. R. J. B.
King. These were all working
models, made for a two -rail
system, from drawings that Mr.
King prepared himself. The
series is planned to include one
locomotive of each of the main
companies of our railways at
the turn of the century, with
correct reproduction of pre -
grouping liveries. It also
includes a selection of private
owners' wagons. All the models
have been brush painted and
hand -lined.

I.A.C. Trophy
Trophies for presentation to

prizewinners have become very
popular during the Oast fifty
years or so. Almost a tradition
has been built up in the form
that a trophy should take:
sometimes it is a shield, some-
times a cup, bowl or case and
sometimes a small-scale model,
representing some aspect of the
sport or hobby for which the
trophy is awarded.

A most interesting trophy has
recently been given to the
Institute of Amateur Cinemato-
graphers in London by one of
their oldest members, Mr. W. J. Bassett-
Lowke. The trophy is a half-size reproduction
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of a cinematograph projector, based on the
Ampro Imperial " projector, and simplified
for modelling purposes (Fig. 5). The model
is made of hard wood throughout, except for
the two reels, which are chromium -plated
metal. The body of the model is finished
in bronze colouring and mounted on a
pyramid -type plinth finished in ebony.

The complete model makes a most attrac-
tive, ornamental trophy, which will be much
appreciated by winners. It is being awarded
annually for the best film made by any
individual member of the Institute of
Amateur Cinematographers.

The Model Engineer Exhibition
The Model Engineer Exhibition will

again be held this year at the New Royal
Horticultural Hall, Westminster, from
August 22nd to September tat. I under-
stand that there will be many models of a
different type from those hitherto exhibited.
Radio -controlled model aircraft, ships and
tanks, in which so many of my readers are
interested, will be the chief features of the
exhibition, and indication of the changing

Fig. 5.-A unique and interesting model, made throughout
in hard wood, treated with bronze finish, with the exception
of the two reels, which are chromium -plated metal. Mr. E. H.
Clifton, of Northampton, was responsible for making this
model, which was presented by Mr. W. y. Bassett-Lowke to
the Institute of Amateur Cinematographers as a trophy for

annual award.
scientific and technical interests of the present
generation.

THE MODEL AEROPLANE HANDBOOK
An Important New Work : 312 Pages, 303 Illustrations, 12/6, by post r3/ -

By F. J. CAVE
A Shor. History of Model Aeronautic. ; Principles

of Design ; Airscrews ; Wings ; Undercarriages :
Folding Airscrews-Retractable Undercarriages :
Fuselages The Elastic Motor ; Gearing and
Spacial Mechanisms : Making Model Wheels
Geared Winding Devices: Model Aeroplane Sta- '
bility Downthrust : Model Petrol Engines ;
Adjusting Model Petrol Engines ; Compressed
Air Engines ; How to Form and Run a Model Aero
Club ; F.A.I. and S.M.A.E; Rules ; S.M.A.E. Corn- -

petition Cups : A Lightweight Duration Model ;
A Wakefield Model : A Farman Type Model Mono-
plane ; A Composite Model ; Ornithopters-or
Wins -flapping Models ; A Low -wing Petrol Mono-
plane ; A Duration Glider ; Winch -launching
Model Gliders : A Streamlined Wakefield Model
A Model Autogiro A Super Duration Biplane
Flying Model Aeroplanes A Flash Steam Plant

, Model Diesel Engines ; Weights of Wood ; Plano
Wire Sizes. Areas and Weights ; Schedule of British
Records.

GEO. NEWNES LTD., TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STRFIST, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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Problems on Combustion
SIR,-

-Text
books on applied

thermodynamics usually
give the " tubular " method
for the solution of problems
on combustion. In the writer's
opinion and experience this
method is clumsy and slow, and generally
inferior to the method based on the equating
of coefficients. As this method is not as
generally known as it might be, I give below
two typical applications.

Problem 1. -During the test on an internal
combustion engine, using a fuel consisting
only of carbon and hydrogen, the following
dry exhaust gas analysis was obtained.
CO2-9.6%, 0,-0.3%, CO -8.0%3 N2-
82.1%. It is required to determine (a)
The fuel -air ratio and (b) The composition
of the fuel.

Solution. -Write down the combustion
equation :
a C+ b H. c (02+3.76 NO -9.6 c02+Fuel air

0.302+ 8.o C0+82.1 N2+ dH20.
Equating coefficient gives :
For C's, a=9.6+ 8.o= 17.6.
For H's, b=d.
For O's, c=9.6+0.3+4.0+ =13.9H-

2 2
For N's, 3.76C =82.1.
Solving these equations gives : a=17.6,

b=15.8, c=21.8, d=15.8.
. . Composition of fuel is C: H 17.6 x 12 :

15.8 x 2 :: 87.4% : 12.6%.

And air/fuel ratio= 21.8 (32 +3.76 X 28)

12.34.
Problem 2.-A fuel whose composition,

by weight was C -8o%, H2- 12 %, 02- 6 %
and ash 2% was burnt with excess air. The
exhaust analysis gave CO2- to% and no CO.
Determine the percentage excess air, and the
analysis of the " wet " products of combus-
tion.

Solution :
Combustion equation :
8o 12,, 6

C + + - 1...,2+ a (02+ 3.76 NO
12 2 32

=b CO2+c 02+d N,+e H2O.
Equating coefficients :

8o
For C's, b= g2=6.67.=6.67.

12
For H's, e=6.o.
For Us, 32+a=b+c-1-6.

. . a=9.48 + C.
For N's, d=3.76a=35.6+3.76 C.
Also from exhaust analysis : b=o.to

(b+c+d).
Solving these five equations gives : a=

b=6.67, c=5.13, d=54.9, e=6.o.
For theoretically complete combustion

" a " would be :
(8o1 I- +12 -2) =9.67.

2

17.6 X 12+15.8 N,-

.61. . % excess air= too
(4

9.679.67)
=51.2.

And percentage analysis of wet exhaust
gas is given by :

b 667
CO2= x.zoo-- =9.2%.(b+c+d+e) 72.7

51302= = 7.05 %.
72.7

54.9Nry =
72.7
- 75.6%.

H20=6.o=8.25%.
72.7

-A. M. HELSDON, B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E.
(Bournemouth).

Toaster Attachment for Pressure Stove
SIR, -As a camping enthusiast I have

many times sat in the tent during wet
weather longing for a round of toast. But
on a pressure stove this was rather out of the

Clamping ring bolts
Inner ring

covered with
gauze

Notches for
tripod

Notch for
tripod

Clamping ring

Section through centre

A toaster attachment for pressure stoves.

question, due to the flavour of paraffin
imparted to the bread, and the difficulty of
toasting evenly.

After a few trials I produced a toaster
attachment which worked very well and
was a convenient size for transporting with
the stove.

The accompanying sketch gives a good idea
of the attachment.

It consists of an outer ring of tinplate
used for supporting the wire gauze and as a
base for the wire supports which hold the
toast. This was, in my case, made from a
stout tin lid, 6in. in diameter, from which I
cut out the centre leaving a rim of in.

Six rods were then bent, as shown in the
sketch, and the rim drilled to receive them.

For these rods I utilised some thick wire
from a well-known constructor's kit, fixing
each rod by cutting a 6 B.A. thread on each
end and clamping it to the rim with two nuts.
This was done for convenience while experi-
menting, but the rods could be riveted with
ease.

The next stage was to cover the inside of
the rim with a fine mesh copper gauze,
fastening this by means of a second ring
of tinplate under the rim, held in place
with four small" bolts.

The . gauze is best heated first before
fixing as it tends to sag if fixed when new.

Finally, I cut three notches in the rim to
drop over the three supports on the stove.

When placed on the stove the gauze
diffused the flame and became red hot, no
flame coming through to burn the bread.
At first it tended to be hotter in the centre,
but as the gauze sagged from expansion
the heat was very well distributed.

Toast was browned very well all over and
no taste or smell of paraffin was noticed.

The attachment was made of a suitable
size to fit in the box of one of the portable
stoves now on the market. -J. JorrEs
(Walsall).

Preparing Hydrogen Gas
SIR, -I notice that in recent issues of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS there have been
a number of letters concerning the prepara-
tion of hydrogen. A very easy way to prepare
it is to allow a fairly strong solution of caustic
soda to act upon aluminium, the reaction is :

6NaOH +2AI = 2Na,AIO, + 3H2.
The reaction is very vigorous once it has

started, and it is violently endothermic ;
arrangements should be made to cool the
apparatus to prevent the reaction becoming
too violent. The apparatus may be con-
veniently made of iron, which is untouched by
caustic soda even when fused. -R. Haws
(Rotherham).

Making an Electric Blanket
SIR, -In your issue of May, 1951, an

article appears on making an Electric
Blanket, by E. E. Cheetham, and I view the
transformer circuit with some misgivings ;
as shown it is quite unsafe to use.

The circuit shows no earth on the secondary
of the transformer, only an earth on the
laminated core. Should a fault develop
between primary and secondary turns, 230
volts will be imposed on the secondary wind-
ing, which, as you will appreciate, is highly
dangerous.

It is standard practice on low voltage out-
put transformers to earth one side of the
secondary, then, if a fault develops, the circuit
fuse will blow, thereby saving the user of the
apparatus from a harmful, if not fatal, shock.
-G. A. GODDARD (Slough).

The Author's Reply
SIR, -In reply to Mr. Goddard's letter,

re the circuit for the low -voltage electric
blanket. I admit that an earth connection to
the laminated core was not indicated, partly
for the reason that the particular type of trans-
former used was left to the discretion of the
constructor. If a proprietary make of trans-
former was used the instructions for putting
into service are generally enclosed, and a
terminal provided for earth connection on
the case of the instrument. If an ex -Govern-
ment transformer were used there is some-
times a separate screen winding interposed
between primary and secondary windings, to
guard against the danger of a breakdown.
The present-day transformer is a soundly -
made piece of equipment, and is usually
tested with a high voltage, much in excess of
normal, for leakage between the windings and
the core. In the experience of many years I
have found that a breakdown between the
two windings is a very rare occurrence
provided the transformer is not overloaded
beyond its rated capacity.

In the unlikely event of a breakdown, it
will be obvious to most people that a heavy
current from the mains would flow through
the low -resistance of the heater elements,

(Continued overleaf)  -
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Acru Wood -engraver
THE Acru Electric Tool Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., 123, Hyde Road, Ardwick,
Manchester, 12, are now marketing a new
tool known as the Acru wood -engraver, an
electrically -heated pencil which can be used
by craftsmen and amateurs for a variety of
purposes, such as wood, leather or cork
burning, forming plastics, sealing Cellophane,
foil embossing, soldering, etc. The most

The Acru Wood -
engraver. An
electrically - heated

embossing tool.

general application of this tool will be for
embossing purposes in many trades and
industries. Any material as hard as glass or
as soft as rubber can be embossed with foils
which can be supplied in to different colours.
A complete set is available, comprising the
Acru wood -engraver with 5ft. of two -core
cable, four different brass bits and one pad
of eight different colours of embossing foil,
in a cardboard box. Spare elements (3o
watts) and kits are obtainable. Further

particulars and prices are given in an illustrated
leaflet which may be obtained on application
to the address given.

Chamberlain Industries Ltd.
AS a result of the great expansion of their

export trade Messrs. Chamberlain
Industries Ltd., Staffa Road, Leyton, London,
E.to, have now found it necessary to appoint
agents for the U.S.A., Egypt, Italy, British

West Africa, Tanganyika, Iran, Irak, and
Turkey." An agreement has been signed with
General and Overseas Trading Corporation
Ltd., 5o, Gresham Street, London, E.C.2,
who will act as their agents for bending
machines and other " Staffa " products
already widely used in the U.K. by all
associated with the garage and building
trades. The agent will also deal with
inquiries for the plant and steel divisions of
Chamberlain Industries.

Books Reviewed
Basic Thermodynamics. By Charles

Leonard Brown. Published by
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd.
266 pages. Price 38s. 6d.
THIS volume, which is intended as a text-

book for engineering students, is
designed to teach the first and second laws of
thermodynamics and their applications to the
study of the devices which convert heat into
work or use work to transport heat. It also
includes a short section on the elements of
heat transmission as they relate to power
generation and refrigeration. The author
has endeavoured to reduce formulas to a
minimum in order that the student may spend
more time on analysis and less on memorisa-
tion. Considerable space has been devoted
to the gas turbine in its modern form, and the
combination steam power and heating cycle
is also discussed. Jet propulsion is briefly
covered, and there is a chapter on elementary
heat transmission.

Cycling Book of Maintenance. Published
by Temple Press, Ltd. no pages. Price
2s. 6d. net.
THE third edition of this handbook has

been fully revised, and contains up-to-
date information on the upkeep of the
bicycle, its fittings and accessories on the
latest models. In the pages of this handy little
book every part of the bicycle is "dis-
mantled " to show how it works. The method
of construction and the adjustments required
are clearly explained. The book is illustrated
with numerous line drawings.

LETTERS FROM READERS
(Continued from previous page)

and the fuses in the mains plug lead would
immediately blow before causing any damage.
-E. E. CHEETHAM (Stockport).

Moulding Composition for Making Dolls
SIR,-May I point out to your enquirer

(J. Lane, London, E), that making
dolls in anything like large quantities is a very
complicated business. Whatever method is
used quite a lot of equipment is necessary.
Pumice and glue is the cheapest as far as
material is concerned. It also requires
special machinery, and there are heaps of
little snags. Pinholes abound. Unless he
is prepared to do a fair amount of handwork
he will have a lot of scrap on his hands.
Shrinkage is about zo per cent.

Catacast is not now obtainable, and, any-
way, it will take a lot of time to get used to it.
The same applies to Catalure. And to make
the dolls hollow, which is the usual practice,
is no easy job.

Magnesite doesn't lend itself at all to hollow
casting though it is very excellent for some
purposes.

The competition in doll making is very
fierce. I think your enquirer might try the
spraying method. This only requires a good
power spray and the necessary moulds. Here
again the moulds are rather expensive, and
they are for rigid dolls. But I don't see any
reason why it should not be possible to get
moulds for heads, torso, legs and arms all
separate.

If Mr. Lane can make his own moulds,
that's another thing, but doll making requires
a lot of experience and artistic ability. I know
some manufacturers who send out dolls'
heads for process painting.

I have read one or two books on the subject
but, like all books on similar subjects, they
made it all seem so easy by not mentioning
the difficulties.

A fair-sized workshop is essential, as the
work is not the kind of thing one can do in a

small room. If he uses a spray, ventilation
is very important. Most people have a fan
drawing the air from the worker to the object,
and then out of the room.

Of course in the glue pumice method the
materials have to be mixed hot and then
poured into a frozen mould, and after a short
time (depending on the thickness required)
the mix is poured out of the mould again
leaving a thin hollow casting in the mould.
But it has to be dipped several times in paint
to preserve it from damp.-C. THoistrsost
(West Kensington).

A Bubble Weather Vane
SIR,-I shall be glad if any of your readers

can help me in the design of a " Bubble
Weather Vane," as shown in the accompanying
sketch.

The idea is to mount a container containing
soapy water to the top of a pole. The pro -

Wanted-a sug-
gestion for a
bubble weather

vane.

peller will have to supply whatever power
may be necessary to churn the liquid and
produce bubbles through the pipe on the
figure. The whole, will, of course, turn with
the wind.

Bubbles should emerge from the pipe
singly and not too quickly.-W. E. BROWN
(Devizes).

Law of Gravitation
SIR,-I feel that the " Sidetracks," of Mr.

Hart's and Mr. Bryant's letters (June
issue), call for reply.

The only object of any language is to be
understood, and my Concise O.D. gives :

Resist =repel.
Repel =repulse.
Repulse =drive back.

If Mr. Bryant stands in his " bucket "
and extends the handle through " tackle " to
the " basket of his balloon," he will find that
he can elevate not only himself but me as well
by pulling at the handle.

My best wishes to Mr. Hart and Mr.
Bryant and I thank them very much for
replying to my " Are you quite sure problem."
-H. A. D. JOSEPH (Epsom).

Club Report
Aylesbury & District Society of Model

Engineers
THE May meeting, held as usual at

Hampden Buildings, Temple Square,
was devoted to a talk by Mr. F. R. Forest.
Mr. Forest spoke with first-hand information
on the techniques and snags of model boiler
construction, and made his talk additionally
interesting by following it with a demon-
stration braze -up of one of the members'
boilers, which proved very successful.

An enjoyable evening was had by all the
members present.-E. H. SMITH, hon.
secretary, Mulberry Tree Cottage, Devon-
shire Avenue, Amersham, Bucks.
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POWER frithe
&shrew ale

A fully powered '/4 inch
Electric Drill for only sNO

NOT just a drill but almost an electric work-
shop on its own-that's ' HANDY UTILITY,'
the versatile power tool for faster, smoother,
deeper drilling in steel, cast iron, brass

. . for easier drilling in wood, perspex,
ceramics . . . for grinding, buffing and
polishing metal parts . . . for cleaning off
rust and old paint! Drilling capacity in
steel 1/4 in.-in hardwood at least I/2 in.

The mate of all work
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1/4 INCH DRILL KIT
Drill, 13 h/s Bits,
Horiz. Stand, Grinding
Wheel, Wire Wheel
Brush, Buff, Arbor,
Metal Carrying Case.

ACCESSORY KIT
Grinding Wheel, Wire
Wheel Brush, Buff,
Arbor, etc.

A PRODUCT OF BLACK ce DECKER LTD.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL TOOL SHOP, IRONMONGER OR STORE
Smee's
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Good Investments
MOTOR PUMPS for Garden Fountains,
new, 230 volt A.C. Stuart Turner, lift 3ft.,
throw 10ft., capacity 100 g.p.h., £6110.
12 volt Model for Caravan or Motor Boat,
E6110. Foot valve and strainer, 251-.
ROTARY SUDS PUMPS, speed 750
r.p,m., lift 8ft., head 35ft., capacity 60170
g.p.h., with pulley, LS.
MOTOR PUMPS for Table Decoration,
battery model, bakelite body fitted motor,
switch, battery holder, taking two U2
cells covered with Chrom. plated dome,
jet and spray attachments. A filter fitted
in base. Mounted on rubber feet for sub-
mersion in water in table bowl, unused,
E2/151-.
MOTOR D.C. 110 volt, N H.P., 1,400
r.p.m. A.E.G., 251-, post 2!, 80 volt,
116 H.P., 2,000 r.p.m. G.E.C., 851..
MOTOR BLOWERS. Small 24 volt for
valve cooling, etc. Enclosed D.C. Motor
fitted blower, with I)in. x lin. outlet, 211-.
post 21-. 2001225 volt A.G. Motor Blower,
40 cu. ft. per min., 10in. water gauge,
C16110/, carr. extra.
DYNAMOS, C.A.C. 12 volt, 10115 amp.,
1,403 r.p.m. Ideal for windchargers, 551-,
carr., 51-. 6 volt 5 amp. D.C. hand Dynamo,
speed 100 r.p.m. through gearing in handle,
251-. Heavy current Dynamos. 12 volts
50 amps., speed 2,500 r.p.m., L4/101-,
carr. 51-.
ROTARY CONVERTERS, 110 volts
D.C. input, 230 volts A.G. 200 watts
output, L101101-. Other sizes in stock.
Send for list.
MOTOR ALTERNATOR. 230 volts
50 cycles S.P. Input 230 volts 60 watts,
1,250 cycles output, with control box fitted
twin knob starter, two 4-mf. conds.,
wire wound Pot. voltmeter and Rectifier,
E35. 1,600 cycles Rotary Converter,
22129 volts D.C., input, 80 volts 240 watts
output, 8,000 r.p.m., ES.
COMPRESSORS. Single Stage, Air,
vertical, 4 cu. ft., as new, EIS.
PHOTOGRAPHIC Glazing Machine by
Velox, 230 volts A.C. Motor, speed control,
heaters, switches, glazing drum, etc.
In first class condition, cheap.
STERILISERS. I and 2 K.W. G.E.C.
230 volts A.C. with tray for surgical instru-
ments, good condition, cheap.
RECTIFIER UNITS in vent. metal cases,
230 volts 50 cycles input, 50 volts 5 amps.,
E9. 50 volts Ii, amp., E6.101-. 50 volts

amp., f4.101-.
MERCURY SOLENOID SWITCHES.
New and boxed, 15 amp, 51-. post II-.
D.C. ELECTRO MAGNETS. 6 volts
twin coil, weight 10 ozs., lift 4 lbs., 51-,

post 6d. Permanent Magnets S.L.S.36
Swift Levick horseshoe type, 216. Send for
Magnet leaflet.
MORSE Practice Kit on base fitted A.M.
precision Key with Insulated knob, twin
coil buzzer, battery holder and diagram,
616, post 9d.
MICROPHONES. Table type in adjust-
able frame, sound power model. No
tattery needed, new, on base with on -off
switch, 1216 post free. G.P.O. Mike
Button, 316. Mika Transformer, 216. Send
for Mike leaflet.
HAND MIKES. No. 3 double -button
type with Switch in handle. 616. Post II-.
G.P.O. in bakelite case, fitted carbon
insat, 316, post 9d.
VIBRATORS. 6 volt 4 -pin non -sync.,
as new, 716.
THERMOSTATS., small, fit test tube,
operate 0 degrees cent. Easily adapted
for fish tanks, etc., 616.
HEATER ELEMENTS. 24 volts, 75
watts, flat copper plate with insulated
connector fitted one end. 4in. x 2in. x
thick. Useful for soil heating, 116 each.
RESISTANCES. Variable, wire wound
double tube, 152 ohms, 2 amps. New and
boxed, 301-. Single tube, 5 ohms 10 amps.,
211- ; 300 ohms I amp., IV-. Small rotary,
10 ohms I amp., 216, post 6d.
CRYSTAL SETS. The Lesdix Festival
Model, wound tuning coil, var. cond., ever -
set diode Detector, special 'phone Trans-
former with plug socket. All fitted in black
bakelite case and supplied with pair head-
phones sensitive to crystal reception. With
headband, cord and plug. All serial tested,
301, post 116.

TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTORS'
PARTS. Ex. G.P.O. wall type for house
to garage, office to works, etc., comprising
bracket mike, Magneto bell, transformer,
condenser, switchhook and contacts con-
nection strip in pol. wood case, Bin. x 6in.
x 3in., hand magneto Generators and single
G.P.O. Receiver, 351- per pair, carr. 51,
RECTIFIERS, Selenium, wave 500 volts
40 m.a., 716.
VEEDER COUNTERS. 0-9999 nickel
finish, 101-, direct side shaft ;,in. dia.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

T-epho..e MACcialoy 2159
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STUDY
AT

HOME

IN YOUR
SPARE
TIMETip E

BENNETT COLLEGE
will set you on the right

course for success
You make sure of planned progress in the career of
your choice when you let the most progressive, most
successful Correspondence College in the world coach
you through the post. By friendly, individual
training we equip you with the specialised knowledge
you must have for a well -paid, key position.
Make the first move TO -DAY -post the coupon
below !

AU TEXT 8000 ARE
to Student. of The

FRE& Ltd., we send as
Bennett College,
many volumes as the

subject demands and they become
sour personal property.

IS YOUR CAREER HERE ?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR FREE ADVICE
Accountancy Examination;
Agriculture
A M.I. Fire E. Examination
Applied Mechanics
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation (Engineering and Wireless)
Blue Prints
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and

Modern Business Methods
Builders' Quantities
Building, Architecture and Clerc

of Works (A.R.I.B.A. Exams.)
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Concrete and Structural Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

Electrical or Mechanical
Engineering, all Branches, Subjects

and Examinatio .5
General Certificate of Education

Examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Institute of Housing
Institute of Municipal Engineers
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Met )11urgy

r

Mining, all Subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Plastics
Play Writing
Plumbing
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Press Tool Work
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Quantity Surveying -Institute of

Quantity Surveyors Exams.
Radio Service Engineering
Radio (Short Wave)
Road Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
School Attendance Officer
Secretarial Examinations
Sheet Metal Work
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Short Story Writing
Social Welfare
Structural Engineering
Surveying (R.I.C.S. Exams.)
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telecommunications

(City and Guilds)
Television
Transport Inst. Examinations
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspectors
Weights and Measures Inspectors
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

COUPON. CUT THIS OUT
IF YOU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE A

WONDERFU L. DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

To DEPT. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD.

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Please send me (free of charge) particulars of

Your private advice about
(Cross out line which does not apply)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS
NAME

ADDRESS

Itimmumurommumais
Age if under 21 years

NM=

August, 1951

-JOHN FARMER
Inc. The Mail Order Dept. of the

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO:
Items from our 20p, May Catalogue and
June Supplement :
34 PULLIN AUTO CONTROL AIR
VALVES. 4 sets inlet and outlet ports.
lin. B.S.P. ext. threads. lever opens or
closes the 4 sets simult. ; approx. 3in.
x 3in. x 21in., new, boxed, 2/6, post 7d.
39 VEEDER COUNTERS, 0-9999,
last digit is 1,10ths, plated, enclosed
side shaft kin. dia., 5/-, post 3d. : 48i-
doz., post 8d. 46 EXPANDING
COUPLERS for lin. shafts, set screw
fixing, centre part phosph. bronze
concertina, length liin., expands to
3in.. highly flexible, very strong, new,
unused. 116. post 3d.: 15/- doz., post 6d.
53 HOOVER BLOWER MOTORS,
51in. long, motor 3in. dia., blower
5in. dia., 80v. D.C. or suitable for
110v. A.C. ; identical to those described
in Practical Mechanics for adapting to
a hand vacuum cleaner. operates from
230v. A.C. mains with 150 -watt lamp in
series : unused condition, 15/-, Post
1 -. 54 HEIGHT AND RANGE- .
FINDER DRILL BEARING AT-
TACHMENTS, an enclosed gearbox
containing an epicycle differential
gear system. 3 outlet shafts " A "
with wheel and hand crank, " B "
and C " shafts. at the bottom and
top of box right-angle to A." If
shaft " C is held, shaft " A " trans- '

mits a positive 4-1 reduction drive to
" B " etc. Shafts lin. and 4in. dia.
phosph. bronze and steel gears fraction
of original cost, brand new in wood
cases. 151, carriage 51-. 61 NV ES,
BOLTS & WASHERS, B.A. sizes,
11b. assorted, 2,13. post 9d.: 1219. as-
sorted. 24'-, post 1 4. 69 OIL RESER-
VOIRS, Mk. V., seamless metal, tubu-
lar. size approx. 12in. x 4in. dia.. fitted
4 inlet and outlet ports, one with gauze
filter, suitable as compressor reservoirs
as they will stand up to 1001b. sq. in.:
weight 41b., new, boxed, 10 post 16.
79 BOLTS, 2 types : (a) 2-B.A. steel,
lin. long round head, 2/6 gross, post
7d. ; (b) 4-B.A. brass, lin. long counter-
sunk, 243 gross. post 6d. M. ANTENNA
RODS B19 RADIO (whip aerials).
tubular steel heavily copper -plated
sections, brand new, 7/6, carr.

Send for our 20 -page lists, also supple-
ment, direct to :

JOHN FARMER (Dept. A.2.)
194 HARBORNE PARK RD.,
HARBORNE, B'HAM, 17

Tel.: HARborne 1309

Britool 0-9 B.A. Box Spanner Tool sets.
Chrome Alloy Steel, in steel boxes, 261,

Moving Coil Microphones with Pressel
Switch, 616. Matched Transformer, 51-.

Small 24 v. D.C. Multi -geared Motor
with reversible clutch, 1116.

Meters, Mk., 2in. 0-300 v., 101-;
0-1 mA., 1316.

Multimeter Kit. 2jin. Meter. Reads
volts D.C. 3-30-150-300-600 and 60 MA
also 0-5,000 ohms with II v. Battery -
in black ebonite case 6in. x Olin. x 1.1in.,
1716.

250 -watt Double Wound Trans-
formers. 2301115 v. Made by G.E.C.
With Steel Shroud. New. £21716 each.

2001240 v. A.C.ID.C. Motors, /e H.P.,
-A-in. spindle each end, 51 x nin.
32/- each or fitted with 2.1in. Grind-
stone, 3616.

6 v. Vibrator Packs in blade metal cases,
Thin. x nin. x 51in., 200 v., 40 mA., 1816.

14136 PVC Flex, 261. 100 yds.

Powerful Small Blower Motors, 24 v.
and 12 v. A.C.ID.C., 141,
Army Carbon Microphone with switch,
416. Trans. to match, 316.

Transformers. Input 2001240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 211, 12 month guar-
antee.

VCRI381ECR35 31in. Scope Tubes.
New and Boxed, 2116. Basis 3/6.

EX -ARMY Folding Sun Goggles. Splinter -
proof, in small case, 3/6.

All Carriage Paid. Money Back
Guarantee if goods returned within 7

days unused.

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL
MART,

2S3B, Portobello Road, London,
W.I I

Pork 6026.
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QUERIES
ENQUIRIES

A stamped, addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 80 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Calculating the I.H.P. of an I.C. Engine
TN calculating the I.H.P. of an engine by using

the formulae PLAN,what
33,000

pressure does the
exploding petrol vapour exert on the piston bead
of an I.C. engine ?-R. Simpson (Barnet).
TT is not possible for us to give you a precise figure in
-1. reply to your query about explosion pressures in in-
ternal combustion engines, since such a figure would vary
with the conditions under which the explosion occurs.
It is influenced, for example, by the calorific value of the
fuel, by the percentage of air or oxygen with which
the fuel vapour is mixed, and by the extent to which
the mixture is compressed in the cylinder head prior
to its ignition, i.e., by the compression ratio of the engine.

Taking two instances, however, in which engines
have compression ratios of 4 and 5 respectively and
the fuel mixture at the beginning of the com-
pression stroke is at normal atmospheric pressure
(say 14.7 lb./sq. in.), the mixture pressure at the end
of the compression stroke will be 85 lb./sq. in. in the
one case and cos lb./sq. in. in the second case. As
soon as the mixtures are ignited the pressure above the
cylinder head will rise with great rapidity to a maximum.
With a compression ratio of 4 the maximum pressure
rise is about zoo lb./sq. in., and with a ratio of 5 the
maximum pressure will be around 26o lb./sq. in. To
these figures must be added the mixture pressures
before ignition, so that the total maximum pressures
above the piston head will be 285 and 365 lb./sq. in.
respectively for engines having 4 and 5 compression
ratios.

These figures are not exact. They vary according
to the composition of the mixture, its calorific value,
the design of the engine, and other factors as well.
Nevertheless, they form a good average, and they will
be suitable to base your calculations on.

Cellulose Acetate Adhesive
('AN you inform me as to what is the composi-

tion of the quick -drying plasticised cellulose
acetate adhesive used by the makers of glass fibre ?
Also can you give the formula for making a satis-
factory adhesive for jointing cast resin tubes to
Perspex ?-R. Cox (Ormesby).

WE cannot tell you the composition of the adhesive
used by the makers of glass fibre. That is solely

the trade secret of the manufacturers, and it has never
(been published.
i You can, however, make a cellulose acetate adhesive

by dissolving cellulose acetate in propylene oxide.
This will give a very rapid -drying adhesive, but it is
difficult to make on account of the volatility cdpropylene
oxide. A more controllable and slow -drying cellulose
acetate adhesive is made by dissolving cellulose acetate
in methyl cellusolve. The quantity of cellulose acetate
dissolved in either of the above -named liquids will
depend on the actual viscosity which is required of the
adhesive. In either case, the resulting adhesive is
plasticised by adding to it about half per cent. of its
weight (not more) of dibutyl phthalate.

The only satisfactory Perspex adhesives are obtained
by dissolving scrap Perspex in trichlorethylene. These

ye a rubbery consistency and character, but are quite
t ansparent. Perspex will not dissolve in the ordinary
slvents used for synthetic adhesive making.

besiroying Tree Stumps
ISHALL be grateful for your assistance on theI following problem :
I have a number of tree stumps to be removed.

Is it possible to destroy these by chemical means
and if so what are the necessary ingredients ?
I I have seen an advertisement in an American
magazine for such a substance. -R. A. Wilson
(Watford).
TT is readily possible to kill tree stumps and to prevent
1. their re -growth. This is effected merely by cutting
out several hollows or large holes in the stumps and
by filling these with creosote, copper sulphate solution,
zinc chloride solution, sulphuric acid or any other
corrosive and penetrant substance. It is altogether a
different matter to destroy a tree stump so that it would
not have to be removed mechanically. The American
preparation which you mention would comprise an
alkaline solution, such as a solution of caustic soda,
which would penetrate the wood, dissolve out the con-

stituent resin and gradually rot the wood fibre, reducing
it to a spongy mass which could be removed with very
little trouble. Our opinion is that such methods are
hardly of any value. They are far too slow, taking
months for completion, and the rotted portions of the
stump still require removal.

The best way to remove tree stumps is to chop them
up as far as possible with an axe. Those which still
remain in the ground should be hollowed out to a small
depth and treated by one or other of the above chemical
solutions, all of which are common and inexpensive
materials and are obtainable from any local firm of
drysalters or wholesale chemists in the locality.

Preparing Stonework for Painting
y AM intending to paint over cast stone and

cement pillars with oil -bound paint or lacquer.
Would you kindly advise me as to :

(a) The preparation that is needed for cast
stone and cement before painting.

(b) As to whether there are any proprietary
brands of preparation for stonework, etc.

(c) Whether applying vinegar to the stonework
is of any use as a preparation. The latter is
supposed to be an old painters' tip. -H. W.
Thomas (Croydon).

WE would not recommend the treatment of real
stonework with vinegar prior to painting, par-

ticularly in the case of a soft stone or a limestone,
because the vinegar might set up corrosion which
would proceed slowly under the paint.

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

In the case of a concrete, however, vinegar may be
of some use because it will help to destroy the surface
alkalinity of the concrete surface. You have to remember
that concrete is essentially alkaline and that, in time, this
alkalinity tends to saponify the binding oils of the
paint, thus destroying them and causing the paint to

You
alkalinity of the concrete. That is why paint on
concrete does not last its full life without, at least, some
type of deterioration.

THE P.M. BLUEPRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE *New Series. No. I

3s. 6d.
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series.* No. 2. 3s. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE*

New Series. No. 3. 5s.
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a. Is.

"SPORTS" PEDAL CAR.*New Seri es. No. 4.5s.
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT.* New

Series. No. 5. 5s.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New

Series. No. 6. 5s.*
ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7. 3s. 6d.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.
No. 8 (2 sheets). 7s.*

CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9. 3s. 6d.
DIASCOPE. New Serifs. No. 10. 3s. 6d.

EPISCOP2. New Series. No. I I. 3s. 6d.*
PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12.Is. 6d.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13. 7s. 6d.*
CIO CAR*

(Designed by F. J. CAMM)
10s. 6d. per set of four sheets

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK
Blueprints (2 sheets). 3s. (Si.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
10s. 6d. per set Of three sheets.

SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

THE I-c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE
Complete set, 7s. 6d.

STREAMLINED WAKEFIELD
MONOPLANE - 3s. 6d.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE
Full-size blueprint, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN
Complete set, 10s. 6d.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK* -2s.
The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,

from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

lin* denotes constructional details ore available, free,
with the blueprints.

In painting concrete, avoid at all costs asheap paint.'
Use one having a good oil medium. We suggest that
you give the concrete surface a good scrubbing down
with plain water (nothing else). Let it dry out. Then
apply your vinegar treatment, if you wish. Let this
dry out. -Subsequently, give the surface a coat of any
good priming paint (grey primer, white lead, red lead,
red oxide paint, etc.). Even aluminium paint can be
used as a very effective primer. Finally, after this coat
has dried out and hardened, apply the surface coat.
One substantial coat will be quite sufficient, particularly
if you can renew it periodically.' A good oil paint will
be the most satisfactory for this purpose. There are no
proprietary paint brands made specifically for stone-
work; at least, there are no high -gloss oil paints, but
there is a preparation known as " Snowcem," which is a
sort of distemper -like paint for cement and concrete
surfaces. This is obtainable at most large paint shops.

Removing Tar from Bacon -curing House
T HAVE a bacon -curing (smoking) house which

in the course of years has become thickly
coated with wood tar. This tar drips from the
roof in damp weather, and needs removing.
For years the procedure for removal has been
with blowlamp (the tar is not inflammable) and
scraper, a long and arduous task.

Can you suggest a chemical or any better means
of removing the tar ?-S. Johnson (Hull).
VOU can only remove the excess of wood tar from the

.1- roof and walls of your factory either by mechanical
scraping, by solution methods or by chemical treatment.

If regular scraping methods are not desirable, you
may be able to dissolve the tar away by treatment with
paraffin or solvent naphtha. Most tars are soluble in
these liquids. The solvent would have to be brushed
on to the tar deposits in order to thin them, after which
the area would have to be mopped with an absorbent
mop and finally washed down with paraffin. This is a
fairly easy treatment, but it has the objection of giving
rise to fumes of paraffin or naphtha which may be very
undesirable in a food factory such as yours.

A third, and a chemical, method is to dissolve the
tar by means of caustic soda. Dissolve r part of caustic
soda in 5-6 parts of water and swab this solution (pre-
ferably hot) over the tarry areas. The tar will dissolve
in the caustic quickly and can thus be mopped away.
The areas will require plenty of fresh -water swilling
afterwards in order to get rid of the caustic. The dis-
advantage here is that the caustic solution attacks the
underlying parts, window frames, metal parts, wood,
paint, etc. It will not, however, give rise to any odours,
and it can be bought cheaply from any druggist or
pharmacist.

For maximum safety we can suggest nothing better
than your present cautious blowlamp and scraper
method of removal.

Eradicating House Bugs
IAM moving into a house which is not new, and

A I have been told that it is not clean and there
are bugs in the walls. Could you tell me an effec-
tive remedy for removing these ? I might add
that I intend to strip off all the old wallpaper. -
A. Robinson (Leeds).
ryFIE speediest method for the eradication of house

-A bugs is the method of hydrocyanic acid fumigation.
This, however, you cannot do yourself, since, owing
to the excessively poisonous nature of the fumigant,
the method is now legally surrounded by all sorts cf
restrictions.

However, there is no cause for alarm because you
cannot apply this certain method. If the house has
been empty a long time (which is hardly possible in
these times !) you would find it quite free from bugs.
Otherwise, you will have to undertake the systematic
elimination of these pests yourself. Begin by scattering
a good D.D.T. or Gamexhane powder into all cracks
and crevices in the house -particularly at the back of
picture mouldings, skirting boards and door frames.
Having done this, get on with the job of de -papering
the rooms and, this done, brush hot creosote on to all
the floorboards.

All this should be done before you take your furniture
- into the house. In carrying out this work you need not

fear any personal contamination with the bugs, since
these creatures do not normally live on the person,
their habitat being usually the chinks and crevices in
woodwork as above indicated. '

The creosote will be absorbed into the wood very
quickly and, at this stage, the house can be decorated,
either by re -papering or, preferably, by distempering.
The woodwork can be re -painted if necessary, other-
wise it should all be washed down with paraffin con-
taining just a little creosote -just sufficient to colour it
a strong yellow or light brown.

This done, scatter more D.D.T. powder on to the
picture mouldings, etc.

The house can now be lived in quite safely. It is
true that any bugs which have escaped the above treat-
ment and have buried themselves in the walls may
attempt to return, but the constant use of the D.D.T.
powder will entirely eradicate them before they have
had any time to make their presence feltt. Remember
that the bugs tend to confine their attentions to bed-
rooms. It is these rooms, and the passages leading to
them, which should be given especial attention.

.114iniature " Snowstorm"
THAVE been experimenting with a small

A " snowstortn " novelty -a snowman or some
such figure enclosed in a glass sphere, together
with a substance that when shaken gives the
appearance of slowly falling snow.
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I have tried benzoic acid and water, and also
naphthalene plus water as " snow " mediums,
but neither are successful.

Can you please give me any information on
this subject ?-J. J. Brown (Cardiff).
VOR your experiments you require a white material

of suitable particle size which is insoluble in
water and which is able to resist the disintegrating
effects of water. A white barytes would be suitable for
you, although this material is very heavy and, for your
requirements, it might sink too rapidly after being
shaken up in the water. Alternative and light materials
are : white quartz, marble, white spar, white granite.
It is important that you use any such materials in a
constant particle size. You should not have the material
in the crushed or ground condition, because such
material will contain coarse, fine and " dust " particles.
It will, therefore, be necessary for you to purchase the

"material in the " coarse lump condition and then to
powder it yourself in an iron mortar, subsequently
sieving the material through the mesh which will just
pass the particle size which you require. The material
passing through this mesh is then sieved on the
next finer mesh. This will result in the particle size of
material which you want being retained on the latter
mesh. This latter material will be of " constant particle
size." It will be free from the smaller particles and
from the larger particles. A No. 32 standard mesh
should give you the right size of particle.

Any of the above materials can be obtained in small
lots from Messrs. Vicsons, Ltd., 148, Pinner Road,
Harrow, Middlesex.

Soapless Detergent-for Window Cleaning
CAN you inform me if there is a liquid, or oil,

that I could use to make window cleaning
easier, especially when the windows get very dirty
and difficult to dry off to a nice shine ? I have
been window cleaning for several years and the
method I have found best for cleaning is to use a
pail of clean water, a leather and scrim cloth ;
the leather to clean the dirt and the scrim cloth to
wipe the smears off and bring a polish on the glass.
I find a spoonful of paraffin in the water helpful
at times, although the paraffin seems to lose its
effect if used regularly. Is there something that
could be used to loosen the dirt, speed up drying
in a muggy atmosphere, and make it easier to
polish the glass ?-S. W. Barnaby (Hounslow).
CONTRARY to common opinion, the practice of

adding a little paraffin to the water which is used
for window cleaning is not good. As you say, you get,
perhaps, good results the first few times, but usually
the good results are not maintained.

Paraffin is not soluble in water. When added to
water it breaks up into small globules when stirred
and, because of this, it exerts a slight lubricant effect on
the contact between window and wash leather. If
perfectly pure paraffin could be obtained, things might
not be so bad but, usually, paraffin contains traces of
heavier oils (paraffin itself being an oil of a volatile
nature). Now, these oils gradually get absorbed into
the wash leather and, being insoluble in water, they are
not removed by the normal washing and cleaning of the
leather. Consequently, the leather becomes more and
more charged with these heavy oil impurities in the
paraffin. A heavy oil film gets on to the window glass.
This attracts dirt and, as you say, it makes the window
difficult to dry off. In bad cases, you will have noticed
that the window surface actually takes upon itself an
iridescence or rainbow -coloured appearance, this being
directly due to the presence thereon of a film of oil.

For ordinary windows use clean water only. If the
windows are very dirty and greasy, add a little washing
soda to the water or, alternatively, a little soap.

If you want to try out a new material, there is a very
effective degreasing liquid known as " Teepol-X.'
This is a synthetic detergent of a soapless nature. Add
x teaspoonful of Teepol (not more) to each pailful
of your washing water. This material is non -oily and
it is a highly -active dirt and grease remover. It will speed
up your work. The degreasing action of this material
is so powerful that, even at the above dilution, you may
find that it will extract the oil from your hands, causing
them to chap. If this happens, use less Teepol to each
pail of water.

Teepol-X is produced by Shell Chemicals, Ltd.,
112, Strand, London, W.C.2, price about 15s. per
gallon. This would last you a long time, and for your
own experimental trials it would certainly be too
large a quantity to get. Perhaps this company might let
you have a small sample if you stated your case. Alterna-
tively, you may be able to procure smaller amounts
from one of the London chemical and laboratory
dealers, such as Messrs. Griffen and Tatlock, Ltd.,
Kemble Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Engine -noise Reduction
T HAVE a watercooled I.C. engine which is

covered in with sheet metal and, in an
endeavour to reduce noise, am considering

- covering the outside of the casing with felt glued
to the metal with silicate of soda.

In your opinion will this result in an appreciable
improvement, and can you suggest alternative
or additional methods ? The general mechanical
condition and rubber engine mounting are
satisfactory.-R. T. Lawrence (Hornchurch).
THE cementing of a felt layer to the inner sides of

your sheet metal cover would not appreciably
damp out the noise of the engine, although it would
prevent the sheet metal cover from rattling and/or
vibrating in sympathy with the engine vibrations. The
only way to alleviate the trouble is to construct a sort

of double cover, leaving about a tin. space between the
two surfaces. This space should be filled loosely with
fibrous material-loose felt, hair, kapok, fibreglass, etc.

Black Etching Acid
CAN you give me the addresses of any firms

who produce black etching acid for use with
rubber stamps, for etching identification marks on
polished cast iron parts ?-L. G. (Leeds).
THE etching fluid which you require is usually a

dilute solution of hydrochloric acid or sulphuric
acid, although sometimes it contains both these acids.
You will be able to obtain these acids from Messrs.
Reynolds and Branson, Laboratory Furnishers, of
Leeds. If not, apply to Messrs. Goodwin, Tidswell,
Ltd., Cheetham, Manchester, or Messrs. Vicsons,
Ltd., 148, Pinner Road, Harrow, Middx.

Petrol -driven Generating Plant
CAN you advise me how I could use my D.C.

dynamo (24 volts, i,5oo watts) and petrol
engine of 1.; h.p. and ocio 3 000 r.p.m. to ensure
that the right revolution is maintained at low
engine speeds, as I doubt the rating of the dynamo
which is supposed to be between z,000 2,500 r.p.m.
I used a yin. pulley on the engine and a 3
pulley on the dynamo. After connecting the
dynamo and starting the engine I find no lighting
results, and I ask :

T. What simple wiring may I use ?
2. What gauge of wire ?
3. Is the arrangement of pulleys effective ?

Note : The distance between centres of dynamo
pulley and engine pulley is ziin.

4. What fuses and other accessories must I use ?
I do not want to bother about batteries as I

wish to start lighting direct by running my engine
and dynamo all the time.-J. W. A. Egbe (Warri,
Nigeria).
IN order to obtain maximum output from the engine

it should be run about its maximum speed. The
dynamo, however, should not he run above its normal
speed. unless it is of the third brush type and used
with batteries, because an excessive current would

Shunt Field Windings Regulating Double
Resistance Pole

Switch

To
Lighting
Circuits

Voltmeter Fuse

Circuit diagram for a small petrol -driven
generating plant.

otherwise flow through its shunt field windings and
damage them. From the information forwarded it
would appear that the best plan would be to use pulleys
of similar size on the engine and dynamo.

The failure of the dynamo to build up voltage may
be due to causes such as loss of speed due to belt slip
or engine fault, or the dynamo being run in the wrong
direction. This could be remedied by reversing the
rotation or by reversing the connections between the
shunt field coils and the brushes.

Refusal to generate may also be due to loss of residual
magnetism of the field iron system, in which case the
field magnets may need to be re -magnetised by con-
necting a t2 or 24 -volt battery across the shunt field
coils alone. The failure to build up voltage may also
be due to poor contact between the brushes and commu-
tator resulting from causes such as dirty commutator
or brushes, commutator out of truth or having project-
ing intersegment micas, brushes sticking, brushes worn,
or having inadequate pressure, or to the brushes being
in the wrong position.

The full load output of the dynamo (62.5 amps.)
could be carried without overheating by cables of
0.3 square inch cross-sectional area, i.e., 19/0.044.
It is important, however, that the dynamo be fairly
near to the supplied lamps because this size of cable
will have a volt drop oft volt for every 28ft. run of
cable, when loaded to 62.5 amps. On a long run
larger cables may be necessary to minimise volt drop
on the cables, unless the load is constant at all times,
in which case it might be possible to adjust the dynamo
to generate a rather higher voltage in order to compen-
sate for the cable volt drop. For the protection of the
dynamo, fuses rated at 6o amps., melting at about
twice this value, are suggested.

The accompanying sketch shows the connections.
The equipment advised is a double -pole switch of 6o
amps. rating, two fuses of 60 amps. rating, a variable
shunt field resistance for voltage control, and a volt-
meter.

Sulphurisation of Copper
T WISH to copper-oxydise a number of small

articles, and would be glad if you could give
me some information concerning the process.-
D. R. Davidson (Brentwood).
POPPER is not ordinarily an oxidisible metal, and

the term " copper -oxidise " is a meaningless
one. We take it that you refer to the darkened copper
effect with which many articles of an ornamental nature
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are turned out. This effect is not an oxidation of copper,
but rather a sulphurisation. It can be produced in the
following manner on the majority of metals which can
be copper -plated.

The thoroughly cleaned and degreased article (you
do not mention of what metal they are) are plated in the
following simple bath :

Copper sulphate .. 75 -too grams.
Sualtpehruric acid .. t5 ccs.

Phenol
.. 500 ccs.

gram.
(1 gram of gelatine can be used in place of the phenol
mentioned above, if desired.)

The above bath is used cold, a sheet of pure copper
forming the anode and the work itself comprising the
cathode of the bath. Use a current of about 4 volts
e.m.f and plate fur about four minutes, afterwards
washing in water. The articles are then darkened by
transferring them into the following bath :

Sodium sulphide t part.
Water .. to parts.

In this way the articles will be uniformly bronzed.
Non -uniform bronzing is obtained by spotting the
above sulphide solution on to the plated articles in
restricted areas by means of a small paint brush.

By using the above solution at three or four times the
dilution given, lighter shades of bronzing will be
obtained. By using the solution stronger, very deep
brown -black colourations can be obtained. All these
colourations are due, not to the formation of copper -
oxide, but to the formation of copper sulphide on the
surface of the plating.

Waterproofing Paper and Cardboard
wouLD you please recommend a method

capable, on a commercial scale, of tempor-
arily waterproofing or rendering impervious to
" running " a quantity of paper and or thin
cardboard sheets lettered by a carbon paper and
spirit duplicator process ?

I wish to mark the surface afterwards with
pencil or charcoal and require a quick and easy
way.-P. M. Coyle (Dublin).
DISSOLVE 5 parts of gelatine in 95 parts of water.

Brush it lightly (when warm) over the sheet or
card and allow it to dry slowly without heat. This
will NOT waterproof the surface, but it will fix the
written characters thereon and will stop them from
" running." If you wish to waterproof the sheet,
dissolve 1 part of potassium bichromate in 5 parts of
water and then add this to the gelatine solution drop
by drop until the gelatine solution is coloured faintly
yellow or orange. Brush this solution lightly over the
sheet as before, and then expose the sheet to strong
light (sunlight, if possible) for two or three hours.
The action of the light and of the bichromate will
completely insolubilise the gelatine, this waterproofing
the sheer.

The bichromated gelatine solution must be prepared
in artificial light, and it must also be stored away from
daylight, otherwise it will slowly precipitate the gelatine
as an insoluble mass. If the gelatine solution is to
be stored for more than a week or so, add a few drops
of oil of cloves or of carbolic acid to it to prevent it
from turning mouldy.

Another method of waterproofing the sheets would
be to dissolve 5 parts, of aluminium naphthenate in
95 parts of white spirit. This is brushed lightly over
the sheets, which are then allowed to dry. They will'
now be waterproof and water -resisting.

Aluminium naphthenate is best dissolved by shaking
it in the cold white spirit for a prolonged time. It,
may take a week to dissolve, being shaken up every .
day. This material costs about 5s. lb., and is obtainable
from Messrs. Thomas Tyrer and Co., Ltd., Stratford,
London, E.15.

Electrolytic Gas
T REQUIRE to construct apparatus to make

126,000 ccs. per sec. of hydrogen and oxygen
mixture from the electrolysis of water. Can you ,

tell me what form the apparatus should take,
and the volume of water required per minute to
run the apparatus ?

I have current available, the two following
values :

12 volts x 200 amps. D.C.
12 volts X 20 amps. D.C.

-J. Brook (Birmingham).
THE mixture of oxygen and hydrogen which you

mention is produced for trade purposes under
the name of " Electrolytic Gas." You appear, however,
to require a truly enormous quantity of this gaseous
mixture. You would want a very high amperage
current, far exceeding your current supply available,
to produce electrolytic gas at the rate of 126,000 ccs,
per sec., which rate, as you will appreciate, equals a
matter of 7,560,000 ccs. of the gas per hour. This -

would require a very large scale apparatus with either "
carbon or platinum electrodes. In principle, the '

electrodes would be mounted on a common insulated
base at the bottom of an enclosed vessel, through the,
top of which the gases would escape. Pure water
could not be used for the purpose, because pure water
is not sufficiently conducting. You could use water
containing about 0.5 per cent. of sulphuric acid and,
in your apparatus as we visualise it, the acid would
have to be injected continuously into the water as it
flowed past a certain point. The electrolytic gas
produced by the electrolysis of solidified water would.
not be quite pure: it would contain traces of ozone
and hydrogen peroxide, and a very much purer gas-...

would be evolved by the electrolysis of a dilute solution
of barium peroxide. Unless you have a special purpose 
in requiring such an enormous production of electro-
lytic gas, we are inclined to think that the figure which
you state for your requirements is a misconceived
one.
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TAKE UP

PELMANISM
For Successful Living

)ELMAN1SM is beneficial in all the
affairs of life. That is its out-

anding recommendation to those
ho wish to make the best of them -
:Ives in their occupations, in their
)cial and cultural relations, and in
Led recreations.
Every line written in the Pelman

ourse is directly applicable to some
3pect of human life and conduct.
he intention of every word in the
ourse is to make clear to men and
omen the means by which they can
:velop their powers to the fullest
dent so that they can live more
appily and be more successful -so
tat, on the one hand, they will make
ad use occasions for profit and
/vantage and, on the other hand, be
ease in any company. Both con-

tions are necessary to complete
!If -respect and a full life.
:duced fees for serving and ex -Service members
of H.M. Forces (Apply for Services Form)

The Pelman Course is simple and
iteresting and takes up very little
me. You can enrol on the most
anvenient terms. The Course is
Illy explained in The Science of
access." which will be sent, gratis
ad post free.

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
)0, '.orfolk Mansions, Manicure Street,

London,W.1.
POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY ..

To the Pelman Institute, 130, Norfolk
Mansions. Wigmore St., London,W.1.
" The Science of Success." please.

Name

Address

dablished over 50 years. Callers welcomed.

Booklets:

-cExtri-csn 7d.

)Chemistry"
2/3

" Formulas "
10d.

Post Fold,

(Scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

M.E. EXHIBITION
CHEMISTRY APPARATUS

Send Stamp for
COMPLETE PRICE LIST'

r\K

BECK

BOOKS:
" Working Model Railways "... ... 3,-
" Electric Model Railways " 3/-
" Make Your Own G.O. Motor " 3/6

RAILWAY PARTS: 00 0
Scale Petrol Pumps ... 1/- 1/ -
Water Cranes .. ... 2/9 4/8
Ex-R.A.F. 18 S.W. Boxes ... 5/8 5,6
20 v. Bulbs for Hornby... - 1/21

Assorted Lots, W.R.. S.R., L.M.R.,
N.E.R. Loco. and Train Postcards

pert doz. 1/9
MODEL BOATS:

Jetcraft. Power Boats. 101in. long.
Usually 6,13. Now 3/6.

Postage extra. " 00 " or 0 " Parts List 3d.

TYLDESLEY X IIOLBROOK
109, DEANSGATE. MANCHESTER. 3.

TRANSFORM ERS
M.T.1.-250-0-250 v. 80 ma : 0-4 v. 5 a. ;

6.3 v.. 3.5 a.: 0-4-5 v., 2 a.
M.T.2.-Same as M.T.1, but 350-0-350 v.
m.T.3.-30 V. ' 2 a.: tapped every 3 volts.
All primaries tapped for 200 to 250 v.

M.T.4. Auto 0-
10-120-200-230-
250v. 100 watts.
Examine what
you buy.
From compo-
nent dealers
or write to us
if unobtain-
able.
The maximum
price for these
transformersW?L-is Ty_ each.

THE DOUGLAS COIL CO.,
BRINKLOW, RUGBY.

REFILL YOUR
OWN BALL PEN
VISCOID REFILL KIT
Post Free 3/8 inc. tax

Com7!ete with Tool and Illustrated
Filling Instructions.

CONTAINS SUFFICIENT INK
FOR 15 LARGE REFILLS

Available in Blue, Red and Green.
Trade Enquiries Invited.

VISCOID INKS (P.M.)
6, Sherlock Mews, Baker St.,

London, W.I.

401160-4 PRACTICAL MECHANICS (full Apprenticeship orN."i=p=QX Pupilage) may secure status of Professional Member-
ship by using this COUPON. -To the Secretary, INSTI-
TUTE OF EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS AND OFFI-
CERS, EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS, 241, BRISTOL
ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 5. I AM INTERESTED
IN MEMBERSHIP : PLEASE SEND ME AT ONCE

t u_.. PARTICULARS AND APPLICATION FORM:
eirovfaall

f a
6 a

71.7E-44-4
mlAr4

r3-4-IL
..,

NAME IN FULL (Block Letters)

ADDRESS (Home)
(Block letters)
Present position industry
Date 1951 Age Signature

WILCO ELECTRONICS
204, Lower Addlscombe Rd., Croydon.
AIRCRAFT CLOCKS with splendid 8 -day
jewelled movement, flange type, made to
stringent Govt. specification. Brand new
guaranteed. Ideal for car, study, bedroom,
etc., will withstand vibration and shocks.
Special offer, 651- each, post free.
RECTIFIER UNIT. Will give a D.C. output
from A.C. mains. Ideal for model work,
charging accumulators, etc. Will keep your
car battery fully charged and insure good
starting. Can be left on all night. Input, 230
volts A.C. ; Output, 4 amp. 6 or 12 volts
D.C. : in neat case with'meter fuses, control
switch. 2618/0. Pkg. & cam, 4/-.
BATTERY CHA HGERS"WESTALITE."
Input 100:250 v. A.C. Output 12 v. 16 amps.,
variable metered output. fused, worth £34.
Our price while they last, £15. Carr. & Pkg..
151,
POWER UNITS. Comprising standard
mains transformer. 350-0-350 volts 80 Ma.,
6.3 volt 1 a., 6.3 volt .5 a., 5 volt 2 a., L.P.
choke, 8+8 Mfd. condensers. 5Z4G valve.
etc.. contained in steel case 9in. x 81in. x
81n. Sufficient room to build in small
amplifier. Brand new 22/10/0, carr. and pkg.,
2/6.
" ELF " CIRCUIT RHEAKF.R. 220 volts
1-2 amps. size 3 inches round, 10/6. Post II-.
KLAXON GEARED MOTORS No.
IK5SB3-W7. Torque lbs. in. 15. R.p.m.
175. Motor r.p.m. 1,400 at 230 v. A.C. Split
phase induction type, £10 each.
KLAXON CAPACITOR INDUCTION
MOTORS with 41n. fan, 1/40 h.p. 220/290 v.
A.C., 2,700 r.p.m. No. EM5CB2 with con-
denser, 55/- each.
24 VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double ended
shaft 21n. x 3in., 10/6, postage 1/-.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. -Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube, 21in. x tin. 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums. Wax and Oil
Baths. Gluepotn, etc. Will control 1 amp.
at 240 v. 5/- each.
VOLTMETERS. 0 300 A.C. Moving Iron
211n. Flush, 17/8: 31in. Flush or Surface,

TELESCOPIC, extending to 12ft.
in sections.TS 15/8. post 1/-.
THERMOSTAT. Satchwell 12in. stem
0/250 volts A.C./D.C., 10 to 90 deg. Cent., 35/-.

P.M. SPEAKERS.-61in. Rola in case with
transformer and volume control, 40/-.
Post 1/6.
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SUCCESS?
The demand for qualified people to fill well -paid industrial
posts grows daily. An E.M.I. course of training is your
quickest way to a key position. Our Home Study courses
covering all the subjects listed below are based on the
combined industrial experience of the vast E.M.I. Group
(" H.M.V.", Marconiphone, etc.), which employs large
numbers of experts - we therefore know, first-hand, the
training that the industrial employer will expect you to
have. Take the first step NOW.

--- POST THIS COUPON NOW

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Postal Division, Dept. 144.

I 43, GROVE PARK ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON, W.4.

Please send, without obligation, your FREE BROCHURE.

Aeronau-
I have marked the subjects which interest me.

[1 Mechanical Eng. D Electrical Eng. Li Draughtsmanship f] Radio

LI Television El Production Eng. CI Automobile Eng. il

I tical Eng. 0 General Cert. of Education (Matric) I , Civil Service I

1 Also Courses for A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., I

A.F.R.Ae.S, CITY and GUILDS EXAMS in Mech. Eng., Elect. Eng.,

i Telecommunications, etc.
II

IOther Subjects

NAME (Capitals)

I ADDRESS (Capitals)

E.M.I. INSTITUTES - The College backed by an Industry
1.34a

COMBINATION

BREAST DRILL
BRAND-NEW DESIGN
AFFORDS . THESE,
'1.-41/QUE FEATURES
Can be used as a Hand or
Breast Drill.
Breast pad adjustable for length
and can be revolved for use on
knee, etc.
2 -speed easy -change totally en-
closed gear box.
Operating handle adjustab!e-
3 positions.
The whole job is beautifully engineered
and constructed - bearings are self -
oiling phosphor bronze. Ball race takes
drilling pressure. See it at your focal
too/shop or write for illustrated learet.

PRECISION
HAND
DRILL
in. diz,

capacity.

RATCHET
SPANNERS
(150 Stock

sizes.)

Universally
Jointed

SOCKET
SPANNERS

18 Stock
sizes.

4 -BLADED
POCKET
SCREW-
DRIVER.

.ACMUSTABIE
`BREAST PAD

Two- SPIED
GEAR BOX

All Leytools are entirely on
ginal and patented designs.
Send for illustrated booklet'

LEYTONSTONE
JIG & TOOL CO., LTD.
Leytool Works, High Road,

Leyton, London, E.10.
Telephone : Leytonstone 5022-3

THE "FLUXITE QUINS "
AT WORK

" I soon put this fishing rod right.

Just solder and good old
FLUXITE.

It won't break again,

It'll stand any strain.
Now let's see what's for supper

to -night."

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste Rux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and "tinned-" For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the " running " of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

Fluorite jobas can be " 'wiped"
successfully that are impossible

by any other method
Used La over 40 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,

from 1/- upwards.
aiTO CYCLISTS ! For stronger wheels that
wwill remain round and true, here's a time -
tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross
with fine wire AND SOLDER. It's simple-
with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

THE " FLUXITE "
GUN puts " FLUX-
ITE " where you,
want it by a simple

pressure.
Price 2/6 or filled

3/6.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

LUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book en the ART OF " SOFT - .SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

"Also onWIPED JOINTS." Price Id. Each.
FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

Year 09ele
Peseekes
Me Best,

Ask your local dealer for
Lucas and be certain of
dependable and economical
lighting equipment on your
cycle.

Dynamo Sets, Prices:
30/- to 75/.

"8 8"
11,1 ',If of the Bead

CYCLE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
E- ACCESSORIES

JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER STREET BIRMINGHAM
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Comments of the Month
THE FESTIVA;. OF CYCLING

OVER 30,000 people attended the Festival
of Cycling at the Dunlop Sports
Field, at Erclington, Birmingham.

Cyclists from all over the country, lone as
well as club, made the journey, and together
provided the largest assembly of cyclists
ever to attend for a similar function. The
events commenced on the Friday evening
with an official dinner at the Grand Hotel,
Birmingham, with over 220 guests. Repre-
sentatives of nearly all the leading cycle,
accessory and component firms in the cycle
trade, cycling organisations, and local digni-
taries, including the deputy Mayor of
Birmingham, were present.

It was appropriate that the Festival should
have been held in Birmingham for, as the
chairman, Mr. F. A. Kimberley, said in
proposing the toast of the city, Birmingham
is the second home of the cycle industry,
its first home being Coventry. To -day, of
course, it is the greatest centre of bicycle
production in England and probably in the
whole world. Our contributor, Frank Urry,
proposed the toast of " This Cycling Game,"
and said that the bicycle was the nearest
thing to something for nothing, and that the
Festival marked the marriage of the sport
and pastime of cycling to the industry.

We have already outlined the various events
which together made up this noteworthy
occasion. But a disappointment came in that
the award of the principal trophy, the
Festival of Cycling Trophy for 1951 for the
Best Cyclist of Festival Year, was postponed
until the end of the season in order to widen
the competition to cover every cyclist in the
country. It is to be presented at an event
during the forthcoming social season. We
hope that it will be found possible to hold one
of these festivals at least once every three
years. The support accorded to the Festival
indicates that such events would be well

.'supported by the trade and by cyclists.

A PRICE -CUTTING WAR
THE legislation threatened by the Govern-

ment making retail price maintenance
agreements illegal may mean a price -cutting
war in which you will be able to buy a branded
bicycle at one price in one street, and at a
different price in another. All industries

_.which operate such agreements will be affected
the proposed legislation should it reach

the statute book. Undoubtedly, it will be
fiercely attacked when it is debated in Parlia-
ment.

Price maintenance agreements operate in
the cycle industry. If such legislation is
passed the result must be that retailers not
wishing to reduce their annual turnover
will press manufacturers for higher trade
discounts. Moreover, large purchasers of
bicycles and accessories, such as the chain
stores, because of the better terms given to
them by manufacturers, will be able to indulge
in a price -cutting war which could, in the long
run, put the small cycle retailer out of business.
The object of the proposed legislation is to
reduce the cost of living, but in the long run
it will be found that the public will suffer

By F. J. C.

because manufacturers will be compelled to
reduce quality. It will be a disincentive
to introduce improvements. Such a scheme
could only work if workpeople were released
from their price maintenance agreement,
namely, fixed union rates of pay. Increased
wages have contributed in part to rising prices,
and now the Government proposes to penalise
only the retailers for these increases, and this
is manifestly unfair. If it is equitable to
abolish selling agreements which fixed prices
it should be equally so to abolish trade -
union agreements. The Government should
take stock of the position in various industries
which caused price maintenance agreements
to be brought into existence. Such agreements
protect the workers and the public and help
towards stabilising prosperous industries
which can keep workpeople in regular
employment. Prior to such agreements
many firms went bankrupt in an effort to
compete on a price -cutting basis with larger
firms. The contention of Sir Hartley
Shawcross that the abolition of retail price
maintenance will benefit efficient traders at
the expense of the inefficient simply will not
hold water. It will put a large number of
small traders out of existence. It is all the

The Festival of Cycling Trophy, to be awarded
later in the year for the Best Festival Year
Cyclist. The terms of the contest have not yet

been announced.

more surprising that a Government representa-
tive of trades unions, which have introduced
more restrictive practices and more price -
maintenance agreements than manufacturers
and retailers, should sponsor such proposals,
which are intended to benefit one section of
the community at the expense of another.

THE LAW OF THE LAND
IN our comments last month on the recent

C.T.C. antic we quoted R. C. Shaw,
secretary of the C.T.C., who wrote in a
contemporary : " It is the law of the land
that the protection of cyclists cannot be
combined with an interest in the welfare of
motorists."

One of our readers thinks this refers to the
judgment (to which we have referred, and
on which we have commented on a number of
occasions) given in 1907 when it was proposed
to alter its memorandum so as to enable the
C.T.C. to extend its activities to the pro-
tection of motorists. It was then held that the
new object would be inconsistent with the
original object and could not, therefore, he
allowed.

To suggest for one moment that this judg-
ment means that it is the law of the land that
the protection of cyclists cannot he combined
with an interest in the welfare of motorists
is altogether fantastic and legally insupport-
able, and is all the more surprising coming
from an association which claims to have a
legal department. The judgment means
what it says, namely, that as the C.T.C.
was started with the main objects of encourag-
ing cycle touring and protecting the interests
of cyclists it could not at the same time, in
fairness to those who joined the club with
those objects in mind, also include motorists
amongst its members.

It would be as logical for the C.T.C. to
argue that the Royal Society for the Prevention
of Accidents is an illegal body because it
combines an interest in the welfare not only
of cyclists and of motorists but also of pedes-
trians. The Roadfarers' Club draws its
membeiship from cyclists, pedestrians and
motorists. Does R. C. Shaw believe that
these bodies are flouting the law ?

A bicycle manufacturing firm may wish to
alter its memorandum and articles of associa-
tion to enable it to manufacture motor cars.
The shareholders could call an Extraordinary
General Meeting and defeat the proposal,
or they could apply in the law courts for an
injunction restraining the directors from
taking such a course. Would the C.T.C.
in such circumstances say that it was the law of
the land that cycle manufacturers must not
manufacture motor cars ?

When the matter was discussed at a recent
meeting of the Roadfarers' Club, a famous
lawyer who is a member riddled the C.T.C.
statement with ridicule.

It is the law of the land, may we inform
R. C. Shaw and the members of the C.T.C.
generally, that they must combine an interest
in cycling with an interest in the welfare of
all other road users. Indeed, the Highway
Code adjures them to do so. There are severe
penalties imposed by the law it they do not.
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ALIGHT bicycle is only worth while
if its light weight does not mean dis-
advantages in other directions, which

means in its turn that it should be built by
an experienced builder. As there are quite
a number of these the problem of obtaining
a good, light machine is not difficult.

But, at the same time, it is easy to exag-
gerate the importance of weight. Let us
take a definite instance, and for this purpose
suppose a cyclist weighs about 19o1b. and
the weight of the bicycle is 291b. with tools,
etc., their total weight ready for the road
being 2191b. When he goes on a tour a full
touring bag is added, and the weight of
this is about 151b. Therefore, when tour-
ing, the weight of the complete outfit goes
up from 2191b. to 2341b. What difference
does this make?
Resistances

Suppose under conditions of no wind you
happen to be pedalling down a level road
at, say, 15 miles an hour. The pedalling
work you are doing is overcoming three
separate resistances. First the resistances of
the air, for you are producing an artificial
wind of 15 miles an -hour ; secondly, the re-
sistances of the tyres on the road, and
thirdly, the resistance due to the friction of
the bearings, chain, etc. Of these three the
resistance of the air is much the most
important. Anyone who doubts this state-
ment can easily check it by pedalling along
a level road at the same speed as a following
wind. There is then no air resistance what-
ever, and the amount of work required to
overcome- the two other resistances will be
extremely small.

Now, strapping a touring bag on to the
back of a bicycle is not likely greatly
to alter the air resistance, but on the other
hand, it will certainly increase the other two
resistances which we already know to be
small, and the ratio in which these will be
increased is in the ratio of the weights, i.e.,

334 or by 7 per cent. Obviously, increasing
219

an already small resistance by such a com-
paratively small amount as 7 per cent. is not
going to make any appreciable difference, and
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a cyclist would have to be
supernaturally sensitive to easy
running before he would even
notice it.

Hill -climbing
The hiliclimbing case is

different. Here it is assumed
that the road resistance and the
frictional resistance are small
compared with the resistance of
the gradient, and that as we
shall -be climbing slowly the air
resistance will be very small
also. For the purpose of get-
ting a general comparison we

shall not be making a
very. large error if we
neglect everything
except the gradient
resistance, as t h e
others will be very
much the same
whether the touring
bag is there or not. -

Let us take a grad-
ient oft in 15. Then
the gradient resist-
ance of the outfit
without the touring

bag is 229 = 14.61b., and with the touring
z5

bag is
1

= 15.61b. So that on the average

the machine equipped for touring would
want an additional one pound of thrust to
push it' up the r -in -15 hill. But this
is not the full story, for the question of the
gear comes in.

A Better Way of Assessing Gears
The present method of assessing gears, a

legacy from the " ordinary " days, is obso-
lete, and should be abolished. A much better
one would be to divide the normal gear in
inches by twice the length of a crank. Sup-
pose the gear was 65in. and the crank length
61in. then the answer would be given by
dividing 65 by which is exactly equal,
in this case, to 5. Those who have other
gears and other crank lengths may get a
different figure.

This figure, once obtained, is really useful,
for one can do something with it. For
instance, it tells you at once that if 5 is
the figure, the bicycle will be travelling
along the road exactly five times as fast as
the rider's feet are movingl and that what-
ever the resistance of the bicycle happens to
be, the rider must push his pedals about five
times as hard. Rather more than five times
actually, if one were to take account of the
loss due to friction.

Let us apply this to the bicycle which
we assumed was being pedalled up a I -in -IS
hill. We will take it that the machine is
geared to 65 with a crank length of 6' -,-in.
as above, so that 5 is the important figure.
We learn at once that in ordinary trim the
rider has to produce a force of 14.6 x
731b., and in touring trim 15.6 x 5 = 781b. -
This is a difference of 51b., and it is
important.

When one is working hard every extra
pound makes things more difficult and in any
case, the real difference in the two cases is
certainly more than 51b. This is because
it is assumed than the cyclist is keeping a
perfectly even pressure of 73 or 781b., as the
case may be, all the way round the pedal
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circle. However expert he is at ankling, he
could hardly do this, so what he loses in
pedal pressure at the top and bottom of 'the
stroke, must be made up by pushing harder
in the middle.

So we have reached the general conclusion
that adding an ordinary touring bag to a
bicycle will not make any particular differ-
ence on a level road, but will make itself',
felt on hills to an extent which may easily'
be important, especially toward the end of -a
long day. Let it be understood that this
refers to touring only. In the case of the
racing man additional weight might easily
be much more serious, but his is a case apart.

Touring
From a touring point of view a bicycle

is required which will take the minimum
amount of work to propel at the speed
required. The maker can provide a light
machine, light tyres and good workmanship,
but he can do nothing about the resistances
due to the gradient of a hill, or even about
your riding resistance of -the air. As a good
and experienced tourist, dictate to him
exactly how you propose to sit on the new
machine he is making for you. As, of
course, you should do.

Weights have an unpleasant habit of being
cumulative. If you bought a lamp for a
touring machine which was 8oz. heavier
than the one ybu generally use you would
not be able to notice the difference but if
you got careless about weights and started
buying items of new equipment all of which
were 8oz. or so heavier than before, you
would be surprised to find how soon your
bicycle would gain 5 or 61b. of weight. -

The only thing to do is to keep down the
weight of every single item, and only to in-
crease it when you are quite sure that you
are getting full value for the, increase.

This is a matter in which the trade should
be ready and willing to help. It would be
good to see every cycle dealer's counter
equipped with a pair of scales, so that the
cyclist could himself check the weight of
everything he buys.

Weights in Advertisements
It would also be an advantage to see

weights given more frequently in advertise-
ments. If you wanted to buy a ne',.v lamp
more powerful than the best you have now, -
you certainly should not complain- if it
weighed more, but you would like to know
definitely what the extra light is costing in
weight.

The manufacturers, especially the specialist
lightweight builders, are turning out better
and lighter bicycles than ever before. They,
have appreciated the fact that, like an aerrs-,
plane builder, they are entitled to be paid
for every ounce of weight that they can`
remove from a bicycle, provided, obviously,
that they can remove it without detriment
of strength or stiffness, and, as far as can
be seen at present it is not expected that the
best type of touring bicycle will be any
lighter in the immediate future than it is

now.
A lighter frame would almost certainly

mean one that is not so stiff, but for touring,
steel rims are more satisfactory than others,
and they are worth the small increase of
weight.

Tyres are on rather a different basis, for
a light tyre not only- weighs less than a road-
ster, but owing to its flexibility it is faster.
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Measuring Yourself for a Bicycle
IT is an undeniable fact that there are many

cyclists who are failing to extract the
maximum amount of pleasure out of

.cycling because they have not taken the
initial small amount of trouble to select a
bicycle suitable for their stature, their phy-
sique and their strength. A bicycle is very
much like a suit of clothes, the fit of the
clothes proclaiming the well -dressed or the ill -
dressed man. When you see a cyclist ankling
easily along the road without apparent effort
you perhaps wonder why it is that in your
particular case you are unable to simulate
his rhythmic effort -free travel. There is no
geeat secret in this. He has been measured
for his bicycle. It is, so to speak, talor-
made, though mass produced. Every manu-
facturer supplies a wide range of bicycles, and
it is possible that you have picked one having
the wrong frame height, or perhaps the Srong
type of saddle. Perhaps the gear is not quite
right for your strength.

Dealers to Blame
It is strange that so many people are still

content to buy a bicycle without careful
consideration of sizes. They will take the
greatest trouble concerning the fit of cloth-
ing or shoes, etc., which may last a year or
so and fit better with use, but a bicycle,
which costs many pounds and is expected to
last several years, is frequently bought in
such a casual manner that there is a risk
of its being a misfit throughout the whole of
it use.

For some of this the cycle dealers and
salesmen have been to blame. They are
better now, but until recent years many of
them were satisfied to put the prospective
customer in the saddle and ask him " if he
can reach the pedals." Some had a different
test. They believed that if a man could
reach the ground with his toes while sitting
in the saddle, then the bicycle suited him !
This idea has persisted, and a surprising
number of people still entertain it. It is
an excellent thing to be able to reach the
ground while remaining in the saddle-indeed
it is essential in modern traffic-but
it has no relation to pedalling position.

The principle of choosing a bicycle by
testing if one can reach the pedals while
sitting is quite wrong and very risky. The
ill effects of " over reaching " are very great,
and this means strain and possible injury,
especially to a juvenile rider ; and in any
case too high a bicycle could not be ridden
comfortably or efficiently, and it would be
very awkward in traffic, especially nowadays
when there are so many compulsory stops
at crossings, etc.

Too Small
Many people have had a fear of finding

themselves on a bicycle that looked too small
for -Ahem, and that fear has, in the past, been
reflected by the anxiety of the salesman to
put their customers on the tallest bicycles
they could ride. Ideas have changed so much
in recent years that the makers do not list
many tall machines. Instead of a range of
22in., 24in. and 26in. frames we find that
the majority of standard models are pro-
duced in sizes up to 22ID. Larger sizes are
an exception.

To measure oneself for a bicycle, then,
the first thing to consider is the frame height.
For this purpose it is necessary to take the
inside leg measurement, from the fork to the
bottom of the heel. A little assistance may
be necessary to get it accurate. To arrive
at the suitable frame height it is necessary
to deduct from this measurement 61in. for

Some Practical Hints for the
New Rider

Frame measured
between these

points

Centre of
creek axle

Diagram indicating what is meant by " frame
height."

the crank, and another 21in., to cover the
saddle -pin and saddle. That makes gin.
Suppose the leg measurement is 3 tin., it
means that such a person can comfortably
ride a 22in. and, unless an exceptionally deep
saddle is used, there will be scope for a
slight raising of the saddle -pin which will
be no disadvantage.

Anyone who wants to make a test on
the bicycle itself should sit upright in the
saddle and endeavour to follow the pedals
round with the heels. If this can be done
comfortably, without stretching or swaying,
but still without cramping, the bicycle is
correct for frame height.

Note here that frame height is measured
from the top of the seat lug (under the
saddle) to a point corresponding with the
centre of the bracket spindle.

Frame Height
Many readers studying our formula for

choosing frame height may be surprised to
find that they can apparently ride a higher
frame than their leg measurement would
seem to indicate. This is due to the use of
the ankle joint, which allows the foot to
bend downwards and virtually adds to the leg
length, but such additional length should be
disregarded in choosing a bicycle, for if a
pedal cannot be properly reached without
using the ankle -joint the rider is sitting too
high.

Now leg length is not the only measure-
ment to be taken when choosing a bicycle
and accessories. Arm length is important.
The frame proportions of the standard
bicycle and the shape of most handlebars in
use are suitable for persons of average pro-
portions. Anyone with exceptionally long or
short reach needs a little modification. This
can be arranged through the shape of the
handlebars and the use of a forward extension
or not, as necessary. The fact that a rider
possesses arms of abnormally long or short
dimensions is not in itself a reason for insist-
ing upon a frame of a special non-standard
length. It is best done (for the long -reach
man) by the use of a handlebar sliding on
a forward extension. The short -reach rider
will have no difficulty with a suitable handle-

bar. It is better to avoid special frame pro-
portions if possible, as it affects the second-
hand saleability of the bicycle, but this con-
sideration must not influence a rider into buy-
ing a bicycle that he cannot sit properly.

Of course, there is still the question of
body length. This is usually proportionate
to leg length, and the average man in choos-
ing the right frame height will therefore
automatically obtain the right frame length.

Normal relation of leg length to height
is about 43 per cent. and 48 per cent. Those
whose dimensions are substantially outside
those limits should seat themselves on a
machine of the right frame height for their
leg length, put the saddle -peak three inches
behind a vertical line taken from the bracket
spindle and see whether they can obtain a
comfortable position, not too stretched or too
cramped, by the use of such handlebars as
are available.

The same experiment may be made on
account of arm length if the proportions
(from armpit to tip of fingers) vary con-
siderably.

Pedal width is important. Most makers
now fit 3iin. pedals as standard to the ladies'
machines, 3iin. pedals to the racing models,
and 4in. to 41in. to the touring and road-
ster classes. The width is measured between
the inner side of the end plates. Many new
riders, on taking delivery of their bicycles,
find that they cannot get the ball of their feet
squarely on the pedals, and they either con-
tinue pedalling with their toes or ride with
one end plate digging into their sole. Whereas
the remedy is simply to get a wider pedal.
Therefore, make sure before you buy ; it is
better to have a pedal a trifle on the wide
side than too narrow, but there is no need
for either.

You cannot measure yourself for a saddle,
as this depends upon the width between the
pelvic bones and other factors which are not
easily ascertainable. Anyone of exception-
ally heavy build or amply fleshed, however,
should specify a size larger than the standard.

As to crank length, it is now almost in-
variable to fit 61in. for all size machines and
for both sexes. It is a good and efficient
compromise, and will not be far wrong. Any-
one who is exceptionally tall, however, and
long in the leg and foot to correspond, would
probably be better suited with yin. cranks,
especially as such persons are usually, by
temperament, slow and deliberate in move-
ment, and therefore better adapted to a longer
crank and slightly higher gear.

Hardly any male rider is likely to need a
shorter crank than 61in., but women can he
of very diminutive build, and it is safe to say
that any woman who has finished growing
but who, according to our formula, needs a
frame less than loin. in height would do
well to try and get cranks of 61in. or even
6in. They are available, but some makers
are reluctant to alter their specification in
this way unless they are strongly urged to it.

Every Cyclist's Pocket Book
By F. f. Comm.

A New 400 -page Pocket-size Reference
Book, Read Guide and Technical Hand-

book for Cyclists.
7/6 (by post, 7/10)

From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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THE London to Holyhead mass start cycle
race organised by Percy Stallard was
run without a hitch, and was a complete

vindication of their policy, a tribute to the
efficiency of the organisers and a potent
answer to the waspish critics who have done
their best to kill this form of racing. Due to
start at 5 a.m.- from Marble Arch, the race
actually commenced at 5.18 a.m. due to the late
arrival of the French riders, who had mistaken
the figures on our signposts for kilometres
instead of miles. The race was started by the
Marquis of Donegall, with F. J. Camm as

AROUND THE WHEELWORLD

LO\DON TO HOLYHEAD SURPRISES
New Stars Shine in Longest Road Race

By ICARUS

dropped back to assist his team mate Jones,
who had gear trouble.

Scales contested hotly at all the primes. The
first one he secured from Clark at Tettenhall
(6 hours 9 minutes 23 seconds) from a bunch
of eight who were, at this point, no less than
9 minutes 22 seconds ahead of the main
bunch. At Chirk (7 hours 24 minutes 42
seconds from the start) Clark was over the line
first, and the bunch was 13 minutes in arrears.
Llangollen was reached at 1.55 p.m., the race
having started at 5.18 a.m., whilst a time -check
taken at the 202 miles mark showed that this

The Alarquis of Donegall (with flag) and Timekeeper F. Camm, at the start of the London
to Holyhead Mass Start Cycle Race, Marble Arch.

official timekeeper. It was the first Festival
of Britain dycling event to be run, and it was
eminently successful in every way. It attracted
considerable publicity in the newspapers, on
the films, and along the route, large crowds
lining the course throughout its 267 miles of
A5 Telford route, which included 20 miles of
detour through Wolverhampton. The course
is 6o miles longer than any other race ever
promoted in this country, and there was some
conjecture before the start as to whether more
than two or three of the riders would be able
to stay the course.

Of the 33 entrants, however,28 started and
only five failed to finish, and the time for the
first three over the finishing line was 12 hours
25 minutes to seconds, or approximately 211
miles per hour average for the whole journey.
Indeed, the last man's time was the very
creditable one of 13 hours 34 minutes.

The winner proved to be Leslie Scales, of
London. Although a previous London Centre
N.C.U. grass track five -mile champion, this
is his first season as a massed starter, and the
only previous indication of his staying powers
was the fact that he was the best amateur in
last year's " Brighton to Glasgow " stage race.
In the final straight, the promenade at Holy-
head, where thousands of people lined the
streets, he used his track ability to pass Clark
and Nicholls, sweeping between these two and
pushing his front wheel across the line two
lengths ahead of Clark. This is Nicholls' first
independent season and he provided the second
surprise of the race, showing himself to be a
stayer and a good team man. At one point he

distance had been covered in 9 hours 20
minutes. At the start a very slight contrary
breeze was blowing, and on reaching the out-
skirts of London a thick mist hampered the

riders until 7.2o a.m. Unluckiest rider in the
race was perhaps Eric Mitchell, who in the
last few miles punctured his rear tyre when
riding well within himself in close company
with Scales, Clark and Nicholls. The last so
miles was ridden in heavy rain and a crosswind
from the sea, despite which the roads were
lined with eager sports enthusiasts. Harry
Genders, ex -Olympic rider, and F. J. Camm
were co -timekeepers. Over 56 officials and
helpers accompanied the race throughout in
22 cars and on motor -cycles. Gaumont-
British News filmed shots of the start, feeding
stations and finish. Of the five authorised
feeding stations three were stocked with food
supplied by the organisation. The presen-
tation of over £250 in prizes was made by the
fourteen -year -old British Railways Beauty
Queen at a banquet given by the Mayor of
Holyhead in honour of the event. Two large
country hotels housed the 93 riders and
officials for the night.

The French riders were penalised to per
cent. of their winnings for not being at the
start on time and causing the race to commence
i8 minutes late.

Here are the final results :
Position Name Sponsor Time

H. M. S.
Les Scales.. .. Dayton .. 12 25 so

2 Geoff Clark I.T.P. .. at 2 lengths
3 Fred Nicholls .. Viking .. at 1 length
4 Ted Jones Viking .. 12 32 10
5 Johnny Welsh .. Viking .. 12 32 33
6 Eric Mitchell .. I.T.P. 12 40 2C
7 Bob Thom .. Viking .. 12 47 33
8 Clive Parker .. Dayton .. 12 ar-str"

Bob Drinkwater Hateley .. 12 48 09..s_
Ken Jowett I.T.P. .. 12 48 or
Frank Seel I.T.P. .. 12 48 02
Ben Whitmore .. Viking .. at x length
Len Hook Dunstable at I length
Arthur Cook .. Hateley .. 12 48 03
Len West . . .. Dayton . . I2 48 12
Andri Laurent .. France .. 12 56":126
Dick Lewis .. Hateley .. 12 51 ro
Harold Binfield .. Mount .. 12
Hubert Cabrolier.. France .. 13

9
ro
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
zo Georges Damiens France 13
21 Ken Russell .. I.T.P. .. 13 53 58
22 Andre Barbier .. France .. 53 18 35
23 Roger 011ivicr .. France 13 34 oci

The winner's average speed for the 267 miles was
21.5 m.p.h.

itAIN
to 06

Over the finishing line. Leslie Scales, in a fine sprint, drops the field along the finishing
straight.
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Lessen wobble
over bumps

 Rieduce skidding
of) any surface

 Assure safety
When cornering

 Increase braking
efficiency

 Lengthen life of
tyres

e Comfort. Safety.
Economy.

SIGNPOSTS IN CYCLING HISTORY

IVP1 of
./r/

In the gay clays of the Prince Regent, any-
one who was anyone had a hobby -horse.
Every park and garden was crowded with
elegant young ' buck's' taking their con-
stitutionals astride the first of the " steer -
able velocipedes ". A luxury model cost
8 to to guineas, and included front -wheel
steering and a crudely -sprung saddle-
but no pedals. This remarkable machine was perfected by a
German, Baron Carl von Drais. His " Draisine ", as it was originally
known, was an improvement on the Frenchman de Sivrac's
" Celerifere ", which consisted of a rough wooden bar mounted on
two fixed wheels. But it is unlikely that this latter invention, dated
1790, was the first of its type =witness the illustration on the right.

Auk back 10 5642 (I earlier,
stained glass window it the

Churl h of St. Giles, Stake Pages,
Pu As, shows a re preseNtati.n of
what is generally arepted to be
eh, acts) ancisni bi yrle-farin
u. hide known'.

ISSUED BY DUNLOP MAKERS OF THE FIRST PNEUMATIC B I C CLE TIRE
IH;318

Cycling Safety Campaign
Pliza
SHOCK

ABSORBERS

AU these and many ether advantages ore gained by fitting PALCO Shock Absorbers.
Join the many thousands of Palco Safety Campaigners.

FOR FOR

STANDARD CYCLES MOTORISED CYCLES & TANDEMS

De -Luxe type 25/- De -Luxe type 30/ -
Easily fitted. tdjustable to rider's weight. Recommended by

leading Cycle Clubs.
Descriptive Leaflets free

PALCO CYCLE PRODUCTS LTD
(Dept. PM), 221, KNIGHTSBRIDGE, LONDON, SVV7.

Telephone : KNI. 1611 (2 lines)

IMPORTANT NOTICE to
Owners of MOTORISED BICYCLES!

You've got the EXTRA MOTIVE POWER
NOW you need the EXTRA BRAKING POWER

of

"Cantilevers".
MOST POWERFUL and SMOOTH ACTING

CYCLE BRAKES in the WORLD

CANTILEVERS have been given special tests on bicycles fitted with many of the
leading Motor Units, and as a result they are being strongly recommended for
their complete EFFICIENCY and RELIABILITY. Your life depends upon your
brakes, and the addition of a motor unit to your bicycle makes it vital that you
are equipped with the best brakes obtainable. CANTILEVERS will give you

.complete CONFIDENCE in ANY EMERGENCY. Fixed rigidly on the forks or
stays, they are always positive in action, :mooch and powerful, grip well in the
wet, and give long service. Special models available for use on Westwood rims.
Fitted with our Locking Lever, they make the ideal SAFEGUARD against petty
thieving. Twelve month guarantee with all new brakes.

SAFETY FIRST! Second Thoughts are Too Late!
THE RESILION CO. LTD. 309, LIVERPOOL ROAD, LONDON, N.1
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but your
brakes are

sure!

FERODO
All Weather Brake Blocks are of a special friction

material, made specially for the job - to give you safe, sure
control in any weather, wet or dry.

There are Ferodo All Weather Brake Blocks to fit every type
of cycle brake. For alloy rims, ask for the special soft quality
which cannot score the light metal.

Price for standard sizes per'per pair

For quick, easy fitting, Ferodo All Weather Brake Blocks
are available ready -mounted in plated steel shoes -4
different types to fit most machines.

Price, complete with nuts and washers 21 per pair

POWERED CYCLES
Ferodo All Weather Brake Blocks are especially suited for use
on powered cycles. Because of their extra toughness and dura-
bility, they stand up better than any others to the much heavier
braking stresses resulting from higher speed and greater weight.

FERODO
ALL WEATHER BRAKE BLOCKS
& LININGS FOR HUB BRAKES

FERODO LTD., CHAPEL -EN -EE -FRITH
A Member of Ite Turner & New Organization

REGI) 55555 fA4q4

MSPL

. and be sure of the finest
selection of spares, accessories
and equipment, including
a full range of " Halford "
" Raleigh " and " Robin
Hood " Cycles-there's a
Halford's branch in every
large town.

THE HALFORD
CYCLE. COMPANY LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

239, CORPORATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 4

222 BRANCHES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES
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This Weather
T SEEM to remember my
j- parents once told me that
a cold May was healthy, so
according to that ancient adage
we all ought to be very fit.
Personally I would prefer to
take the risks attendant on a
more sultry atmosphere and be wrapped
round with the warm airs of a delightful
spring, so that I could sit and smoke in com-
fort and watch the sunshine play at
shadows with the waving young grain
of the filigreed woods. There must
have been springs of this temper or
" winter lingers in the lap of May " would
never have been penned, and Byron's caustic
description of the English elements-" the
English winter ending in July to recom-
mence in August "----have made the stay-at-
homes dislike him. I thought of these
things the first Sunday morning in
May when a friend of my own years
joined me in making a thirty miles
round before lunch. The conditions
were arctic ; gloves and caps, and no stop-
ping to glance down the shimmering glades,
for the wind was like a whetted knife and
the air hung with a grey dreariness and occa-
sionally sprinkled with a dampness which was
neither rain nor fog. There were daffodils
nodding in the sheltered corners and prim-
roses on the banks, but they had lost the
reflection of the sun and seemed to scorn
the weather as much as we did. The day
was really quite good for riding, but seemed
a disappointment when one remembered the
calendar, for the expected weather for the
merry month had not arrived. I want sun-
shine to penetrate my skin, to feel the mois-
ture of exercise on my brow as a relief and
a benison to the troubled state of living.

The Great Values
IDON'T often grouse at the weather, but

really we have had enough winter con-
ditions to make almost a whole year, for the
mixture has been consistently bad since, Jul,y
Imp. That it will come to an end we all
ktioi,v, but faith needs renewing on such a

ek-end as the one of which I am writing,
the best thing to do this is a row of

days of flaunting sunshine. Probably
they'are with us as you read, and I for one

rejoice by disappearing, soon after an
y' tea, to seek the old haunts for ever new

Under the influence of spring. That is the
It, feature of a bicycle ; you have no one
to -consult, no money to consider, and time
atd miles are only bounded by your need for
rest. I am aware we don't all think in that
sense-perhaps it is as well, or roads would
be still more congested-but I am convinced
that if a few more people looked on cycling
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as a game to play at
any odd moment of
le'sure they would
be far happier folk.
On the law of aver-
ages we should be
presented with a
lovely summer, and
apart from holidays
there are dozens of
hours of daylight-
not to mention the
saver dusk of moon-
light-which we can
use for our quiet
enjoyment and the
benefit of our health,
mental and physical.
This indeed is the
phase of cycling I
love to -day, to wan-
der into the lanes
-any lanes - and
refresh the spirit,

Waysid_e Thoughts
By F. J. URRY

and sometimes to mix the interest with the
sporting side of the game and, by proxy,
live over again the hectic days of my youth.
Many Of my older friends say they are too
tired at the day's ending to even think in the
terms of cycling, but the old adage, change
of occupation is rest," is nevermore true than
when applied to these evening jaunts that
round off the glory of a summer's day.

The Complimentary Vehicle
T WAS recently speaking to a company of
1- business men on the subject of
" Cycling," under a title " the Beloved
Silence," and was a little amazed and, in a
sense complimented by their attention.
Apparently they had never given much
thought to the fact that the bicycle was the
only silently travelling vehicle, which in it-
self should be sufficient to make it distin-
guished in a world where noise is predomin-
ant. I mentioned all the values I attach to
cycling, comparing them with other forms of
travel, particularly stressing the healthiness
of the game and specially to people whose
years have piled up behind them and who
have discarded exercise and thereby reduced
activity. I expected comment at the end of
the short talk, -and all I got was confirmation
by several old riders. coupled with the several
remarks bearing' on the same matter, and
saying that road traffic had scared them from
even a modest- dip into the cycling magic.
I am afraid- that latter deduction is true,
and it is a pity. Personally I do not know
anything about itL-that feeling cf nervous-
ness in tight traffic conditions-but I can
understand the maelstrom of present-day

- road conditioni being wearing to the nervous
system when the years count up to mid-life
and the pastime has been neglected for a
long time. It is one more reason, and a
prominent one, why an individual should
keep on cycling and never " let up " on the
game, though he may slow up. I know that
it is an easy thing to write and far more
difficult one to carry out, but I think the
latter business is too frequently exaggerated
until it becomes an excuse for neglect. I do
quite a lot of motoring for conven:ence, and
particularly for speed in business, but I ride
to work every day, and the car is kept at the
works, going home only when non -cycling
friends visit me for a little local sight-seeing.
Therefore I know what I am talking about in
reference to this subject, and that is specially
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true when it cornea to a question of health,
the greatest single value of the regular use
of a bicycle.

Why Not the Elders ?
THIS is a sub:ezt so personally applicable

- to -day that I sometimes wonder why
nearly all the stress on .the service of cycling
to the community is aimed at the young
folk. They. of course are of the age to want
to ride-there never was a youngster who
didn't-but having persuaded them into the
ways of cycling, its fun and its sport, it
seems to be unwise not to point out to them
to continue in that way of life and hold to
an individual joy that will never disappoint.
Here is a thing that never palls if you take
it in good part ; like the machine with you
aboard it, it goes on and on. True, you may
become more of an individualist as you grow
older, a rider with no set timetable to the
place, the day, or the hour, and that develop-
ment is a gain rather than a loss because you
can always conform to the pattern of club

life if you so desire. The delight
in your early cycling travels
will never desert you ; the
scenes may be familiar, but
your observation of them is
keener, the light and the shade,
the texture of the atmosphere,
the differing patterns of the

seasons impose their variety, and it is
the slower tempo of the going that
persuades you to look and listen with-
out being completely aware of your
wider interests until reminded. (These subtle
things, the inexplicable, can never be wholly
captured by the motorist, however slowly he
may travel; only the walker can come into
a similar heritage, and you possess the
greater mobility, and the power to become
one with him when the occasion demands.
These arc a few of the reasons why you
should keep on riding and never allow this
gift of " something for nothing " to fade from
your life. It provides the best playground
I know for people of more advanced years.
The Way of Going
I THINK this pleasure of riding depends

very much on the equipment of the bicycle
as well as the reasonable fitness of the
individual. To -day I am not concerned
with lightness in the sense of the least
possible. I like a good bicycle, well shod
with light tyres, and fitted with a saddle of
goodly proportion, for seating accommo-
dation is very important. I like, also, the
slightly dropped bar, giving me the easy
posture of a comfortable writing position,
and a backward position-so opposed to the
modern notion of straight thrust pedalling-
so I may use the old type of ankling to the
fullest extent, and with a normal gear of
Coin. and a four -change hub or derailleur,
I am a happy cyclist if no longer a fast one.
With a low gear of about 4oin. I can climb
the hills without hard breathing or hurtful
pedalling ; climb them at six or seven miles
an hour and have time to look around and,
if desirable, get off and smoke a pipe and
absorb the view which is too often missed
by the fellow in a hurry. My idea of touring
to -day is not concerned nearly so much with
the matter of miles as the paradise of country
scenes into which they lead you, which is
the reason why touring to me is a greater
pleasure than ever. You can go in a car
over the same roads and miss so much from
the very fact that you are static, for I believe
it is the effort of exercise, the consciousness
of individualism, creating the appreciation
that makes such means of travel so delight-
ful. It is the same sensibility that makes
the walker and the fell -climber understand
the values of roaming, and his handicap in
the limitation of area, and the inability to
change it in an hour as we cyclists can.
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Buckets and Spades
BY tradition and long custom, August is

the Englishman's holiday month,
though for myself I much prefer to take my
holidays in June, when the land is fresher,
and' the fields more green. In August,
though it may be grand to laze in the sun,
the countryside has lost a little of its green
glamour, and the first whispers of approach-
ing autumn are heard in the trees. But it
is the sea which calls the Englishman with
insistent call when August arrives, and in a
changing world, there is still the pilgrimage
to Foamville or Seaview, with the inevitable
buckets and spades, the building of sand
castles, the games of cricket on the broad
stretches of hard sand . . . and, for the
spartan, the plunge into the sea before break--
fast. But for me, the countryside has a
greater lure than the sea, and this year I
am planning a little tour of the Staffordshire -
Derbyshire borders, through winding lanes
and little villages where time has dealt
kindly with cottages, and farms, and inns,
and grey old churches. I shall ride to
ancient Tutbury, where the crumbling
remains of the castle still stand as a reminder
of past splendour . . it was there that ill-
fated Mary of Scots was imprisoned. It is
a goodly land; green and fertile, and lacking
the grimness of northern Derbyshire, with its
stone walls.

Festival Parade
ONE et the noteworthy features of

" Festival " year has been the enthu-
siasm of local communities in linking up
with the big London event, and in many
small towns; excellent carnivals, sports meet-
ings, regattas, and other functions have been
arranged, all designed to capture the " festive
spirit " and re-create the glory of Britain ...
which, to listen to the " dismal Jimmies,"
has departed ! In one small country town
I visited, one of the events was a fancy dress
parade, in which decorated cycles formed a
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major attraction. It is a long time since I
saw a procession of gaily decorated machines,
though it used to be quite a common thing
in the old days. Colourful crêpe paper, rib-
bons, flowers and rosettes had been pressed
into service, and the effect was quite alluring.
A bicycle lends itself to such decorative treat-.
ment, and the organisers of local carnivals
might do worse than include a " fancy cycle
parade " in their programmes.

Village Cycle Shop

IT is really a shed . . . this " shop " where
the cyclists of my village can obtain

their spares, their cycle accessories, and get
their repairs done. But a very well-equipped
shed ! The proprietor is a farm foreman,
and this cycle business is his side -line . . .

and, I imagine, a profitable one !. Anything
from a new cycle to a packet of valve rubber:
and smiling service thrown in ! When one's
nearest town is some six miles away, it is
useful to have a " shed " like this, where
the owner is as skilled in dealing with a 3 -
speed gear as he is in milking the Short-
horns and Ayrshires on the farm.

The Disappearing County

MIDDLESEX
continues to be swallowed

up, bit by bit, by Mother London,
but there is a surprising lot of good green
countryside still left in the county, and the
Londoner in search of quiet lanes, and wide
fields, and noble shady trees, can still find
these good treasures in Middlesex. Mill Hill
provides charming walks and rides still, and
whenever I stroll by the famous school and
along the Ridgeway, I feel that Middlesex
has never received its due meed of praise as
A beautiful county ; it is still beautiful in
parts, and well wooded ; not all of it has
been eaten up by ever-growing suburbs, tube
stations, factories, and estate development ...
and we may be thankful that some rural
loveliness remains to us, even if only in
patches. A mile or two from the Edgware
tube station, there are green glades, and
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patches of woodland, and old farms, as good
as any in larger and more distant shires, and
the birds sing as sweetly in Middlesex hedge-
rows as in Hampshire or Surrey.

Tyre Tips
RECENTLY, I saw two instances of tyre

misuse . . . and was led to give a little
homily about tyre care which I hope will
prove of benefit to the boy who owned the
bike. First of all, his machine, a bright and
beautiful Raleigh, was standing in a shed-
. . . in pools of oil. Now, oil is a menace to
tyres, ,and ruinous to rubber. I rubbed that
point home. Then, a spare cycle cover, un-
wrapped, was hanging on the wall of the
shed, in glaring sunlight. I rubbed that
point home . . . bright sunlight, too, is bad
for rubber. It is strange, in view of the
great amount of literature on tyre care which
has been, and still is, issued by our tyre
manufacturers, that so many riders neglect
and ill-treat their tyres. The points to
observe are so simple !

Bicycle Design
TALKING with a little bunch of riders

the other week, in a charming little
inn not far from glorious Dovedale, the
chatter turned to bicycle design, and there
was some interesting discussion as to when
the last fundamental change in design took
place. One of the company, a seasoned rider
of about seventy, said that he could not
remember any real fundamental change for
many years ; little " niceties " . . . yes ; but
no serious alteration of basic design. I am
afraid I could not contribute much of value
to the discussion, but it would be of interest
to know what the experts think. To me,
the general design of the bike seems to -day
to be much the same as in my early youth.

Essex Enchantment
ONE seldom hears eulogies of Essex as one

of our beautiful counties and most folk
regard it as flat and rather uninteresting.
Personally, whilst I would not give it pride
of place in any list of lovely English counties,
I do know -that it has many charms. I have
always loved the good country around Ongar;
and I revel in those lovely place-names like
Stanford -le -Hope, and. Hatfield Peverel, and
Tolleshunt D'Arcy. One should not judge
Essex by its London suburbs-get out into
the heart of the county, and it will be found
that it is astonishingly rural. Little villages,
with cottages lit by oil lamps ; old manor
houses, touching the Suffolk border ; pleasant
little streams, where the willows kiss the
water and the kingfishers dart like meteors
of blue in the sun. There are old inns, where
aged farm men foregather and talk a dialect
all their own. This is the essential Essex

. and it isn't far from London !

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND FORMULAE

Ninth Edition

by F. J. CAMM
A handbook dealing with methods of calcula-
tion, solution to workshop problems, and the
rules and formula necessary in various work-
shop processes. It contains all the information

a mechanic normally requires.

From all booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher,

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.a

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until August 31st, 1951, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 3 penny
stamps. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Pract ica I Mechanics. August. 1951.

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons,
Ltd., Exmoor Street, London, W.I0. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon &
Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-Central News Agency, Ltd. Subscription
Rate (including postage): For one year. Inland and Abroad I4s. (Canada 13s.). Registered at

the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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CRYSTAL DIODES
LATEST, SMALLEST,

SUPREME CRYSTAL DETECTOR

Midget Size, 5116in. x 31I6in.
Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

415 each, postage 2.1d.
Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple,
but high quality Crystal Set included.
Technical Details and Selected Types

available.
SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

316 each, postage 2id.
Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 151-, post 9d.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

;ilk&
PATENTED

WORM DRIVE

CLIP
Absolutely leakproof
joints on Air, Water,
and Oil lines are
swiftly and easily made
by using "Jubilee" Worm
Drive Clips. They stand
up to any pressure.

*** RP/11
MG I INE51

CUP IN 51W
WORLD.

L.ROSINSON&CO., IGSLINGS.ANn LTD:
gz71 ngha,n )(era

AMATEUR INS WORKERS
All Supplies : Lists on request
In response to popular demand
we are constructing a batch of
lens worker's lathes (motorised)
suitable for the production of
precision surfaces for eye -pieces,
object glasses, telescope specula,
etc. The number is limited, and
we invite applications from those
interested in purchasing one of
these machines. The cost will
be approximately £50.
MASON & GANTLETT, LIMITED,

Menistor Optical Works,
HALL ROAD NORWICH

YI:ItLEY Al II PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target prac-

tice.
No licence required to
ourchase for use on

enclosed premises.
Senior. Mark 1
Junior. Webley Air Rifle
Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT, LTD.,
106, Weaman Street. Birmingham. Eng.

TELEPHONE INTERCOM SETS
Consists of two combined telephones
which are also microphones, connected
25ft. flex giving effective two-way
speaking communication, no batteries,
speech energised. Tested up to 300ft.
Extra flex, 5d. yard. Price 8/6 post 711..
NlanY other bargains. Send S.A.E.
for list. Trade enquiries invited.

L. C. NORTHALL,
16, Holly Rd., Quinton, Blidni, 32
Retail : 416, High St., Smethwlek

Phone : WOO 3166

NO MAN CAN KNOW TOO
MUCH OF HIS PRODUCT
For the close
scrutiny o1
every conceiv-
able object,
metals,tools,fabrics,fibres,
minerals,
precious
stones, paint, print, manu-
scripts, biological and botanical
specimens, cutting edges, fracture]
surfaces, raw materials, powders, granules,
and innumerable other purposes, the ULTRA
LENS is invaluable, and presents in many instances
hitherto unsuspected data which can be used to advantage.

The Ultra Lens is a revealing eye of six actual
diametrical matnifications, which brings

out points of strength or weakness, and
enables the most minute measure-

ments 'o be gauged accurately.
/37, Whether you are engaged

" 634. in manufacturing, buy -
/.s,8 ing or selling, it

is an ally of
real value.
No instru-
ment you can
buy will more

quickly justify
and pay for itself.

Full particulars
on request.

THE UtirnA: LENS COMPANY,
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

THERMOLECTRICS LTD.
CHAPEL WORKS. HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
Here is an opportunity for the amateur engineer to acquire
a precision Bi-metal Thermostat, capable of controlling
A.C. currents of .', AMP within the temperature range
SO degrees Fahrenheit to 200 degrees Fahrenheit.

ASBESTOS FLEXIBLE HEATING CORD. II -
yd. Various Resistances 15, 25, 60, 200, 400 ohMs
per yd.
ASBESTOS SLAG WOOL for the thermal insu-
laticn of hot-water tanks. lb.
THREE HEAT SERIES PARALLEL LINE CORD
SWITCHES. I Amp. 250v., "off" position each end. 716 each.
J in. 7 B.A. FINE SILVER -TIPPED CONTACT SCREWS 6d. each.
El -METAL, 6in. wide x .036in. 401- per lb.

WE INVITE YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR ASBESTOS MILLBOARDS AND SPECIAL
ALUMINIUM FOIL -BACKED THERMAL INSULATION.

PRICE
3/9 EACH

You Can Become a
HANDICRAFTS
INSTRUCTOR
EXPERIENCE NOT ESSENTIAL

Men who enjoy making things in
wood or metal can turn their hobby
into a permanent and interesting
Career] Short hours, long holidays,
and security in a job you would
really enjoy, can be yours if you
become a Handicrafts Instructor.
Let us send you details of the easiest
and quickest way to get the necessary
qualification.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you would like to know about

our unique method of preparing you
for one of these appointments, write
today, and we will send you an
informative t76 -page Handbook-
FREE and without obligation. Mark
your letter " Handicrafts Instructor."

British Institute of Engineering Technology
591, Shakespeare House,

DIET17/19, Stratford Pl., London, W.1

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for 172.77..,7

Leaflet No. 1816 - - 1
Speed up to

B.&F. CARTER j4C.4Alie
6,000 :'.p.m.

& Co., Ltd., BlIton 5
Members of B.E.S.T,E.C. Organisation,

TRANSMITTING
CRYSTALS

A Colossal purchase of new Crystals
from the Ministry of Supply enables us
to make this unique otter. Your selec-
tion of six different frequencies from the
list below for only 201- carriage paid.
(Note : each must be different, and we
reserve the right to make up with
other frequencies should our stock be
exhausted of any particular one
ordered.) All are made by S. T. & C. Co.,
and at this price you can afford to ex-
periment regrinding, as has been done
successfully by several local amateurs.
Frequencies available :

Ke/s. Kc;s. Reis. Eels.
3400 342A 3980 3540
3580 3600 3700 3640
3660 3850 3900 3930
3940 3960 4000 4020
9080 4180 9200 9240

4260

We also have a limited number of the
955 Ke/s. Crystal units available, 10/ -
plus 6d. postage.

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES,
48, Stafford Street, Wolverhampton.

Tel.: 22039
(Note change of address)

IMPETUS Precision PLANERS
Circular safety type cutter -head High
quality tempered steel knives. Tables
mounted on machined inclined ways.
Ground table-sut faces. Fences
adjustable to 45 de

4 in. MOg. DEL, E9.0.0
Motorised, 217.10.0. 6 in. MODEL
£27.10.0. Motorised 544.0.0. Send for
Catalogues of other ' Impetus' Products.
JOHN P M. S. STEEL, Dept. 80,

RINGLET, YORKS.
..Phone : BING LEY 3551 (4 lines)

Price
£.8 5s. 0-I.

Carr. Extra.

Machine
-Vice

The ' Adept Bench
Hand Shaper

Length of choke of
rani, aline.

No. 2B. IL Shaper, blip.
stroke

Pi Ice £15 Os. Od.
Auk your deafer.
Manufactured by

The SUPER
'ADEPT' LATHE
Urn. centres, 6in,

between
centres.

The " Adept "
Prim 85-0-0,1. 21 In. 9 -Jaw

Postage and Packing, 21. Rd. (U.K.) Independent
Chuck. Reversible Jaws, 35/, A (load Range

of Accessories Is available.

F. W. PORTASS.
ADEPT WORKS, SELLERS STREET, SHEFFIELD, 8

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS

Widely recognised as the Safest, the
Simplest and the finest Radio Construc-
tional Sheets. All my Designs are

FULLY GUARANTEED.
THE POCKET PAK. The finest little self-
contained Pocket Portable one -salver ob-
tainable. Med. waves. Good 'rhone sign.
Most widely used and always praised ... 3/ -

THE CRUISER. A three -valve T.R.F.
Nigh -gain Set. Specially designed for use
where only a short aerial can be used. Wel
for Caravans, Camping, Yachts, etc. M.IL.
waves. All -dry Batteries ...

TUE "UNIVERSAL FOUR." A 3 -valve
plus Rect. M/L wave T.R.F. Circuit. A.C./
D.C. 4 watts output. Very -popular ... 3/ -

THE " CUB." A 2 -valve plus Rect. Power
and Quality on the " local " stations.
A.C./D.C. operation. MIL waves ... 3/-

. THIS CORVETTE. A compact all -wave
Superhet. Good results Anywhere with
" hook-up " aerial, or a good Portable with
self-contained aerial. Chassis size 51 x 41 x
2in. All -dry Batteries 3/-
The above are only a few of my desigts.

SEND STAMP FOR COMPLETE LIST.
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
484. DIED SWANA1.1,,, DID/SET

PRECISION TOOLS FOR
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
DELIVERY FROM STOCK

JAGROSE 3" LATHE
Surfacing, Screw -cutting, Set -over Tailsieck,
Hollow Mandrel, Complete with sct of

.`crew -cutting Gears.

£28-10-0
E.P. Terms 0-10-0 deposit, 7 monthly

payments of EV-.
SPECIAL LONCON AGENTS

F011 THE FAMOUS
PORTASS LATHES.

n'n. Dreadnought II Model /49-10-0
3,/; Heavy Duty Model 16E-0-0
45n. Dreadnought Model 172-10-0

or on Easy Payment Terms.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
Send for particulars P.M.I.

JAMES GROSE LTD.,
379-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON,
N.W.I. EUS 5231

MATRIC.
WHY, needlessly nand/call yoiriell

and watch Other people
success and security 0 \Vhat ever your
age, you can now prepare for the all
important Matriculation Examination
at home on "NO PASS-NO FEE"
terms. Write now for our valuable
"GUIDE TO MATRICULATION'
which explains the new regulation;,
etc., and the easiest and quickest
way to matriculate-FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH TUTORIAL INSTITUTE
(Dept. 160), 356, Oxford Street.

LONDON, W.I.

'NO PASS NO FEE"
ADANA PRINTING MACHINES

Print in the odd hours with an
Adana-still the most absorbing

of crafts. 50.1 HIS
Machine £4.10.0

No. 2 MS mactian,.!
£9. 15 . O. Will

quickly pay for itsell.
Send for illustratid
folder to Dept. P.M. 46

ADANA (Printing Machines) Ltd., Twicken-
ham. or cal/ 8. Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.

CIRCULAR SAW SPINDLES
Standardised Spindles and Flanges
for Sawing. Grinding or Drilling.
Spindles lln.-llin. from 4/6. Complete
assemblies for saws gin. to Olin. dias.
Circular Saws 41n., 7/6. 61n. 12/ -
Bin., 16/6: 101n., 2216. All sizes
supplied. Bearings, Collars. Pulleys,
Vee Belts. Sawing Grinding and
Drilling Machines. 92/8.
Send 7d. for fully illustrated Catalogue.

REV.I6RLEY PRODUCTS
28, Oakwood Avenue, Leeds, 8..



One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.

Plastics - Radio -Aero Eniines - Aircraft Design-
Welding-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-
Television-Electric Wiring-D i e s e l Engineering-
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
Metallurgy - Refrigeration - Planning - Estimating.
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship-Sanitary Engineering.

GENERAL

Gen. Cert. of Educ.,-College of Preceptors-
A.C.C.S.-A.C.I.S.-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Housing Manager-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
Engineers-A.R.I.C.S.-L.A.B.S.S.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Struc-
tural Courses, Building Draughtsmanship, etc.
The present Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in
Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Home Study" courses
will get yob in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office

1r

should study some
specialised Branch such

r- as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

.....

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

OUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX ;417 JOHANNESBURG

"PRACTICAL ENGINEERING" said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering" is not a pamphlet. It is , a 132 -page book,
containing valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering. . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains :

 Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,

A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.1.Mun.E., M.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

FOUNDED 1885 -FOREMOST TODAY -- OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your
Tuition Fee will be returned in full and without question.
This is surely the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached Coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning point in your
career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FREE COUPON

To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (r) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the 'ranches in which
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK you are interested.)

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(rd. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


